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Retired Morehead State professor
gets Founders Day honor
By KENNETH A. HART
Independent News Writer

MOREHEAD - A retired Morehead State University history professor was honored Friday for his
contributions during the school's
annual Founders Day observance.
Wilhelm Exelbirt, a native of
Austria, became the 13th recipient
of the Founders Day Award for
University Service during ceremonies marking the school's 68th
year as a state-supported institution of higher education.
Presentation of the award was
one of the highlights of the daylong
observance. Others were recognition of major donors and volunteers, acceptance of a financial
gift from Ashland Oil Inc. and the
induction of three new members
into the school's Alwnni Hall of
Fame.
Former NBC News journalist
Edwin Newman was the keynote
speaker at the convocation and
awards ceremony.
Exelbirt, 88, of Morehead, was
unable to attend the ceremony because of ill health. Bill Seaton,
chainnan of U1e university's board
of regents, presented the award to
Exelbirt's wife, Regina.
· "Thank you very much for your
great kindness," she said. "What
else ean I say?"

Organizers of the ceremony presented a brief videotaped message
from Exelbirt, in which he said he
accepted the award "with great
hwnility .''
1~ presentin~ the award, Seaton
praised Exelb1rt for "his great intellectual and teaching skills that
challenged two generations of students on th.is campus."
E~elbirt, a reknown expert on
Slavic European history, began h.is
career at Morehead State in 1948
~fter coming to the U.S. as a politt~al refugee. He retired from fu!Jtime teaching in 1971.
A luncheon that followed the
awards ceremony was highlighted

nications, said the company considered the cha!Jenge grant to be
money well spent.
"The kind of impact you're making here at the university is something that just can't be measured,"
he said.
Ten new Morehead State University Fellows were recognized at
the luncheon. To become a Fellow,
an individual or couple must provide the school with a $10,000 cash
gift, a property gift valued at
$12,500 or a deferred gift of $25,000.
The new Fellows are: Homer C.
Cablish of Bradenton, Fla.; Ted
Crosthwait of Frankfort; Noveal ·
Crosthwait of Fairfield Glade,

by the presentation of a $50,000
check to the university by Ashland
Oil.
The check was the third and final
installment of a $150,000 challenge
grant presented by the company in
1987. Morehead State's receiving
th~ !11oney was conditional upon it
raising an equal or greater amount
in private donations.
University President C. Nelson
Grote said the grant has served as
a stimulus for private giving and
"d_emonstrated to us how corporate
philanthropy can change an institution. 11
Dan Lacy, ·Ashland Oil vice presid ent for corporate commu-

Tenn. ; Shirley L. Fannin of Studio
City, Calif.; Dr. and Mrs. Adron
Doran of Lexington; Chester A.
Nava Jr. of Louisville; James E.
Rose of Houston, Texas; Robert A.
Slon_e of Lexington; and James s.
Davis of Pikeville.
Th.is year's inductees into the
Al~ Hall of Fame were retired
Manne Col. William L. Barber of
West Liberty, mining executive
Robert Addington of Catlettsburg
and Kentucky Court of Appeals
Judge Janet Stwnbo of Van Lear.
The three were recognized Friday evening at an awards banquet
sponsored by the school's Alwnni
Association.

-The Daily Independent, Ashland, Ky., Saturday, March 31, 1990

Ex-network newsman speaks up
for communications skills
By KENNETH A. HART
Independent News Writer

MOREHEAD - The United
States could lose prominence in the
world if its people do not improve
their communicative skills, former
NBC newsman Edwin Newman
said Friday at Morehead State
University.
Newman, an outspoken advocate
for the use of proper English, cited
a nwnber of hwnorous examples of
the language being misused during
his keynote speech at the university's annual Founders Day observance.

However, he became serious
when he spoke of the long-term
effects that poor speech and writing habits could have on American
society.
" If the level at which we speak
and write declines, we decline right
along with it,·• he said.

~ccord(n~ to one study, Newman
~aid, the illiteracy and semiliteracy
in the work force costs American
industries more than $20 billion
annually.
"More and more people are beginning to understand that incor:1petence11 and inefficiency have
their costs, he said. ·

-A service of th e Office of Media Relations-
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Members of the media also came has hosted twice, and of hlli role' as
,:•_; Speaking in the same measured
Wider Newman's scrutiny. He took moderator in the 1976 and 1984
' --tones that made him a fixture with
ABC News anchor Peter Jennings presidential debates.
', television audiences during his 35When he was on "Saturday Night
to task for a story on the Academy
- ~ear tenure at NBC, Newman delivered a stinging attack on what , , Awards, in which Jennings "told us Live," Newman said he was reabout an actress who had been quired to change costumes a num- •he sees as negative influences on
awarded for the pleasure she gave. ber of times for his roles· in the
,the_ language.
·
"To whom, he did not say," various skits.
, Some of _the culprits cited by
"I can remember rWJning aroWJd
Newman
said.
Newman are major corporations
Newman also took a shot at CBS behind the sets, having clotpes tom
whom_ h_e said ;;promote sloppiness
off of me and others put on," he
News for "reporting that.a plot had said.
and ~!literacy by intentionally
"At one point, I heard somebeen
successfully
thwarted
...
mis~smg English in their adone
yell,
'Never mind the shoes,
which put to rest fears that it had
vertisements to obtain a particular
effect.
been WJSUccessfully thwarted."
At a news conference that fol- ~ just get him on the sci."'
Examples, he said, are television·
Although he retired from NBC in
lowed his speech, Newman also
comniercials in , which the word
1984
Newman said he would welsingled out popular music as a
, "I!le" is often incorrectly subcom'e
the chance to again moderate
destructive influence on the Ian'stituted for "I.'.' a
presidential
debate.
.•
l "Ad
·
,vertis~rs
must believe that if ' ·; ·guage.
"It's very exciting to -be iii on.
you use I correctly instead of
"Most of today's popular music
You can even get the idea that
does not even deserve the name of
you're important,'' he joked.
music," he said. "If yQu can even
In addition to his work with NBC,
_ 'me,' you will go bankrupt immepick out the words, they're not
~ewman
has written three books
- diately," he said. "Who writes this
worth hearing.
on
the
state
of the English Ian,_ stuff? Who passes it?"
"To say what passes for popular , guage. He currently works .as a
, Newman also took humorous aim
music is anti-intellectual is a gross
syndicated newspaper columnist,
, at a cologne advertisement that
Wlderstatement," he said.
; claims the product "calms, yet arNewman said he had fond mem. - ouses, your animal desires."
ories of his appearances on NBC's
"This leaves unanswered one • "Saturday Night. Live," which he
question - why put it on in the first
i1
place?" he said, drawing laughter -.
- from the capacity crowd at Button
Auditorium.
Newman railed against
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER.
SAHJ_RDAY,
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-- "bloated" and euphemistic phrases _ LEXINGTON.
___,_ _ _!<Y.,
_ ;;_-,
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' ,
that have come into vogue in recent
year~, saying they create confusion
wher~ none existed previously.
"At one hospital, when a person
-,·-:
di~, _it is s~id that they 'are not
'
fulf1\~g the1_r wellness potential,'"
he said. "This seems to imply that
.,
he 'died and it was rather his
Northeastern Kentucky bureau

Slavic histor.iq.n given·
Morehead.State award

fault."

J

'

MOREHEAD - An Austrian
native who fled his country at the
height of the Nazi regime was given
Morehead State University's 1990
Founders Day Award for University Service.
Wilhelm Exelbirt, 88, an MSU
professor emeritus of history, has
been described by Roots author
Alex Haley as "a national treasure"
and is an internationally known
Slavic historian.
He came to the United States
from Austria in 1940. He joined the
MSU faculty in 1948 and retired in
. 1971.
Exelbirt said ·in• a videotaped
message that he could not attend
the awards ceremony because of
"advanced old age."
"The single classroom teacher
can make only modest contributions," he said. "l tried my best:"
In other awards, retired Marine
Col. William E. Barber, Addington
Re!Sources Inc. co-founder and vice
president Robert R Addington and
slate Court of Appeals Judge Janet
Stumbo were inducted into the uni-
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Wilhelm Exelbirt, Founders
Day Award winner
versity's Alumni Hall of Fame.
MSU associate professor of
speech Harlen Hamm, assistant
sports director Larry Wii son and
Pi1<eville lawyer John H. Baird were
recognized by the1MSU Foundation
for their fund-riiL~ing activities.
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· Ex-newscaster berates use of bad grammar during Morehead visit
By JAY BLANTON
Staff Writer

MOREHEAD, Ky. - Edwin Newman
successtully defended the proper use of
English yesterday at Morehead State Uru•
versity's Founders Day.
Er, strike that
Newman, erstwhile NBC News correspondent and now one or America's most
noted wordsmithS, would never "successfully" defend anything. Or at least he
shouldn't
"One evening the 'CBS Evening News'
reported on a plot that had been successfully thwarted," Newman said, "which put
at riSk tears t!lat it might have been lfflSUC·
cessfully thwarted."

Newman, whose lessons on
language have been chronicled
In books and a syndicated col•
umn, brought bis often humor•
ous fight against the bloating and
disintegration of the language to
Morehead's 68th anniversary as
a state institution.
"I may be accused of nitpick•
ing." said Newman, the featured
speaker. "This is not nitpicking.
When words are plain, specific Newman
and easily understood and do the
job, why not let them?"
Newman said some of the worst offenders are the government. busines.ses and ad•
vertisers.

The overly technical and com•
plex language used by government officials In events such as
Watergate and the Iran-Contra
affair only confused and misled
Americans, he said.
Moreover, Newman said, lm•
proper grammar used in advertisements has promoted sloppi•
ness in language.
Newman, however, d(Jesn't
only do language - pardon the
grammar. He has been described as the only man to have been both
host of "Saturday Night Live'' and modera•
tor of a presidential debate. He retired
from NBC News in 1984 after almost 35

years with the network and was in charge
of the network's bureaus in London, Rome
and Paris.
But he has become well known for his
views on the English language. And the
Morehead campus gave Newman an appropnate venue to discuss those instltu•
tlons and people who have abused ll
Speaking to more than 500 people yesterday, Newman said educators have also
been guilty of needlessly complicating the
language. adding clutter and confusing
people they need to reach.
·•some of the worst offenders are in edu•
cation," Newman said. "The talk about
structured sequential curricula, critical
thought skills . . . selective utilization of
tool concepts" represents just some of the

confusing Jargon used in education.
Language. Newman said, also bas been
hurt by the Increasing reliance in this
country on technology, and use of comput•
er jargon, wnich has taken the life and
color out of language.
"This is a gloomy prospect," he said. "II
means that we should resist technology's
influence where it does not belong. T b lS
will not be easy, but language Is something
with which we live and by which we hve."
Founders Day also gave Morehead offi•
cials the opportunity to induct memberc;
into the school's ball of fame, recognize
university fellows and present the school's
Founders Day Award for University Serv•
ice to Wilhelm Exelbirt, a professor emen•
tus of h1Sl0ry.

~ewman gives Morehead straiQht talk on convoluted language
3y Todd P ck

A television news report on a plot that had been
.
'successfully thwarted' helped 'put at rest fears that 1t
t-.10REHEAD - Author a~d
former 'BC ew'i'- reporter Edwm might have been unsuccessfully thwarted,' author and
Newman
yesterday
~reached former NBC reporter Edwin Newman said.
K,r'hea:.tcrn Kenlucky bureau

said. "Take the unnecessary use of
the word 'successfully.'

"One evening. the 'CBS Evening
News' reported on a plot that had
been ·successfully thwarted,' " he
said.
That ..put at rest fears that it
against turning the ~nghsh la~-might
have been un:-uccessfully
guage into "mush," telhng ~n au?1professors and alumni laughed as
thwarted.''
ence a :Vlorehcad State University sloppy, dull. pompous, thoughtless, he told how advertisers, polincian
that nothing less than the future of gassy language."
Nev.m an. 71. now a syndicated and even educators muddle their
the country depends on iL
A- medical journal, he said. told
newspaper columnist, was the guest speech with words aimed at making
"I thmk it is a matter that speaker at MSU's Founders Day them sound important.
about a hospital where "a patient
was said not to have •fulfilled his
demands our urgent attention( he
Many people are guilty of
said, ''because too many Amen cans awards ceremony.
wellness potential,' which meant he
"bloating"
their
speech,
Newman
The crowd of 600 students,
are addicted to Jargon, to mush, to
had died and seemed to imply it
was rather his fault.
·'Csing language of this kind
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER. LEXINGTON. KY., SATURDAY MARCH 31 1990
may confuse people about what
they're doing and help to lead them
astray,'' Newman said.
''This is not nitpicking," he said.
"When words that are plain. specif•
ic and easily understood can do the

job, why not let them?..
·ewman, author of

Srnctlv
Speaking. A C1i-il To11gue and I
,Hust Sor. was a~ked 10 speak at
the cerl'·mony because attendence
had 1:x.-en down in recent ye,ars,
l\1SU spokesman Keith Kappc.-s
said.
•
He will be paid £7.500 for his
appearance. Kappes said. but it is
uncenain " hether the money will
come from the university's budget
or from private sources.

After l\ewman's speech. Kann
Cra1'{<1. an '.\1 L" Junior who srudit-~
Enghsh. said ~he d1sa~rrt't'Cl wr h
somt of \~ hat Ne\, man :-:.1d.
..We don·t . peak Old Englt, h
anymore." she said. "The langu;iy
11:; growing."
~ewman said later. "Of cour:-c
the language evolves ... but y,,u
resist those changes that seem to
ha\'e nu Yalue.''
MSC President C. Nelson GroH·.
who gave :-.lewman a certific tte
making him an honorary Kentucky
Colonel, agrec--d wnh the new:.man.
Grote said. ··Our ability to communicate I becoming more and
more essential.''
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By GEORGE WOLFFORD
Senior News Writer
ASHLAND - A construction bid
$58,0C-O above estimates for a Learn-

ing Resources Center at Ashland
Community College is likely to be
accepted. members of the school's
advisory_board were told Thursday.
Dr. Ben Carr Jr., interim chancellor of the University of Kentucky
community college system, said a
$3.396.319 bid from Vocon Inc. of
Hw1tington, W.Va., is only about 2
-percent above estimates and is "a
good bid.n

· · , It was the second time Vocon has
. ·. been low. A $3,648,990 offer in Janu... arv was turned down because it was
· -~. ·considered too far above estimates.
·•7· The bid package calls for construction of a building on the parking lot just west of the school's existing structure. The two structures
are to be connected by a covered
walkwav.
·But tiiat second set of bids leaves
out important aspects of the college's growth plan, ACC President
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Tony_ Newberry said; includin~
fo~ Ashllmd, however: - ..
fund1~g for renovation of the.:;.. The community colleges now 01>school s present fourth-floor library ·erate at 63 percent of formula fundspace; the $20,000 connector between ing he said.
.
the new and existing buildings;
"We'd been afraid that with the
landscaping; 3l;d furniture.
· mandated emphasis on secondary
Newberry said proposals had been and. elementary education, they
made t_o ~ame a compon~nt of the would tell us they were going to get
new bwlding for the late Libby Wal- the colleges next time around " Carr
thall, a long-time professor at the said.
'
college whose responsibilities inNewberry said priorities call for
eluded adult education. The board increases in pay for staff members
added its endorsement to a recom- filling vacancies brought on by
mendation from the school faculty.
swelling enrollment and opening
Carr told members of the board some new programs.
that the Kentucky General AssemHe said nursing programs top that
bly's educational package headed last category .
for the governor for his signing
holds out hope for the best-liuanced
year in history for community colleges.
Carr said the budget package, as
written, would add a dozen buildings
across the commonwealth and increase funding to 88 percent of the
amount written into the plannipg
formula. No additional building is

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Ky., Friday, March 30, 1990-

Dr. Charles Hoives gets Great Teacher Aivard
By GEORGE WOLFFORD

Senior News Writer
·
ASHLAND - Dr. Charles Howes, professor of
physical sciences at Ashland Community College,
has been named a recipient of University of Kentucky's GreaUI'eacher Award for 1990.
. ACC. Presi_dent Tony Newberry, in announcing ·
Howes' selection to a meeting of the ACC Advisory
Board on Thursday, said he was the school's third
Great Teacher in as many years and the loth since
the inception of the award.
Newberry said he felt Howes' selection "underscores the fact that we are committed to quality
teaching and that we are a student-oriented institution."
Howes, a native of Massachusetts who came to
Kentucky by way of industrial work in Ohio,
teaches biology and is chairman of the biological
sciences division at ACC.
He said he thought the two factors that' earned
him the award were his stress on teaching "with its
relationship to the students" and his efforts at

involving himself in community activity.
Newberry, in a letter of recommendation, called
Howes "a talented, dedicated instructor who understands the needs of the entire range of CQmmunity college students. Better than anyone else I
know, he has mastered the central challenge of
community college teaching, which is to balance a
commitment to the open door philosophy with a ,
responsibility to maintain rigorous academic standards."
In addition to his classroom work, Howes has
coordinated the computer-graphics program at the
school and overseen the annual Health & Science
Fair.
He earned his doctorate in botany from the University of Massachusetts in 1969, then taught at
Wright State and Kentucky State universities and
the University of Puerto Rico before coming to ACC
in 1981.
His wife, Jeannette, works in the ACC bookstore.
They have two daughters, aged 14 and 19.

\
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. - - - - , A BUDGET S\lJ-'JlMARY
The House and Senate gave final approval
yesterday to an $8.9 billion General Fund budget
for the two fiscal years that begin July 1.
That total includes $1.26 billion in new General
Fund revenue that is anticipated from increases
approved in the income, sales, and corporate
income taxes.
EDUCATION: Funding for public schools and
·
· other education and humanities programs would
·
increase from $1.63 billion this year to $2.02 b1lhon
~ ·. · ·• ·
in 1990-91 (a 22 percent increase} and to $2.18
billion in 1991-92 (an 8.3 percent increase).
Most of the new money will pay for the higher
state support for schools and the school-reform
initiatives. Each school district will get at least an 8
percent increase in state funding in the first year
and at least 5 percent in the second.
HIGHER EDUCATION: State funding of
universities would grow from $594 million this year
to $657 million in 1990-91 (a 10.6 percent increase}
and to $742 million in 1991-92 (a 13 percent
increase}. This would put universities at about 89
percent of full funding under a formula that
compares Kentucky's funding of universitie~ with
that provided by surrounding states for their
universities.
HUMAN RESOURCES: This budget soars by 24
percent from $588 million this year to $727 million
in 1990-91, and grows another 9 percent, to $795
million, in 1991-92. Money is provided for renovation
of. the Hazelwood facility in Jefferson County. And
the budget fully funds the omnibus health-care bill
passed during the session.
Tl'IANSPORTATiON: The General Assembly
approved the governor's plan to sell $600 million in
bonds to build 11 road pr□Jects, though 1t dropped
one of the projects (widening of Kyles Lane 1n
Kenton County} and replaced it with improvements
to U.S. 119 in Letcher County.
STATE POLICE: Lawmakers agreed with the
mi;N'!!'.i:Ji/: governor's plan to increase the number of state
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workers in the budget, state pohce officers will get
an extra raise of $2,500 per year.
!REVENUE: The legislature funded the governor's
request for $10 million to increase staff within the
Revenue Cabinet and county assessors offices for
a special program to bring property assessments
up to 100 .percent across the state.
TOURISM: The state's tourism advertising
budget was increased from $2 million this year to
$3 million in 1990-91 and to $3.5 m1lhon In 1991-92.
NATURAL RESOURCES: The legislature
approved the big increases the governor proposed
for this cabinet - the largest percentage
increases in the budget.
State funding will grow from $34.5 million this
year to $46.2 percent in 1990-~1 (a 34 percent
increase} and to $53.6 m1ll1on in 1991-92 (a 16
percent increase). The budget c_alls for ab~~t _200
more employees to step up envir□ n':'ental:
·. protection enforcem~nt. And 80 positions _in ·
· surface-mine inspection will be paid for with state
funds.
.
Also funded was a $20 million fund for matching
grants and loans to help finance local landfills and
other solid-waste facilities.
CORRECTIONS: This budget will increase from
$140 million this year to $167 million in 1990-91 and
to $181 million in 1991-92. The legislature,
however, cut the amount proposed by the governor
for a new 550-bed prison in Muhlenberg County.
Retirement benefits for prison guards are enhanced
in the budget. And reimbursement of county jails
for holding state prisoners was increased.

, .....

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT: The General

Assembly accepted Wilkinson's proposal to create

1 a new Cabinet for Workforce Development to
oversee job training and vocational education.
DEBT: The governor's original bud_g_et called for
$300 million in road bonds, $100 m1ll1on in bonds
for community development projects, $125 million
for school construction, and other bonds. The
governor's budget called for $863.5 million in new
debt. The legislature cut only a few of Wilkinson's
bond proposals, but it added $283 million in what
are known as "pork barrel" projects across in
parks. university campuses, and cities and towns
across the state.
·

.
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l Srie,·Benn~tti,

College oP~D
to beco~g::

UK campµ~~::._
By JAY BLANTON
Stall Writer
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LONDON, Ky. - Trustees or rlnanclally
strapped Sue Bennett College left open lhe
option yesterday or becoming the University
or Kentucky's 15th community college. .
The trustees at the private, MethodisMwoyear college passed a resolution caltlng o.n a
committee to study the community-college
issue with UK and the Women's Division of
the General Board of Global Ministries of
the United Methodist Church, which owns
the college, said Henry Stoltz, the board's
chairman.
The school, in the Laurel County city of
London, has long !ought financial problems.
In December tile college's preslden~ Joan
K. Stivers, announced plans to explore the
possiblllty or its becoming a community col•
lege.
UK, which runs the state's community-college system, oversees 14 community colleges from Prestonsburg and Hazard ii) the
east lo Paducah in the west.
,
The switch from private college to COil)•
munlty college would apparently be unprecedented and ultimately would need approval rrom the state legislature. Moreover,· 11
would also need the approval of the Global
Ministries board. In February, Sen. Gene
Hurr, R-London, withdrew a resolution .he
has sponsored to authorize UK to begin n<=
golialions · to possibly acquire the college,
Citing the rlnanclal problems, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools put
Sue Bennett on· probation In 1983. The probation ended In 1985, but financial problems
have remained,
The committee studying the Issue probably will report back to the run board at Its
next meeting In October, Stoltz said. The
board met privately for much of. the il?Y
yesterday in Its semiannual meeting. ..: .
Support for a switch to community col•
lege appears strong. A recent edllorlal :!'.1
the school's student newspaper,. Tbe-.Sube-

.,

'

meco: cited-the chance for lower tuition rates and more money for programs, and said the school must be- 1
come a •community college "lo expect any. kind of future.
The school has about 500 students; down from a high of 551 In
1988.:Tuitlon is $1,585 per semester,
almo~t double the tuition at UK's
main, campus and Lexington Community College - and nearly five
lime~ the $320-per-semester tuition
at UK's other 13 community col•
leges. __ ..
Other options, such as an afflllalion with Union College, a United
Melhodlst-relaled school at Barbourville, have been. ln!ormally discussed.· But yesterday's resolution
1 indicates. the only remaining options
are becoming a community college
or staying_ private.
Stoltz, speaking ror the run board,
declined· to answer specific ques1ions about' how members were
leaning cin the issue. He said that if
there was ·no interest in a switch,
the opti □,n would not be studied.
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Keniucky's' ·universities reaped
c: a' windfall -of. bricks and mortar
during this legislative session· as
lawmakers approved $200 million
for campus _construction and property purchases.
The Council on Higher Education had asked for substantially less
- $131 million - and Gov. Wallace Wilkinson· had recommended
$102 millipn; for construction on the
. campuses.· ·,
\, ;., Council Chainnan Michael Har:1. •"reld of Louisville said he was trou-

-~.._

,_· ·_ ·. UK main· campus

'• ,' ,'•·•

.- . .....

,

\· building, $2 million; the new. c_iVII
engineering building, $11.7 m1lhon;
,-the new medical research building,
$14 million; the replacen:ie!lt farm
for Coldstream, $12.5 m1lhon; the
animal diagnostic lab at Cold·
stream, $3.8 million.

-•··--··

' bled that construction would gobble ·
'. up millions of dollars that could.;;,
· have been pumped into university ,.,
1salaries, programs, equipment and ,,. ,
,•operating costs:,-,•;
.· · ·
.
/, , But Harreld said the new build- .
,'jngs. were· justified .. despite being •
• low on the council's priority list.
Overall, higher education fared very ,.
well, he said.
·
·;
Harreld
said · lawmakers
swapped hometown construction
,. projects for support oftax increases
and education reform.
"It's just political trade-offs, and
I understand that. That's just a part
of th_e political process - roads and .
buildings. No one puts a name on a .
faculty salary," Harreld said.
.
''The process is not pretty, but
it worked," he said.
·
Bond issues will pay for all but
$1.5 million of the $200 million in
construction. _'
In Lexington, the University of
Kentucky will build a 120,000- ·
square-foot building at the medical.
center to provide space for disease
researchers, said UK medical dean
Emery Wilson. ,
. UK is looking for a $5.5 million
donation to add to the $14 million
from the state.
At the main campus, a new civil
engineering building will be built
UK also will receive $12.5 mil- \
lion to buy a Woodford County /
·, farm that sold for $10 million last
year. The purchase of a new farm
for livestock research will clear the
way for UK to develop Coldstream
Farm in Le)!:ington.
Harreld said the more than 9
percent annual increases in university operating funds approved by
lawmakers represented a "very
healthy increase."
:
The· schools will receive· $627.4
million. in operating funds in 199091 .and $687.l million in 1991-92,
compar~ with $574.3 million this
, year.
.
,.
Here are the main projects apl proved by the legislature and awaiting._Wilkinson's signature:

f

Total:· $64.6 million, including

l renovation of chemistry-phy~ie;,

UK community colleges

Total: $46.8 million, including
$9.9 million for Southeast Community College-Bell County Sll).te V~tional Technical building, .$9.9 million; Southeast Community College
.Appalachian Center, $5 inillion;
Maysville Community College
student center, $4 million;
Lexington Community College
academic-technical building, $4.8
million;
Henderson Community College
academic-technical building, $4 million;_
· Madisom•ille Community College library, $3.1 million;
Owensboro Community College
campus completion, $4.5 million.
J

J

· Eastern Kentucky
University

Total: $19.l million, including
Roark building renovation, $4.6 million; library expansion, $11.7 million.
Kentucky State University

Total: $12.6 million, including a
health, physical education, recreation building, $11.4 million.
Morehead State University

Total: $14 million, including
Lappin Hall renovation, $5 million;
utility tunnel, $5.9 million.
Murray State University

Total: $4.8 million, including old
fine arts building renovation, $3.5
million·.
Northern Kentucky
University

Total: $9.6 million, including
library expansion, $9.l million.
University of Louisville

Total: $20.3 million, including
academic building, $15 million; land
acquisition, $4.1 million.
Western Kentucky
University

To1al: $8.2 million, including
Potter Hall renovation. $.1.5 million.
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:Foundation .grants awarded
'I

../i,~fald-Leader staH ~~port

..

.

·'

.

cy in Corbin.

· The · Knight Foundatmn has
,_.awarded four grants in Kentucky.

I.

I:

• The Shepherd's House in Lexington, which will r_!!Ceive_ $)5,000
for remodeling and furmshmg a
'. · The grants will go to:
house for recovering alcoholic or
7
' · • Lees College in Jackson, which chemically dependent men.
will receive $50,000 for its Educa• Goodwill Industries of Ken•~tion Advancement Program. S!)e<;ial tucky, based in Lexington, which
courses will be offered to high will receive $7,500 toward the pur•'school students who apply to col- chase of a truck. Goodwill employs
lege but do not have the academic" handicapped people to work in its
,skills needed to do basic freshman used-goods retail store, to process
college-level_ work. ·
' donated goods for resale and to
;,i, ·• The Eastern Kentucky Uni- · drive the trucks used to colle<:t
·
·1y Foundation which will re- those goods. It also prepares han~1; v~, $2S 000 to . belp develop a capped people for en:iployment m
.,aceive
, . for,work-placehtera.
•
the busmess
·
commumty•
training center

'

.

The Knight Foundation, established in 1950 by newspapermen
John S. and James L. Knight, is one
of the nation's largest private foundations. It is wholly separate from
and independent of Knight-Ridder
Inc., but supports worthy ca1;1~es
and organizations in commumhes
· where Knight-Ridder has newspa, pers. It also makes sele<;ted national
grants in journalism, higher educatiqn, and arts and culture.
'· Knight-Ridder Inc. owns the
Lexington Herald-Leader. Creed C.
Black the Herald-Leader's former
publi~her, is president of the Knight
Foundation.

---••··-. (. . •
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~Mid;ay ~eports record enrollment of 553
:
MIDWAY - Midway College has reached the highest enrollmekt
: figure in its 143-year history, school officials announced last wee .
•
.
990 enrollment figure of 533 students marks the
;
The spnng ti!
ester that the college's enrollment has
• fourth consecu ve sem
i . sed significantly, according to Ed PresIeri M'Idwa_y•s ·registrar.
•: ~~gure is a Zl percent increase over the preV1ous spnng semester.

~h

f ;. Robert Botkin, president of Midw~y- College'. a~butes h
.; increase 10 the adoption of an aggressd1ve marketing fi!la~':,,!~.
; included the installment of !,I follf•l'.~r egree program
~
'·.
\

Sue Bennett.:
o• panel to Ioak
into ·joiring
~
UK system
~-
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By Bill Estep
South-central Kentucky bureau

. LONDON _ Trustees at Sue
• Bennett College yesterday took ·a
key step in a process that_ co~ld
make the private two-year mshtu·
tion a University of Kentucky co~- \
munity college,
· :
Board Chairman Henry ~toltz \
said the board approved fo!"mn_g ~ '
committee to "seriously mqmre \
into joining tl)e community-college
system. ·
Asked whether · that mea!'t
board members were interested .m
making the school a community
college, Stoltz said, "If they ~ere1_1't
interested, they wouldn't be mquir,
,. .,
.:
mg.
.
,
"I think their primary concern 1~ r
to continue the traditions, the hen- !
· tage of Sue Bennett College and its :
mission to provide educa\ion to th~ !
people of Southeastern Kentucky,_
Stoltz said.
The board wants to find out
r
whether joining UK would ~ the
· best way to do that, Stoltz said.
Stoltz emphasized that the
board made no commitments.. B'!t
yesterday's move seemed to md1cate that a number of Sue Bennett
trusiees think joining Ihe system
mi[!lll .be the best _optwn fnr. 1~.e
f1rhr•nJ. mnv 11ffiHa{e~J with the lmllt·d r\kth,xii.;l Chureh.

:-· college c;;.,ose making it a community college because that would _end
its traditional religious emphasis.
"If you have an education that
does not deal with our Christian
·· heritage, then your education is_,
incomplete," said Jewel Brown, a
Jro/essor of religion.
, · For instance, Union College in
Others, however, think becom· Barbourville, which also is affiliated
mg a community college is _the on1¥
with the church, expressed interest
way Sue Bennett can survive.
,
in merging with Sue Bennett, but
Cannan Weaver, a history anp
Sue Bennett's trustees made no
sociology professor who favors t~
mention of studying tha! proposal,
move, said Sue Bennett would rot
The next meeting of Sue Benbe able to compete with p~~k
nett's trustees is Oct. 5. Stoltz said
institutions if it remained a pnv1te ,
he anticipated that the study comcollege, The days are gone. wten ,'
mittee would report then.
:Sue Bennett was the only ophonfor ·
Sue Bennett's owner, the WomImany area young people, he sad. .
en's Division of the General Board
/
A poll of students by the 1col- ·
of Global Ministries of the church, ! . lcge's newspaper found, that 94
would have to approve selling the
! percent would like to see 1t betome
college to UK. In addition, the st~te
a community college,
(
1
.legislature would have to authonze
Also, 86 percent of respondents
r a commtmity college for London..
to a London-Laurel County Cham- r
No Kentucky private college has
ber of Commerce poll saiil they .
ever become a part of the state's
favored the move. Opponenls quescommunity-collrge system.
tioned the polls' accuracy.
Tight finances, competition
The switch to a community
from public universities with lower
college
would mean mor~ course ' ·
tuition and the likelihood that UK
offelings,
more students-:- perhaps
would establish a community t'Olas
many
as.
2,000 - and perhaps :
lege in the London-Corbin area led
expanded
facilities
at Su, Bennett. _.
Sue Bennett to t"Onsider the change.
That makes the changes attrac- •
The school has 500 students,
tive to many London-Corbin are:,. •
down from a high of 551 in fall
students and business owners.
1988. ·
.
London and Corbin' are within
Tuition for a full-tinie student at
the area served by Eastern KenSue Bennett is $1,585 a semester,
tucky University in· Richmond.
said Susie H. Bullock, public relaEKU is developing a classroo!"
tions director for Sue Bennett.
facility in Corbin, said Doug Wh1!Full-time tuition at UK's comlock executive assistant to Pres,-'
munity colleges next school year··
deni Hanly Funderburk.
will be $320 a semester. Tuition on
EKU has challenged class offer- ·
the main campuses at UK and the
ings in the area by other colleges. .
· University of Louisville is $750.
, Asked yesterday how EKU
Sue Bennett was established 94
would respond to a move to make
years ago by sisters Sue and Belle
Sue Bennett a community coll,ge,
Bennett 1o improve access to t-durawhich could take students a...-ay
tion in Southra~lt•rn Kentucky, with
from EKU programs, Whitlock said
a strong ernpli.isis ou Chrisfom
Fiu1C!i-1 burk and the school's ret'ilucntin11.
gent; had not a11!1r,u11r~•d ~ !~:~~i,_m,
'Sii!Jll'. :1l('l)jlh a:--~•-1ri;1t,·rl with tl1e
·•-·•· --· - .
---
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.Historian . Thomas Clark :- I
!
:calls:· education package.·
1;1and~ark for K.entucky ,
i

'
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson told the
state Senate on Friday he thought .
Q: How was this able to
that the 1990 session of the General
happen,then?
~ssembly was the most important
A:. Number one, this state faces
smce the signing of the state Constitution. · ·
very real economic problems, economic problems that are deeply
Perhaps," he S3id, "there is a ~
embedded
in the lack of education,
young Tom Clark out there somethe lack of training of its people....
where who will write that some day
Functional illiteracy is a really horin a new, revised history of Kenrible blot on the state.
tucky."
.
Second thing, this state's underThe governor was referring to
going fundamental change, from
Thomas Clark, the former Universibeing an agrarian state to being an
ty of Kentucky history professor
urban,
industrial state ai10 a comwho is widely recognized as Kenmercial state.
tucky's leading historian, He was
Then, I think that we have
recently named the state's historian
laureate.
improved the schools in the past.
There's no doubt about that And
After House Bill 940, the educawe work now from a higher level.
tion reform and tax package, was
.Whatever may be our national
passed by the legislature last week, ·
ranking, we work from a higher
Clark discussed its place in history
level
of educational accomplishwith Herald-Leader political writer
ment
than
we have at any time in
Bob Geiger. · ·
the past. What I'm saying is there's
Question: · Gov. Wallace
a greater awareness, a greater apWilkinson and leading legislapreciation for educational values
' tors say this reform package is
than I think has ever prevailed in
•:. a truly sweeping, historic move
Kentucky. And that's a reason I
-that will put Kentucky at the ·
think why you were able to put it
· forefront of education reform
over.
•
I
.
, ~ - . •~ •
• .... - l )
I think legislators and the gov1· nationally, Is that an .,accurate ,:: · -:
ernor ... foresaw that this was a
· appraisal? .
.,,.. ·
time for action, and be it said on
· Answer:· I can't answer that
their behalf, they acted.
question about whether it will put it
forward nationally or not · That
Q: Was one of the factors
.remains to be seen. But I can say
the Supreme Court decision in
that this legislation has certainly
June 1989 that found the stnte
,been a landmark in Kentucky's
school system unconstitutional?
·...educational history.
I think that this Kentucky legis- ,
A: '.fhat's the thing that trigge~ed it. But there was in my
lation will certainly set ... a nationopmion the incipient embarrassal precedent for state legislatures.
Kentucky by no manner or · , ment that the state rated so low
educationally.... I think most peomeans is in this great moment of
ple must have had an innermost
decision-making
in
education
thought that something can be done
(alone). I notice the Texas legislature is dealing with almost precise- ; an~ simply m\lst be done or we're
ly the same problems.
I gomg to face a pretty bleak future.
1!1 th~ public mind, the thinking
Q: Some state leaders I
thought they had made funda- , public mmd, there was a sense that
mental education reforms back / something desperate · had to be
done, that the old system has not
in the 1960s under former
wor~ed
and we couldn't afford to
Gov. Bert Combs. How does
go mto a new . century limping
this current reform compare to
along with the old system.
that one?
Now, there's no doubt about it
A: I would say this one is more !
people thi_nking that didn't bring
far-reaching. It involves all sorts of
things that that one didn't touch - ' abo_u! act_1on; the Supreme Court
d~s1on sm,ply said, "You've got to
nepotism for instance, or the financdo 11."
ing of the school system, or the,
heavens above, here you've emascuQ: Last summer you said
!ated t~e superintendent of public
!hat if Wilkinson really got out
mslr'!ctton and placed the power
in front on education reform
now m the hands of a commissionhe would carve out a place
er.
himself in history.
A: I still say that.
Q: Does this reform pack- '
age of sweeping changes and ,
Q:. Well, given Wilkinson's
massive tax increases cut
role •~ the reform process,
against the grain of traditional
~·ha~ wdl be his legacy or place
Kentucky politics?
m history?
A: Yes, there's no doubt about
(\,: You know, a historian is
that
'
iiettmg completely off the reservat!un whc~ h,• gets to prophr!'izing.
1!1':3Y tins: he certamly hrightcnl'd
his nnni:e.
11

'

I

I

fo;

Q: Uo the legislators and
the governor face a lot of politic
cal dangers as a result of having pushed this through?
A: Since all of them got in the
same boat, my notion is it all
depends on how the press plays
this thing up. They could send
them back home heroes.... I think
the coverage so far has been certainly to brighten the picture. If I
were a legislator, I would go home
saying I was privileged to be part
of a historic moment But he's got
to come back in 1992 to see whether
or l]Ot the picture is still as bright.
Q: What o bstac !es will have
to be overcome to implement
the program? Won't there be
resistance to change?
A: Always when you go into
this much institutional change,
you'll have resistance. Resistance
will come from several sources that is, the parents, the schools and
the people themselves.
I think one very fortunate thing
about this, all the crusades that
have been conducted by the Prichard Committee and Forward in the
Fifth and all' of the other crusades
have prepared the ground for real

!II

acceptance of change.
I feel this strongly. 1 think the
crusade should not now be halted. I
think the crusade is only halfway
home. The Prichard Committee,
Forward in the Fifth and all of
them, they've got the challenge out
there in front of them of making the
applicati~n _and the settling down ·
.: . of ,th(S program a main objective. Its Just as much an objective
now as it was getting this favorable
legislation.
.Q: Any final thoughts?
A: I was very much impressed
with (House Majority Leader) Greg
Stumbo's speech. I think he touched
the right key in that you have
opened the door for all Kentuckians.
I feel like Benjamin Franklin•
when they drafted the Constitution
and he saw that rising sun carved
on the back of a chair. He said, "I've
been wondering whether this was a
rising sun or a setting sun." And he
said, "I have now decided it's a
rising sun." Well, I think (House
Bill) 940 is a definite sunrise in
Kentucky.
HZ.&-♦it¾fi!59!@itS.Pi2itt
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Social critic predicts failure '
for state's
school-reform
efforf •;
.
.
.

.

ruling issued last year.
The court declared Kentu~ky's . ·
public schools unconstitutional because of inequities In the slate's sys•
tern of funding local districts. The
ruling said schools in the poorest
counties, including many in Eastern
Kentucky, did not get enough money
to provide high-<juallty educations.
However, Caudill contended in an'
interview with The Kentucky Post
that making a real change in the
schools ts going to take something
revolutionary, such as following the
Swiss model.
'
In Switzerland, students go to ·
school six days a week and wear
uniforms. They work in the after•
noons, don't go to movies until their
late teens and are required. by law
to have a quiet place to study in
their homes, he said.
.
Caudill said he doesn't foresee
anything approaching lhat in Kentucky because too many Kentuckians would resent so much intrusion
into their private lives.
"We've got n lot more closet Dan'.
lei Boones and Davy Crocketts lhan
we have people who would want to
educate their children like the
Swiss,'' Caudill said,
II Just could be, he concluded,
that achieving high-<Juality educa•
lion ts beyond the capablilties or
Kentucky.
·
"The problems are piled so deep
on top of one another that we may
not be able to do anything about it,''
he said.
'

Associated Press
WHITESBURG, Ky. - Historian
and social critic Harry Caudill says
the state's school-reform effort ts
doomed because it merely throws
money at problems that are rooted
in politics and students' homes.
Caudill, whose 1960s account or
Appalachia's poverty had an impact
that reached all the way to the
White House, predicted last week
that history will repeat itself when it
comes to educational reform.
"Money alone won't bring good
schools to Kentucky," said Caudill,
author of several books on Eastern
Kentucky's past and" present social
problems.
·
Perhaps his most prominent
work, "Night Comes to the Cumberlands,'' prompted a national awareness of Appalachia's troubles that
led President Lyndon B. Johnson to
back programs aimed at helping the
region.
Caudill recalled that when he was
a state representative In 1960, Kentucky also embarked on education
reform. The state shelled out large
sums of money, and educators predicted the minds of Kentucky's chll•
dren were like sponges, ready to
soak up learning.
·
It didn't happen, because the political structure and the environments of students' homes didn't
change, said Caudill, who is 67 and
retired from his law practice. And,
1 he said, the situation ts much the
~

-~

same now.

Then, as now, he said, the
changes were left to so-called educational experts, whose main solutions revolved around increased
. spending.
"They never called on the teachers," he said ... They don't want to

know what the teachers think."
Last week the Serate passed an
education-reform package and a
$1.1 billion tax increase to fund it to
comply with a state Supreme Court

Northern Kentucky University
conducted a ceremony In Caudlil"s
honor last week because he donated
his library to the university.
The library includes more than
1,500 books, several hundred articles, photographs and the original
manuscripts or Caudill's last rour
books.
Caudill said he chose NKU because other institutions already
have large Appalachian colleclio~.
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90°/o in student survey
'.admitted plagiarism
t New York Times News Service
•
OXFORD, Ohio - People who
:submit another person's research as
· their own ·scroolwork may be more
common Lhan even they think.
The results of a survey released
last week at Miami Univrr,;itv of
Ohio showed that 91.2 percent of
the students said they had plagiarized their classwork.
Jerold Hale, an associate professor, and two other members of the
communications department sur, veyed 234 students in introductorv
,;courses, which 40 percent of a.ii
· students are required to take.
Freshmen through seniors in all
the university's colleges and
schools were questioned.
The survey asked five questions.
To the first, "Have you ever
plagiarized work for college class~ WWW ➔

a

WWWQIJ.-41

es?" A total of 72.1 percent of the
students answer(-d yes.
From the four other questions,
including, "Have you ever quoted
information in a paper directly
without noting or citing it?" and,
"I lave ')-ou ever includt-d misleading
references in a bibliography or
source page?" the organizers calculatL-d the 91.2 percent figure.
"There is a significant problem
because many students believe
what they are doing is not plagiarism," HaJe said.
The University of California at
Los Angeles, in a project with the
American Council on Education
recently released the results of ~
similar study that sampled 200,000
students.
The study found "a little more
than 30 percent had plagiarized
work in the last year," Hale said.
H

P
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New·Bella1emine president
known as·,inan who can
·break the ice, cool the fire
By ROBIN EPSTEIN
Stal! Writer

:a:ild, "to find out what colleges were
Reger said McGowan "was able to
ell about. One of the things you real- 1
gel
us to be.Iler articulate the conNEW YORK - The new president of Belly see when you teach Is that's I cern that we had, and be brought
larm lne College, say his colleagues, is an
where the action Is, with all due rethe perspective of the group to the
1
outgoing Irishman who cares about people,
spect to administrators."
administration so they didn't call
does a great Elvis Presley Imitation and deMcGowan said his 19-year-old
the police and have us all hauled of!
fuses tense situations with a well-timed
twin sons, Joseph and Matthew,
to jail.
sophomores at Fordham and Trinity
sense ol humor.
"When we walked out and I had
They also describe Joseph J. "Jay"
College, help keep his ouliook
to
band my ID card to Jay
young, and his own tastes ollen at-'
McGowan Jr. as an able administrator who
McGowan (so Fordham would know
first showed his ability handling heated slu•
test to thal
which students to punish) II was
He has been known to listen to
dent protests in the late 1960s and early
easier than handing your ID card to
Lou Reed in his .office and do his,
• '70s, and as an educator who believes. extraone
of the other administrators who
answering machine message In rap.
1. curricular activities are Important to colhad blood in his eyes. I had the reeli lege life.··· ,
·
He and. bis wife, Maureen, recently
Ing that I'd get the ID back and it
/" '."iWhen the 45-year-old Fordham University
drove to Bostoq to hear the Rolling
wouldn't be mutilated."
vice · presldent · tor student affairs was...
Stones, colleagues say,
Reger, now -a New York lawyer,
named Wednesday to replace retiring Bel·
John Nonnemaker, a graduate
recalls U18t one night soon arter the
larmine President Eugene V. Petrik, It was
student and assistant dean, said that
takeover ended he was walking on
exactly the kind of step his colleagues had
McGowan's background In student
campus when suddenly "Jay came
been expecting him to take.
affairs is uncommon for a college
up on one side or me and Maureen '"He's been prepnred for the presidency
president. "It's usually someone
from academic· administration or
by a job requiring a great deal of handS-On
came up on the other and said,
the disciplines. I think he will bring
attention," said Fordham Dean of Students
'You're coming with us.'
Henry Toutaln. "He'll thrive on the new sitan lnteresling perspective to Bellar"They kidnapped me to their
mine."
uation at the college as well as ln the city:·
r McGowan seems eager for the job. "BelMcGowan said he first began to : apartment (lor) lasagna and wine.
larmlne and I are a good fl~" he said In an
think about becoming a college , There,was friendship formed at that
moment that was a lifetime friendInterview last week In New York City. He
president In 1985, after he attended
ship.''
said the 2,600-5tudent liberal arts college is
the Harvard Institute for EducationLater, from 1976 to 1978, as an
an Ideal place lo foster values he believes
al Management.
:
are part ol a college's mission - high ethiA number of his classmates were 'I associate academic dean, McGowan
handled a touchy task of a different
cal standards and an Interest in the welfare
presidents, he said, and "I realized
sort - curriculum reform.
or others.
that what I had been doing was as
The Rev. Robert Roth, at the time
McGowan exemplifies those values, acmuch or more responsibility than a
cording to a dozen students and educators.
number or them had."
an
admlnislrator
for
whom
McGowan worked, said, "Trying to
In recent interviews, they presented a uni· Al Fordham McGowan has preformly glowing portralt of him.
change a curriculum Is like trying to
sided over the universily's change
McGowan "makes time for students no
from a commuter to a residential
move a graveyard." Yet McGowan
matter what," said Fordham senior Rita Po- . campus. In 1978 approximately
handled the endeavor "with a great
1,000 or Fordham's 5,100 undergradlidori. "l called him today (Friday) because
deal _or delicacy, understanding,
uates lived on the main Bronx camsympathetic hearing and the ability
I'm having some trouble deciding what to
do after graduation. He's been flying back · pus; now 3,000 live there. (The unito see things through," he said.
versity, including graduate pro- !
and forth to Kentucky and he's very busy,
McGowan Is the son or a businessgrams, has a total enrollment of ! man and a grade-school teacher. He
but his secretary told me he'd see me anytime.
13,000.>
I was born In Shrevepo~ La., and
"That's the kind or guy he ts. He's not an
- He has overseen the construction
grew up In Scranton, Pa.
tinlouchable administrator.''
or dormitories and been responsible
He admits to being "incurably so"I rrequenlly go to him for advice," Toufor food service, health and counselcial" and chalkS up his ability to
taln said. "He makes me feel like I can let ii
ing centers, athlelics and a radio
sing like Elvis - a talent he is
station.
all bang out, and I often do, be It anxiety or
known for displaying at parties - to
elalion." In meelings and In prickly situaa family gene for mimicry. "I ,
tions, McGowan is adept at making funny
He arrived at Fordham In 1969 to
wouldn't want Bellarmlne or Louis- '
remarkS that ease the tension.
become an assistant dean of stuville lo think they have an IncarnaTim Murray, a senior who is past presi- dents. He had received a bachelor's
tion of The King descending on
dent of the Fordham student body, recalled degree in English and a master's in
them," he joked.
a meeting in which students and admlnistra- psychology from Notre Dame _in
He and his wife said they are
1966 and 1968 and was pursuing a
looking forward to becoming in. tors were to hash out disagreements about Ph.D. In higher education at Colum- I
volved In Louisville's civic Ille.
an on-campus drinking policy. "We were
Maureen McGowan, currently the
•
ready for a knock-heads session," Murray bla.
It was a turbulent era ol student
finance director at a private girls'
said.
protests, and Fordham dLscovered
school In Manhattan, also plans to
, At the opening of the meeting, McGowan
that In 24-year-old Jay McGowan It I
get a Job In finance In Loulsvllle.
held up a copy of the student newspaper,
had a valuable aide.
:
She llas family ties to Louisville.
which had printed pictures ol him and Mur"It was a time when you had lo
lier grandfather, John Barry, was
ray, and remarked that the paper was using
rely on a young person who had
one or the original editors or The
Irish sex appeal to attract readers, Murray some credibility with the students ,
Kentucky Irish-American, a spirited
said. "He broke the tension down so some- but was stable emotionally and Intel- :
local weekly newspaper that ceased
tectually," recalled Rober! Himmel-:
thing constructive could come out or the
publication in 1968. Madeline Abberg, current president ol the facul·
meeting."
ramson,
wlle of Louisville Mayor
McGowan, a tall man wilh wavy brown ' ty senate. "Jay understood faculty
Jerry Abramson, is a cousin.
and student viewpplnts."
hair, a deep laugh and a relnxed manner,
McGowan said he is exciled by
In April 1970, Bob Reger, a honlikes to keep In touch wilb student tastes
the fact that at 40 Bellarmlne Is a
ors
student,
led
600
students
In
a:
and opinions.
young school compared with Fordtakeover ol an administration bulldAn administrator all his career, this seham, founded in 1841.
.
ing
to
protest
the
denial
or
tenure
to
mester he is for the first time teaching a
Once
he
is
settled
In,
he
hopes
to·
a popular English professor.
class - a seminar on the sociology ol edufind lime to teach. Teachers, he
McGowan mediated between stucation. He wanted to leach the seminar, he
said, have the ability to "open studenLs nnd administrators during the
dents up to the value of !heir huoccupntion, Reger s.lld, ,rnd nlmanily, the humanity ol others, to
thour;il he clearly did nol :ipprove ol
life and truth and beauty In generIlle ll!KC0\'er, 5tudrnls !ell he UllUN•
al.''
stoqd \heir -desire .. to participste, lo
'1

I

1, ..;.,~~,-
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Lawinal<er lcills bill to avoid passage
of amendment on candidates' names·
By RICHARD WILSON
Stall Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. - A dispute
between two Influential Democratic
legislators wl!I cost the University or
Kentucky's law school $25,000 for
minority scholarships.
Sen. Michael R. Moloney, D-Lex•
lngton, killed bis Senate Bill 72 Friday rather than risk Its passage with
an:,. objectionable amendment at•
tached by the House.
The amendment would have prohibited any candidate seeking a nonpartisan olflce from accepting campaign contributions of more than
$50 unless the candidate's llling papers Included his or her "full, legal
name, Including married name."
The bill would have allowed can•
d!dates · to give leftover campaign
lunds to certain charities or educa•
Ilona! institutions. Currently these
funds must either be returned on a
pro-rata basis to contributors or giv•
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en to candidates' political parties.
Moloney said that four officials,
whom he declined to name, had
asked him to sponsor the bill. He
said they wanted to donate excess
campaign funds to the UK scholarship fund.
SB 72 easily passed the Senate 343 and later the House, 86-6.
But the face-of! ori the bill, between Moloney and House Majority
Leader Greg Stumbo, began last
Tuesday when Moloney urged the
Senate to reject the House amendment, which was sponsored by Rep.
Bob Heleringer, R-Loutsvllle, and
backed by Stumbo.
The House refused to withdraw
the amendment after the Senate rejected it. The bill was returned to
the upper chamber, where Moloney
killed it by requesting that leaders
let it remain In the Rules Committee.
Moloney said there was "no
doubt" that Stumbo was behind the

Educational
foundation
names new
president
Herald•Leader staff repor1

James R. Daniel has been named
president and chief operating officer
of the Kentucky Educational Foundation, a group created four years
ago to raise money to promote and
support education.
"He comes in
at a time when
there is a need
to really put
more
muscle
in to what we're
doing,"
said
Ann Ross, the
foundation's executive director.
The founda- .,'=--'--'-'---'
tion, which sup- Daniel
ports innovative
an_d unique education projects, has
raised more than $1 million for
ideas such as classroom grants for
teachers and the Flags of Excellence program, which honors outstanding schools.
Daniel, 50, of Shelbyville, said
the foundallon had an important
task in anticipation of the state's
new school-reform law.
"One of the roles the foundation
".'ill ~ave is simply going out and
hstenmg to teachers and administrators and government officials as
to what is needed," he said.
Daniel, a brigadier general in
the Army National Guard, is a
ip-aduate of ~lcmson University,
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary and Louisville Presbyterian
171eological Seminary.

amendment, and be suggested It was
aimed at Court of Appeais Judge Janet Stumbo.
Prestonsburg attorney Barkley
Sturgill, Janet Stumbo's opponent
for the 7th District Court of Appeals
seat she won last November, critl·
cized her during the hotly contested
campaign for not using her bus•
band's last name.
She is married to Prestonsburg attorney Ned Pillersdorl, but she did
not assume his name.
Greg Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, acknowledged Friday that he had discussed !be amendment with Heleringer but denied that It was aimed
at Janet Stumbo. "But I think there
is a problem there" that the HeierInger amendment would have corrected, he said.
"Non-partisan races don't draw a
lot of attention, and there's nothing
wrong with voters knowing who they
are voting for," be said.
Stumbo is a well-known name In
Eastern Kenlucky. Janet Stumbo Is·
only distantly related to Greg
Stumbo and former gubernatorial
candidate Grady Stumbo, a Hindman physician. .
• ·
"To !his day, a number of people
(voting In the Sturgill-Janet Stumbo
race) thought they were voting for
Dr. Stumbo's wife," Greg Stumbo
said.
"Somethlng's got to be done In
this area. What's to keep candidates
lrom taking the names of people
with some notoriety?"
Moloney said he aiso believes that
something should be done to allow
candidates to donate excess campaign funds to charities or colleges.
''There'll always, be another (legislative) session," he said.
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:unds Cut to Kentucky's college savingssplar
,y Jamie Lucke
erald-Leader education writer

Lawmakers have cut off fund1g to a state•sponsored college
avings plan touted by Gov. Walice Wilkinson in which about 600
1milies had already invested.
Officials said y~terday that
:entud, ians who had put about
120,000 in the Kentuck_y Educational Savings Plan Trust would
lose Lheir deposit . But ,he
future is cloudy for the program
that was created by the legislature
in 1988.
State Finance Secretary L. Rogers Wells, chaim,an of the savin~s
plan board. said the program prn~ibly had less than a 50-50 chance of
surviving. He said, however, he
nOL

would t."()ntinue to look for ways to
save it.
Wells postponed an April 10
meet in~ of the savings plan board.
Wells said lawmakers were
shortsighted to pull Lhe plug just
when the program was starting to
roll. The first deposits were accepted in JanuaJ y. More than 10,000
enrollment forms have been mailed
out, and 25 to 30 companies ~e
participating in a payroll dcduct1on
plan, he said.
Wells b!:uned 1h,• cutoff on lawmakers who were miffed because
Wilkinson was fratll'\ ...J promith.:ntly in the program•~ :1dverfa,ing.
"That is not enough just1f1cat1on to
kill a program that is so beneficial
to the children of the state," Wells
said.
..~ Out lawmakers said the pro_gram was not dead, just temporarily on hold for some management
~_djustments.
~ Sen. Michael R. Moloney, chairman of the Senate committee that
cut off funding, said budget com~ IJ1ittee members were not satisfied
.with Wells' responses to questions
. about how the program was being
•,managed.
j ~-~
Moloney said the program
·~j.vould be better off going into a
:,.~~omewhat dormant state" until it
.-rould come back in two years under

Wtlkin~m had 1m ,po:;d :::tJl!' llO ·
ing $l.5 millivn fium ::,lu<lt:nl loan
proc~s on the program during the
next two budget years. The I lvuse
cut the appropriation to ab,.,11r
$500,000, and the Senate eliminakd
it altogether. Funding for th~ pro·
gram was not restored in the fo~:11
version of the budget that awaits
Wilkinson's signature.
The program received $270.000
in state money this year. Of that
amount, $180,000 wa::, budgeted for
advertising, Wells said.
Billboards - featuring Wilkinson'. photograph to the right of the
acronym KEEP in large red letters
- went uu around the swte late
last year, before the administration
had given up on t1ying to pt•r:made
the legislature ro pass _a constitutional amendment allowmg W1lk111son to succeed himself as governor.
KEEP stands for Kentucky
Educational Endowment Program.
which raises private money to ::,upplement the earnings of pare.nt:;'
savings. The endowmlllt has raised
$50 000 but had lined up other
corp-irate donors, Wells said.
\\db blamed i\loloney for cutting funds in retali:ition for W_il~inson's photograph in the advertising.
"[ thmk it was just a very few
pt.'Ople who didn't like the picture
being there."
Told of Wells' statement, Sen.
Art Schmidt. R-Cold Spnng, said:
"i\1ike can tal-.e credit if he w.inLs
to." Schmidt made the motion to cut
off funding.
Schmidt said the program had
gotten off to an inexcusabl} '-low
start and was supposed to have
been self-supporting by now. 1le

said that ir was a gl'1C.xi program,
but that the state should employ a
bank or msurance company to manage! tht! deJ)l)Sits.
He said the program should
look for innovative ways to promote itself "without hiring a highpriced advertising agency and a
bunch of lawyers and accountants
who are geuing nothing but a
political payoff in my 0pinion."
Administration officials and legislator also disagreed over whether
there wa · sufficient surplus in the
state student loan corporation to
operate the lloavings program.
Wells defended the program's
.
I
record and said personaI service
<'lmtructs with lawyers and accoun• 1
tants were needed lo sd it up, in 1
part because interest earned by
depositors would be tax free.
Wells also said that Wilkinson's
picture was used on billboards be- t
cause the state's chief executive '
was sure to catch the eye of passersby. I le noted that periods separated each letter in KEEP on the
billboards. Wells said there was ·'no
ulterior motive whatsoever."
One option for saving the program would be to find operating
funds elsewhere in state government or LO
interest generated by
the deposits and endowment to run
the program,
Uut Wells said the outlook was

use

-~l~k for tapping fund~ elsewhere
m :::tldLe government.
,

I~ ,any case, Wells said that the
pubhc s confidence in the program
wa:' bound to be shaken by the
le~slature's action and Lhat corporat1o~s would be less willing to
rontnbute to the trust
_
','I'm afrai~ the signal that it
1s definitely the wrong signal.''
~1111:,

'new management. Moloney said it
should be under the Council on
Higher Education, not the governor's finance cabinet.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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fRri~~~ leaders hail o-p-e-nin-g.of recycling
By KENNETH A. HART

...,. Jndependenl Ne_ws Writer. . .
. MOREHEAD - The Community•
)lecycling Cerite~ of Morehe?,9__
, opened for business Saturday
. morning, and there were a few'." ·
, people on hand who were anxious'·
to use the service. ·
Among them was Rowan County
Judge/Executive Clyde A. Thomas,
· who carried in two large grocery
sacks filled with old newspapers.
,
Thoi:nas said he was glad to have
; such a service and planned to make
; . periodic visits.
/
"Next week, I'm going to bring in

I

.......

more than just newspapers," he
said. , ..
· · · . ,, •
The center - located in a former
school-bus garage on East Main
Street - will serve .as a drop station for recyclable waste products
such as paper, glass and certain
types of plastics.
Collected materials will be
hauled periodically to larger
recycling centers in Lexington, Mt.
Sterling and Huntington, W.Va.,
said Allie Secor, president of the
community group that founded the
center and is overseeing its operation.

Saturday's ribbon-cutting at the
·center was the culmination of
several months of work for the
volunteer organization. During that
time, Secor said, she never lost
faith that the center would eventually open.
l'
"It really feels good tc · finally
have it going," she said.
Local officials on· hand for the
ceremony said they believed the
center would be a success.
"I think this is an aggressive
move by Morehead -and Rowan
County and I think it's the way of
the future," Thomas said. "I can

cente;-/

see a time coming when we'll tor," h7 said. "I don't know of any
recycle 75 to 80 percent of our other t1IDe that something like this
waste."
.·
· · · -· · ·..
has been done in Rowan County."
Several governmental al!encies · The center's opening also has
have agreed to participate in the P!Ompted Morehead State Univercenter's operation, including the sity to develop a plan for recycling
Rowan County Fiscal Court, the wa~te, materia~ it generates in its
Morehead City Council and the daily operations, said Porter
Rowan County,Board of Education, Dalley, the school's vice president
which donated.the use of the build- for administrative and fiscal services.
ing.
"We've been talking about a
Morehead Mayor Larry Breeze
said he was pleased with the coop- recycling plan for about a year
erative aspects of the project.
. and we're pleased that this local
"I think it's great that we can all group_ has provided us With the
work together with the private sec- _impetus to movfJ9rwarct.;• be said,·
Dailey said university officialshadn I pre1·1ously discussed recyclmg because of the cost involved in
hauling materials to centers outside of Morehead.
Rowan schools' Superintendent
Kenny Bland said recyclable waste
products generated in the school
system's offices will also be
brought to the center.
. _li!i_tially, at least. the center is
not intencfectas· a moncy-m:ita:iilgventure. Neither contributors nor
organizers will be paid, and proceeds from tile sale of waste products will go back into the center's
operating budget.
The center will be staffed by
volunteers. Its operating hours are
2 to 4 p.m. Tuesdays, 6 to 8 p.m.
Wednesdays and 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Saturdavs.
For niore information, call (606)
7&H!l45.
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UK trustees

raise tuition,
allow some
forest drilling
By RICHARD WILSON
and JAY BLANTON
Staff Writers

LEXINGTON, Ky. - Kentucky
residents who are undergraduates nt
the University or Kentucky will be
paying an additional $150 In tuition
and fees next year, and slmJlar
charges tor graduate students will
go up $170, after action by UK's
board of trustees yesterday.
Toe board also authorized UK's
administration to let Areh Mineral
Corp. begin core drilling to Check
for coal In a section of UK's Robin•
son Forest away from the malii secUon. In bopes of an eventual land
swap.
Such a swap could prevent a long
legal battle over Arch's desire to
mine land It owns ln the university's
primary research watershed. The
university
and
environmental
groups oppose mJnJng there.
Trustee Chairman Foster Ockerman also said that 47 nominations·
and appllcatlons have been received
for the UK presidency and that the
presidential search committee will
meet again In late May or early
June to set procedures for continuing the search.
Interim President Charles T.'
Wethington said later that he did not
know If he was one or the nominees.
He added that he has not applied
for the post. which David Roselle
Jett late last year to become pres!•
dent of the University or Delaware.
Tbe trustees' action on 1990-91 tuition ratl!les tuition levels already
set by the state Council on Higher
Education. In addition to the tuition
increases, students will pay $104.75
·a semester In health fees, an In•
crease of $15.
Under the new schedule, In-state
tuition for undergraduates will go
from the current $690 to $750 a semester and for graduates from $760
to $830 a semester. lo-state tuition
for UK's law school will be $1,190
next year. a $140 Increase. Next
year's tuition for In-state medical
students will rise from $4,470 a year
to $4,820. Dental school tuition for
Kentuckians will rise from $3.810 to
$4,110. The Increase tor Kentuckl•
ans attending 13 of UK's community
colleges will be $320 a semester, an
Increase of $20. Students at the Lexington Community College pay the
same tuition ns those on UK's main
campus.

UPO BOX 1100 •

MOREHEAD, KY 40~ 1s1cr9 •

Tuition for out-of-sfate undergraduates will increase from $2,070 to
$2,250 a semester. Out-of-state
graduate student'> will pay $2,490,
up $210 a semester from this year.
Other Increases for non-Kentuckians include law, from $3,'130 to
$3,640 a semester; me<llcine. from
$16,840 to $16,9i0 a year: community colleges, from $900 to $960 n semester.
Out-of-state tuition at the dental
sehool did not Incr ease.
As for Robinson Forest. UK trustees hope that by g,ving Arch Mineral permisc,lon to conduct exploratory dnlling in outlying areas of the
forest, they can avoid a legal ballle
over the St. Louis-based mining
company's preliminary appl1callon
to strip mine land it owns on the
edge or the forest in an important
university watershed.
If there is enough coal in tbe outlying acreage, the university and
Arch might swap land.
Three state environmental groups
r ecently filed a peUtion asking the
state to block any mining In the
10,500 acres that comprise the main
portion or Robinson Forest. The university joined the petition, but limited its request to blocki ng mining In
the 4,000 acres of the Clemons Fork
watershed.
The exploratory drilling could begin late this month and last up to
four months.
In other action. tbe trustees approved the awarding of honorary
degrees to slx men at the May commencement. The recipients wiJI be:

■ Thomas

4

ARCHIVES

Marshall Hahn. doctor
of laws. Hahn Is a UK alumnus and
f ormer physics pro!es.wr who is
now chairman and chief executive

.
I

orricer of Georgia-Pacific Corp. He 1
ts also a former president of Virgin-:
ia Polytechnic Institute and State :
University.
.
■ John W. Oswald, doctor of laws. ·
He was a career educator and UK's,
president from 1963 to 1968, ao ·era .
of major growth for the university.
He was also executive vice president of the nine-campus University
of California system and president
of Pennsylvania State University
from 1970 until his mld-I983 retire-.
ment.
· ·,
•
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson bei;ame
the first sitting governor in 50 years
not to have received an honorary
UK degree within three years of
taking office.
•
In other trustee action:
■ Four facu lty members \\'.ere
designated research profes.'iOrs and
will be freed from teaching respon-:
sibllllics for one year to concentrate,
on research. They were Billie
DeWalt, chairman of the depart~
ment of anthropology; John Lewis.professor mathematics; Keith Mac-{
Adam, professor of physics; and1
Charles J. Waechter, professor o~
biochemistry.
,
■ Four UK students were award-'
ed graduate fellowships for aca-·
demlc accomplishment. Recipients
were Stephen Ray Armstrong or
Bardstown, who will attend UK's·
law school: Mark Stanley Baker
Bagdad, who will enter UK's medli
cal school; Sheng Liu of the Peop1e•g
Republic of China, who will study!
for a doctorate lo business admlnis-tration; and Stephen w. McNatto11 or·
Owensboro, who will begin master's.
degree work in computer science.

R.:

i

■ Blyden Jackson, doctor of letters. Jackson Is a Paducah native
and a retired professor and administraror at lhe University or North
Carolina. He was a vanguard schola
African-American Ii
r--;■;;D:-:r,..,;;,;a;;zr;;,e~n~H;.;.~P::ro::u~d~foo~t.~d~oc~--•
tor of science. He Is a Morehead
surgeon and community leader
whose efforts have been instrumen~
tal in luring numerous health pro(e);Slonals to the St. Claire Medical
Center for training. He has also
been chairman or the Rowan County
school board, president of the Kentucky School BoardS Association and
a longtime advocate for change in
Kentucky e cation.
■ r. Loman .Tro~·er. a
, . nville physician and co-rounder of the
Trover Cli nic. His etrorts have made
m edical services more available in
Ute Madironvllle area. He has also
been Instrumental in improving tbe
r e?,ion·s economy and In creating
Madisonville Community College.
■ Albert G. Oay, doctor or laws..
Clay Is a Mount Sterling businessman and former chairman and vice
chairman of UK's board or trustees.
He has been a civic, business and
agricultural leader for many years
and Is chai rman of UK's Equine Research Foundnt1on.
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Ky■- un~ergr~duate-s to pay $.150 more at UK in-'90-~
Fees jump 16.7°/o to cover health insurance costs
!

'

,,

-

By Kakie Urch
and Jamie Lucke
Herald-Leader stall writers

It will cost $150 a year more for
in-state undergraduate students to
attend the University of Kentucky
next fall.
The school's Board of Trustees
yesterday raised fees paid by fulltime students by 16.7 percent to
$209.50 a year. The fees subsidize
campus activities and the student
health service.
· Trustees also approved an 8.7

The $30 ·rncrease ,ri tlie student '
fee was needed to cover the rising
cost of the student health service,
which was made self-supporting in
1988 to ease UK's budget crunch.
UK's Student Government Association endorsed the latest in- .
crease. Student body President Sean
Lohman said health services would
· have been cut unless students paid
more in fees.
.
"A lot of students wonder why
it needs to be increased," Lohman

percent increase in tuition to $1,500
for two semesters for full-time undergraduates from Kentucky. The '
increase_ was·set in motion by the
state Council on Higher. Education,
which sets rates based on charges ,
· at similar schools and the state's '
per capita income.
_·_·_·~ Carter, UK's vice president
for administration, said 9.3 percent
of the school's budget comes from
tuition and fees. The rest comes
from the state and private sources.

said. But the health service was
"going to start operating in the red
- so it needed to be raised."
The student fee also pays for
student activities, student tickets to
UK sports events and the cost of
student govemmenl
1
Tuition for in-state undergraduates on UK's Lexington campus and
at Lexington Community College
for 1990-91 will increase- from
$1,380 for two semesters to $1,500. '
Other tuition increases:
1
• In-state graduate - $1,520 to
$1,660.

LEXING
'
'
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T_ime -for UK to increase
admissions
standards
again
'
.

Talk about perfect timing.
There could hardly be a more
appropriate occasion for a: proposal
to strengthen the University of Kentucky's admissions standards.
A special comrni ttee of the UK
Senate - mostly faculty members
- wants UK to be more selective in
admitting its 1991 freshman class.
Among other recommendations,
committee members want UK to
require, for the first time, a minimum score on the American College
Test. (The minimum ACT score
would be 15 on the original scale.
UK's last . two freshmen classes.
scored 22.5. A perfect score is 36.)
They also advocate stricter enforcement of UK's precollege course requirements.
The recommendations are especially timely when you consider
what's happened in Kentucky education during the last nine months.
Last week, the legislature approved
an education reform package designed to offer equal and adequate
educational opportunities to public
school students.
More will be expected of students, particularly regarding their
critical thinking and writing skills.
Likewise, principals and teachers
will be expected to stand and deliver - or face sanctions.
As the state. tries to irnprove

education for students from kindergarten to high school graduation,
it's only logical that colleges and
universities set their sights higher,
too. To strengthen admissions
standards, UK will need cooperation
from elementary and high schools
in preparing college-going students
for college work.
The changes in the education
system should make that cooperation easier, just as they improve our '
students' ability to compete outside
Kentucky. And the students most
able to compete - Kentucky's best
and brightest - will have a more
compelling reason to stay in Kentucky for their college educations if
UK adopts higher standards.
Six years ago, UK embarked on
its first selective admissions program. No longer did the school
accept every Kentucky high school
graduate who applied. Since then,
grades and graduation rates have
improved; and dropout rates declined as freshman arrived better
prepared.
Now, the time has come to raise
standards again. The lesson of UK's
last six years is clear: Students will
respond better when more is expected of them, not less. I3y approving
higher standards, UK c;,n help the
institulion continue its progress toward r;;cellt"ncc.

-· - - -

-

• In-state law - $2,100 to
$2,380.
,
~ In-state pharmacy $1,380
to $1,500.
• In-state medicine - $4,470 to
$4,820.
• In-state dentistry - $3,810 to
$4,110. .
For out-of-state students, undergraduate tuition will rise from
$4,140 to $4,500, and graduate tuition will rise from $4,560 to $4,980.
One student after the meeting
questioned the need for higher tuition, saying some of her friends
would have problems paying the
additional money.
"l know a lot of people that do
pay their own tuition. I see it (the
increase) as being a big problem ·
when they can barely make it now"
said Kyle Foster, a sophomore fro~
Owensboro. "Another $75 or $50 that doesn't seem like a great deal
but it really is....
"Whr is our money going to
pay for new flowers? I don't know
how _much they're spending on it,
but smce they're all over campus it
has to be a substantial amount.':
. But_ Carter said that students
with fmancial need might have
alternatives.
• "If a student is in a situation
w)iere that _kind of increase literally
breaks their back, they will obviously be qualifying for one of the
numerous student aid programs
available," he said.

Undergraduate rates for
. Kentucky residents
tuition

mandatory
fees
total

Tuition increase
Fee

increase

Total increase
Source: Univer

8.7%

16. 7%
9.6%

NCAA keeps three-point
.
- .

distance
the same
-·.

-·

Associate~ Press

DENVER - College basketball's long-range gunriers can rest
easy, at least for another season. '
. The NCAA said yesterday it :
~II not push back the three-point
!me fr~m the current distance of 19
feet, 9 mches, although it will allow
c~nfere~ces to experiment next year
w11h u~mg _the international threepomt !me distance of 20-6.
. "Why fool around with something that's been extremely success- '
fu!?" asked Edward Steitz, secretary
_of the NCAA Men's &sketbal]
Rules Committee. "We never say
never, but we have a great game.
To me, the game has never been
better."
'
The committee did, however,
ma~e rule changes it said were
designed to cut down on intentional
fouls, ~peed up the game and hand
out stiffer penalties for fighting in
the 1990-91 basketball season. ·
It also decided to give three free
throws . to a player fouled while
lltempt1_ng ~ shot from beyond the
:hree-pomt hne.
. Und~r the ne,y rules, players·
viii be gi_ven technicals for taunting
ir sweanng at opponents and will
ie suspended for the season if they
re involved in t?:o on-court fights.
'".l'. player fighting will be autoiatically suspended for his team's
ext game.
"The stuff that has been going /
.been totally undesirable," ·
e1tz said. "We just don't think this .
ould be part of the college game." . .
C?aches or players given two
:hmcal fouls will be ejected from

1 • has

ames, while the head coach will be
ected after three bench technicals
Ive been called on his team.
In an effort to speed up the.
une, pl~yers will be given two free':
rows mstead of a one-and-one
ter the opposing team's 10th foul
each half, and timeouts will be
t from four to three for each team
televised contests.
"We want to minimize the time
:a_~es to play the last few minutes

II! Let conferences experiment with the international
.three-point line distance of 20-6.
• Give three free throws to a player fouled while
attempting a shot from beyond the three-point line.

e Give te_chnitals for taunting or swearing at opponents.
• Give suspensions for the season if players are

Involved In two on-court fights .
• Eject coaches or players given two technical fouls.
~ Eject head coaCh after three bench technicals have
been called on his team.
• Give players two free throws Instead of a one--and•

one after the opposing team's 10th foul of each half.

o Cut timeouts from four to three for each team in
televised contests.
• Offer conferences on an experimental basis a "no
foul out" rule.
~ .~:
• Give automatic one-game suspension ·to any

player lighting.

of the ball game," Steitz said. "We
felt this was a gradual approach
toward doing that."
Steitz said the rules committee
debated changing the three-point
line but decided not to because of
the excitement it adds to the game.
He noted that shooting accuracy
, from' three-point range has fallen
, from 38.6 percent to 36.6 percent
over the past three years and that
30 games in this year's NCAA
Tournament were decided by five
points or fewer.
The National Association of
&sketball Coaches last week said it
would recommend to the committee
that the line be moved back to
correspond with the international
line.
: . :St~itz predicted that no conferences would adopt the experimental
20-6 line used in the Olympics and ,
other international competition.
"We had· it as an experimental
rule two years ago and we had no
takers," he said. "I don't see many
conferences opting to use it this
time."
The committee also· decided to
offer to conferences on· an experimental basis a "no foul out" rule
that will allow players to remain in
games no matter how many ·1ouls
they pick up.
Under the rule, a player fouled
by another player who has six or ·
more fouls ,viii get three foul shots

1
1

to make two.
.
The rule replaces an expenmental six-foul rule used by three conferences this year, including the
Southeastern Conference, that Steitz
said was dropped after a poll of
coaches showed only 21 percent
supported 'it
.
"I do think we'll have some
conferences that will opt for the nofoul-out rule," he said.
If the SEC chooses to experiment with either change, the decision would come at the league's
annual spring meeting in Destin,
Fla. The league's athletic directors
and basketball coaches would have
to approve an experimental rule
before it would be used.

-------

. Kentucky coach Rick Pitino said
several tiines last season he favored
moving the three-point line back to
the international distance.
Other changes approved by the
committee for the 1990-91 season
include:
• A player will be assessed a ·
. technical if he grasps or hangs on
, the rim unless he is fouled or is
trying to avoid an obvious injury to ·
. himself or another player.
• The 45-second clock will not
be reset when a blocked shot goes
out of bounds.
• Only four players from each
team may line up on the lane
during free throws.

April 9, 1990
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GeOrgetown College president Patterson
•
• •
resigns, givmg age as reason
By JAY BLANTON
Staff Wrltet •
Georgetown CoUege President W.
Morgan Pa_tterson, who has quietly
guided the Baptist school In Scott County for the past six years, announced his
reslgnatloo yesterday.
Patterson · attributed bis decision to
age - he'll be 65 on Oct l - but said
be wants to work In other ministri es,
including teaching.
" Although- in many ways I do not feel
a necessity lo retire, the calendar ~lls
me that now is the time to make that
_decision," a school statement said Patterson told the Georgetown trustees at
their quarterly meeting yesterday.
"I pray God's blessing upon Georgetown College," Patterson told trustees,
"and upon you as you take steps to provide leadership for the college in the
years ahead."
Patterson told trustees that be will
continue as president through January,
so they'll have nearly a year to find bls
replacement
Since taking the job, Patterson bas
overseen several restoration and building projects and strengthened the col•
lege's endowment
Patterson, a native of New Orleans. Is
the 22nd president of the college, which
was founded In 1829. He is a recognized
church-history scholar. A graduate of
Stetson University, he received master
or divinity and doctor of theology degrees from New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary. He also did two
years of post-doctoral study at Oxford
in England.
When he came to Georgetown in
1984, Patterson had been dean of academlc affairs at Golden Gate Baptist
Theological Seminary in Mill VaJJey,

cam.. since 1976.

Before that. he was the director of
graduate studies In the School of Theology and the David T. Porter Professor
of Church History at Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary In Louisville.
Tom Denberg. Georgetown's vice
president for administration and fl.
nance, sa1d Patterson has overseen significant growth In the college's enroll•
ment and endowmenl
"He has ably led a team of peopl e
both inside and outside the Institution
to achieve these goals, and ... be has
an unusually strong relationship with
the church communlties throughout
Kentucky and the larger region," Denberg said.
Georgetown Is affiliated with the

Kentucky Baptist Convention. Denberg
said Patterson ha.<; been Instrumental In
getting loettl church leaders to encourage young people to enroll at Georgetown.
J. Richard cariton, the school's vice
president for economic developm~nt.
agreed that Patterson Is leaving the
school in strong shape because of the
closer ties to state churches and because of a five-year capital fund-raising
drive that brought In Sl0.5 million,
more than twice the goal ot $5 million.

Last fall the college's enrollment
was 1,562, an all-time hlgb, carJton
said. Also, the college's endowment
bas incr eased from SS.3 million to
SI 4.3 million during Patterson's
term, and salary Increases for faculty and staff have increased an average of 34 percent.
The challenge ror the next president. carllon said, Is to continue the
college's progress by meeting longr ange goals. The school adopted a
$13.4 mJlllon budget and approved a
five-year strategic plan yesterday.
"We're just sorry we're losing our
president," cartton said. "We're goIng to miss his leadership In those
areas."

-The Daily Independent, Ashland, Ky., Saturday, April 7, 1990

- - - - - - I n our view ______

Words of praise
Deeds ,vorthy of con1n1e11dation
Kudos:
• To Wilhelm Exelbirt, a
retired Morehead State University history professor, for
being named the 13th r ecipient of the MSU Founders
Day Award for University
Service.
Exelbirt joined the Morehead State faculty in 1948
after coming to the U.S. as a
political refugee. He became
a noted expert on Slavic
Europea n history and a
challenging a nd demanding
teacher who enriched the
lives of his students. He continued to teach full -time until
1971.

Because of ill health, Exelbirt, 88, was unable to accept the award in person but
sent a videotaped m essage to
those attending the ceremonies.

- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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-·college.Iplay's-

cincellation .
is·:criticized
I
.
as ce~orship
Associated Press
CUMBERLAND, Ky. - A student
play that deals with racism, strip
mining and polltlcs In Eastern Ken•
tucky bas been canceled by the
president al southeast Community
College In Cumberland.
The play's author says the decision smacks al censorship.
College President W. Bruce Ayers
said he canceled the April 19-21 per•
!ormances or "Krazy Quilt" because
of the controversial topics and because the play confiicts with a visit
by first lady Barbara Bush.
•
Ayers was out of town and could
not be reached for comment yester•
· day his secretary said. But he told
trui' Mountain Eagle al Whitesburg
that his decision wasn't censorship.
Because of the controversial elements, "I felt It needed to sit awhile
·and be looked at again," he said.
"There's some language and other
'things In the play I felt an audience
would not be able to move beyond."
The play was written by Bob Hen. ry Baber, a first-year professor who
•teaches drama. Baber, al Oven Fork
· In Letcher County, Is also the col•
Jege's director al resource development
·
Ayers requested the script alter
someone complained about the language In the play. He decided to
cancel the play March 22, Baber
said.
:
. "He said, 'It's not going to happen
on this campus,' " Baber said. "He
said, 'The message of your play Is
good, but I don't think the peop_Ie
· here wlll get past Its medium.'
"I told Bruce, 'Why don't you Jet
Eastern Kentucky people decide
what offends them?' I don't think
there's anybody In Eastern Ken•
tucky - except some zealots - who
would have a ·problem with this
,play."
"Krazy Quilt" was billed as a series of character sketches on modern life In Appalachia. Scenes deal
with televangelism, strip mining and
debates over Republican and Democratic politics. Ayers didn't speclly
which part al the play he thought
was offensive, Baber said.
But the author assumed there
were objections to the use of a racial slur in one scene. In the scene,
set In a wellare office, a man confronts a· woman because she talked
·with a young black \:QQp/e. and
played Witb ,their' child. • .. ;,
The scene ;s based on an incident
:lhat'liappened 'to'Baber's wife in the
Letcher eounty Health Department,
he said. He talked to the black students Involved wltb the play and
none objected to the use al the
word.
·
"The play Is very sympathetic to
blacks,'' he said.
·
Ayers aiso said college maintenance workers couldn't help stage
the play because of preparations for
tbe May 4 visit by Bush, who is
scheduled to speak at graduation.
"The piny Joo!Ls like a major production, (and) I didn't know whether the lnstitu1lon had the \\'herewilh·
al to ·do it and do it well," Ayers
suld.
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Yes, it is ·censorship · --:-~,~- ·
W. .Bruce Ayers, president of
Southeast Community · College,
doesn't· consider it censorship to
cancel production of a play written
by one of the college's professors.
"I'm not censoring him• in any
way whatsoever," Ayers told The
(Whitesburg) Mountain Eagle. "I
wouldn't want to censor anything
he wanted to do."
But other statements 'Ayers
made to the newspaper make it
impossible to view Ayers' ban on
Bob Henry Baber's Krazy Quilt as
anything but censorship. Ayers was
quoted as saying the play "needed
to sit awhile and be looked at again.
... There's some language and other things in the play I felt an
audience would not be able to move
beyond,"

Krazy Quilt is a series of sketch:es about Appalachian life, most.
based on real incidents, according
to Baber. The play deals with
racism, strip mining, televangelism
and Eastern Kentucky politics.

· The controversial language sup'.
posedly is contained in the racism
segment, which includes the words
"nigger" and "nigger lover." In the
context ·of making a statement
about the evils of racism, it's hard
to believe these words.would offend
anyone.
.
News accounts of Ayers' action
didn't elaborate on the "other·
· things" he thought an Eastern Kentucky audience couldn't handle. We
are left to wonder if those "other
things" include strip mining and
politics. If they do, this censorship
Ayers also cited the scheduled becomes even more objectionable,
May 4 visit by first lady Barbara because it takes on the aura of sheer
·
Bush as a "reason for canceling the political expediency.
play. He said maintenance workers
A free and open marketplace for
would not have time to prepare for ideas, for political thought and pothat visit and help stage the April litical speech is the very basis of
19-21 production.
American democracy. More to the
Stopping a dramatic production' ·point in this instance, free and open
because of "language and other discussion of. ideas is what higher
things in the play'' is censorship, education is all about. That's why
pure and simple. Semantic games censorship has no place on a public
won't change that. Nor will manu- college campus, whether that cam•factured excuses about the first pus is located in Eastern Kentucky
lady's visit.
or 'anywhere else.
·
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UK alumni choose Great T~ach~i-s'
l,EXINGTON, Ky. - The University of Kentucky Na.Ilona!
Alumni Association has chosen live professors for the 1990.Great
Teacher Award.
· · ·
From the Lexington campus, Wilford A. Bladen, a geography
· teacher, and James E. Force, associate professor or phllosQpby,
. were chosen.
,
Both were nominated by UK students and approved by the Om!•
cron Delta Kappa Great Teacher committee.
, . • ," .
From the community-college system, Kevin Felton, ~late
professor of social studies at Hopklnsvllle Community College;
Charles D. Howes, professor and chairman of biological scleqces
at Ashland Community College; and Denis. Morrow, professor of
physics at Elizabethtown Community College, were chosen; .. :
·Community college teachers were nominated by student coun. cils, based on student recommendations.
• • -~ • .
The program, Which recognizes outstanding teaching,
i!terted in 1961; 125 teachers have been designated as Great Teachers.

was
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,
ge's·•
Black Colle
expenencea
resurgence

---Monlc;-Chambers, a senior, said she left
uncomfortable In the mostly white schools
.
,
she attended In South Carolina and Newport
•
News, Va. "I didn't !eel I could be myself. I
wanted to come to a black university so I
could be myself," said Chambers, an accountIng major wbo scored llOO on the SAT.
Such top black students said they harbor
\ no doubts about the quality of education
I they are receiving, a common If unspoken
concern about black colleges in the past
Black colleges are "good value," said
BY KENNETH J. COOPER
Samuel L Myers, a former president or
The writer Is with The Washington Past
Bowie State University and current head or
the National Association !or Equal OpportuALLAHASSEE, Fla. - Dennis Col- nity in Higher Education.
.
well, a Ballou High School senior, '
According to the United Negro College
.
had never thought about going to · Fund, tuitions at prtvate black colleges avera blstor!cally black college before 1
about half the national average or
, be went to a reception that Florida A & M· aged
$7,693
at private colleges In 1988-89.
, University gave in Washington last !all. ;
Some
educators believe that black colBut something quite unusual happened leges, even
at the same price, are a bargain
alter Florida A & M's president, Frederick because black
students may learn more at
S. Humphries, made his pitch. Humphries them. In the only
major comparative study
pulled Colwell aside and, based on Col- of its kind, Jacqueline
a psycholo' well's high test scores, ortered him a lour- gy professor at BarnardFleming.
College, reported In
year, $40,000 scholarship on the spot.
black students at black colleges
In January Colwell accepted, without 1984 that more
evidence of Intellectual
ever having bOthered to apply to Boston : showed
growth
than
black
students on predominantCollege, Northwestern University or the ·
while campuses.
other predominantly while colleges on bis · ly Charles
B. Reed, Florida's chancellor or
list. This week, he and his parents will visit higher education,
said _Florida A & M "may
the campus here !or the first time.
be
the
best
buy
in
our system" In terms of
Such aggressive marketing and recruit•
added" because the school has suclog are two reasons why black colleges are "value
in educating many students with sub, enjoying a resurgence ror the first time ceeded
par
preparation.
since the '60s, when colleges and universiFounded in 1887 as a segregated teachers
ties that traditionally had admitted few ii
-college,
Florida A& M remains the only preany blacks began actively seeking them. 1
From the largest of the nation's 87 lour• 1
year black schools to the smallest, the pattern has been similar. In all, enrollment at
· the colleges bas Increased 10 percent, ,
more than twice as much as the enrollment '
Increase at lour-year colleges nationwide. I
· Florida A & M has grown to a record
7,508 students - up 26 percent In the last ,
two years and 47 percent since 1985. Al- 1
though It is part of the Florida state university system, ii has Joined elite private black
colleges In attracting large numbers or top
students who otherwise might have enrolled In selective, predominantly white Institutions.
Al a time of rising higher education costs,
spreading Incidents or racism on predominantly white campuses and declining rates .
of college completion among blacks, more ·
• black families or all Income levels are de. cidi!lg that historically black Institutions
provide an option that ts affordable, racially comfortable and educationally sound.
"Black families are sitting down wlth their
kids and asking. 'Where Is the best chance
that I not only get In, but I get through?' The
black colleges are comfortable. They're dependable. They're the old reliable," said Ell.as Blake, director of higher-education policy
research at Howard and former president of
Clark College In Atlanta.
Black colleges are also benefiting from
population and educational trends that are
producing more black high school graduates
with better academic credentials, although
some educators worry that more high
achievers could detract from the colleges'
'traditional mission of helping poor, underachieving students reach their potential.
The enrollment growth has done little to
Increase the proportion of black male students, whose performance lo higher education has become a focus of concern. Nationwide, for both predominantly black and
white colleges, about 40 percent or black
students are men.
For some mlddle-class students, a school
such as Florida A & M provides a chance to
alllrm their cultural Identity.
"After being Immersed In European culture for 17 years, I thought a little ethnicity
was In order," said Tom Cunningham, a sen•
!or who went to high school outside Chicago
·and scored 1400 out or a possible 1600 on the
Scholastic Aptitude Test "I was courted by
· some of the Ivies, but I knew I didn't want
that experience. l had enough experience

T

being nroJr...:i ~\O~U'gcols white people.''

dominantly black school within the state sy!
tern. Located on a hilltop that once over
looked a slave plantation, II long has bee,
known !or Its winning athletlc teams an,
band, "The Marching 100.''
But Humphries, 53, a 1957 cbemlstr
graduate, has shilled the locus from athle<
!cs to academics,
Since his arrival In 1985, the proportion c
freshmen not meeting state academic star
dards has !alien from nearly half to 30 pe1
cent In the same period, the average SN
score or freshmen has risen from 805 to 87!
which Is 142 points above the national ave1
age !or blacks.
Last year, the school attracted 24 Nailor
al Achievement scholarship winners, th
best black students In the nation.·The on!
Institutions to enroll more were -Harvar<
Stanford and Yale.
•
Humphries says he likes lhai ·compan
Just line: He wants the moss-covered oa
· trees on his 400-acre campus to symboll2
the same academic excellence as the IV'
covered walls In New England.
·
He already has succeeded In pushln
Florida A & M Into the elite or black co
leges. Its average SAT score approache
that or private schools such as Hampton I
Virginia (900), Spelman (980) and Mor•
house (950), both In Atlanta.
Myers doubts, however, that such emph
sis will displace the traditional role as horr
and second chance that black colleges ba1
provided !or underachievers. "I don't lhlr
any or them wilt be so elitist they won't pe
form that traditional role.''
e New York TlmH N•n Service
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tJK's-:smaJfSchool_::of' diplomacy tniriks. big
.----·•·

By Elizabeth Wade
Heratd-Le3der staff wriler

') High quality on a small scale.
That's the goal of the University of- K~tucky's Patterson School
of Diplomacy and International
Commerce, Director Vince Davis
said. .
· Although enrollment is limited
to about 50 students, the program
'often is compared to larger efforts
,at Harvard and Princeton, Davis
said. "We_re going _to be small,_ but
we're going to be as good as the big:
~

lx:,ys."

. .

·1

. It i~'perhaps one of UK's most·
· unusual programs. Because it has·
: no faculty· members, it sends its:
: ·students to departments across the'•
'. campus to gain expertise in intema-:
, tional affairs, business and politics.1
, , The· school,' which has .offered·
: master's degrees since 1970, often is.
; visited by recruiters ranging from'
big business to big brother - or at'
, least the nation's top spy agency,
',the Central Intelligence Agency, Its
I': graduates have worked for banks,
!· worldwide firms and the State De"'partment, I,.,·,.,
I • ,., .•.,

t'

ti: · :

-

And thislweek".nd, it ~11 pick
(: the'brains ·of a 30-member Board of
! , Advisors, which includes national
i-,columnist Georgie Anne Geyer and
(''Joe' B:•- Sills, spokesman for the
secretary-general of the United Nafi"tions. Theboard, visiting Lexington
,i for three days, will brief the school
';_ O!l__ to_p\cs such as ·current U.S.
diplomacy, the changes in Eastern~
'. Europe, banking and finance. _
[ : Since opening in 1959, the ,
; school has kept the philosophy of, ,
! its founder, James K. Patterson,
i. UK's first president
1'.' Patterson wanted "people to be ·
:·practitioners and not academics,".,,
'Davis said. ,.
·
.
;
[. . Students take a variety of multi-· ;
Idisciplinary courses, most tailored '',
'to their career goal, from various ·
. colleges-on UK's campus.-Political ,i
'science,~- arithropology, sociology 1
iand international-courses in finance l
: and economics are among the more \
:tpopular options!t_..,,-.,, · · .: . ..·. :~ .i. :'
(' ' . .,"Bas'1ca11 y, we: have· a 1•1cense to "•I
poach," Davis said. "We have per-"
mission to put Patterson School
· students in any course on campus.
"We •can 'train a person ,- for :
almost any•· kind of international
, work. We're not a general information school ,that teaches a student
about 'the world.' "
''· - That was why · Ginny Otter
decided to enroll in the school.
Otter, a''vice president for Commer' ceNational : Bank · in Lexington,
graduated in 1984.

f

., .- "It allowed me to see things
; from a multiple, perspective" she
'· said of her·work at the schooi "and
i· it ~~s been: useful in detero'iining
r poht1cal chmates, economic climates and business climates."
! The school's . students come
1 from ~cross the globe, including
countries such as India, China, Gabon, Sweden, Poland and Nicaragua. Naomi Tutu, the daughter of
' South African Nobel laureate Desmond Tutu, and Thomas Niles, U.S.·
ambassador to Canada from 198510
I 989, are among the school's alumni.
•
·
•'
, ·
''We're not running an intellec~I baby-sitting service," Davis
said. "We're looking for mature
tud ts h kn
, s en w o . ow what they want

to do with their. life.·.'.~--·
'
"We set up the right connec· tions so they l:an get the' good '
interviews and speak to the right ,
people. We're· successful in getting :
our students in better positions·
higher up on the totem pole:i
One recruiter, J, Dewey Danne,
Sovran flank/Central South's money market committee chairman
said ~atterson students differed
from students pursuing a master's
in business administration because
they' had a broader knowledge of
the world. . .
. , , · .,,. ·..
"They're 1'a very •·fut~restin~
group," he said of the Patterson
h I
sc 00 • "They're a smaller• group.
, · • I've been very impressed with
the students
there." ' : . ., , ·,1-•
.'. .
•

h
'
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Sta~e sch-ool's expansion worries
Pike col_l.ege
By Jamie Lucke
Herald-Leader education writer

Despite a plea from the president of Pikeville College, Gov. Wallace• Wilkinson yesterday signed a'
bill opening all of Pike County to
expansion by Prestonsburg Com- I
munity College.
Pikevilie College President William Owens said he sent Wilkinson
a letter urging him to veto the
measure. Owens said it would hurt
Kentucky taxpayers and the 975student private school.
''It would be less expensive for
the state to subsidire private colleges" than to expand the public
system of higher education, Owens
sai,C"It oosts as much for the state to
educate a student as for us to
, educate a student. The taxpayer ,
makes up the difference."
. · But the bill's supporters including Prestonsburg Community
College President Henry Campbell
_Jr. and state Rep. Herbie Deskins - ·
. said there were plenty of students
· for both colleges among the more
than 80,000 residents of Kentucky's
largest county in square mileage.
1
Prestonsburg Community College already operates a classroom
center in downtown Pikeville. Pike
Fiscal Court recently gave the cen. ter $160,000 for the next four years.

'state revenue is short ~nd they can't
serve all the areas they're supposed
to be serving now," Owens said.
Council executive diredor Gary
Cox said situation facing Pikeville
had co1_1f;onted other Kentucky'
commumhes as the demand for
affordable higher education had
grown in the state.
·
The cost of attending a' UK
community college will be $28 a
credit hour next fall compared with
$135 at Pikeville College now.
·
The difference threatens the
survival of private colleges, such as
Sue Bennett College in London,
whose trustees are considering
merger with the UK system.
Campbell, of Prestonsburg Community College, agrees it is a tough
choice. •:we don't want to fight':
(abrn.1t) !t. We want to provide
services to students that no one is

to apply for permission before expanding beyond a 30-mile radius of .
the main campus.
Campbell said the community .
college could not plan to serve Pike
· County without a guarantee that it
could carry out the expansion.
Deskins, a Democrat from Pikeville, said: "Pikeville College has not
offered any type of courses out in
the county. These students we're
talking about would not go to
Pikeville College."
Deskins and Campbell said
Pikeville College could gain juniors
and seniors as juniors transferred
from the community college.
Rep. Clayton Little, D-Virgie,
sponsored the bill allowing the
. community college to expand
· throughout Pike County. The House
,. approved it 93-0, and the Senate
passed it 35-0. But it never came
before the Council on Higher Educatiol) for consideration.
Owens said the council should
have considered the measure after
"systematic research" on the education needs of Pike County.
"You'd think if they were going
to do this, they would look at the
whole state and at what expansion
each community college should undergo."
, . "This is not the solution when

'serving now."
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Wilkinson vetoes.
bills on taxation,·
.vacation:..sick time

_. Campbell said Prestonsburg
needed to be able to reach deeper
into Pike County's 785-square-mile
expanse by offering credit classes
in three outlying areas - Phelps,
Fedscreek-Elkhom City and BelfrySouth Williamson.
But the Council on Higher Education requires community colleges

I
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FRANKFORT .:._ ·Gov. Wall;ce,
Wilkinson 'yesterday added two;
more bills to the list of legislation
he has vetoed. The General Assem: ·
bly will be back in session Thursday to consider the vetoed. bills.
Senate Bill 334, which Wilkinson vetoed, defined how ·much sick
leave and· vacation time may be
transferred by a local school employee who joins the Department of
Education. Wilkinson said the issue
was an attempt by the legislature to
reverse a ruling of the Personnel
Board that is now pending in a
court case. He said it would also
create an inequity between employees who joined the department before and after July 1983. .... · · J
· Wilkinson also vetoed House
Bill 778, which allowed Louisville to
levr a separate lax on abandoned
property. Wilkinson said the bill's
goal to encourage people lo keep up
thr:ir; property was laudable. But he
said it might hr un,-oni;~itutir,m1!. '
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Union-representative to n1eet WKU board
. BOWLING GREEN - Western Kentucky University's Faculty
Senate has scheduled another meeting with a union representative.
TI1e senate's first invitation to· a union in mid-March drew a
heated reaction from President Thomas Meredith. He said the timing
could be detrimental to Western's effort to secure more funding from
the General Assembly.
··
'
·
Senate President Bart White said he was contacted by Stephen
Finner, a representative of the American Association of University ·
Professors. Finner called him after learning that representatives of '
the United Auto Workers Technical, Office and Professional branch
had been at Western.
"If you're talking about collective bargaining and unions, you just
can't go with one group or opinion," White said. "You have to
research it and find out as much .as you can."
White said Finner will address the senate at its next meeting
April 12.
Meredith could not be reached for comment yesterday on Finner's
planned visit.
· Collective bargaining for p~blic employees is illegal in Kentucky.
But the American Association of University Professors can work as a
liaison between faculty and administrators and can provide informa,tion and other services to faculty, Finner said. ·
·
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.WKU faculty to meet with union
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Western Kentucky University's Faculty Senate has scheduled another meeting with a union representative.
.. ..
The senate's nrst Invitation to a union In mld'Mari:b drew· a
. heated reaction lrom President Thomas Meredith. lie said the
timing could be detrimental to Western's effort to secure more
funding lrom the General Assembly.
Senate President Bart White said be was contacted by Stephen
Finner, a representative of the American Association ol University
Professors. White said Finner will address the senate Thursday.
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_Asbury College chief to keep serui111g '
The Asbury College board ol trustees bas extended the contract
or the school's president, Dr: Dennis F. Kinlaw, !or an addlllonal
lour-year term, according to a news release.
.
Kinlaw bas served· as cblel executive olllcer of the four-year
liberal arts college for 17 years. He was president of the college
lrom 1968 to 1981 and was re-elected to the position lo 1986.
r
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ac(tepred

for ACC building
By ROGER ALFORD
Independent News Writer

ASHLAND - Construction is expected to begin within the next two
weeks on a new building that Ashland Community College has been
pursuing for the past 10 years.
A bid of $3,396,319 has been accepted for construction of the
school's new learning resource
center, Ben Carr, interim chancellor of the University of Kentucky
Community College System, said
Monday. The university is drafting
a letter to tell Vocon Inc. of Huntiiigton, W.Va., the low bidder, it
moy bcRin work.
" I'd say within a month you
should see some progress on the
construction," Carr said.
The building is expected to be
ready for use in the fall of 1991.
The university bid the project a
second time after an initial round
of bids came in significantly higher
than had been budgeted for the
building.
Vocon also was the low bidder
the first time with an offer of
$3,648,900. That was $381,900 more

606-783-2030

than the universit\· had estimated.
Before the project was rebid, df'signers reduced some of the landsca ping and downsized some
rooms.
_"We ~C'nl through the building
\nth a fine-tooth comb and tried to
turn up any situations where we
could move a wall, change some
finishes or eliminate a door," said
John Whitney of Omni Architects of
Lexington, which designed the
building.
Vocon was the low bidder the
second time. Even though its offer
was more than the university's estimate - this time it was only by
1.7 percent, or $58,000.
Whilne} said Vocon has completed several projects in Kentucky
and West Virginia and received
good recommendations. He said the
firm will set up trailers and a construction fence as soon as it receives the letter lo begin work.
Former Ashland Community
College President Robert Goodpaster said he got the idea for the
learning resource center after visiting Oral Roberts University in
Tulsa, Okla. He began mapping
plans for the building in 1965, and

the school began a concentrated
push for it about 10 years ago.
The Kentucky General Assembly,
after passing over the project
several times, finally funded it in
1988.
The project became a priority for

the u11iversity and the Council on
Higher Education in 1987 because
of rapidly increasing enrollments
at the community college.
The official enrollment this
semcsle~ is 2,673 students, . a 10
percent increase over last spring.
Jn the fall of 1986, 1,991 students
attended the community college,
and even then, current President
Anthony Newberry said, the new
building was needed.
In 1988. the General Assembly
a~p~opriated just more than $4
nulhon for the project, with the
stipulation that the local community raise $270,100 lo pay half of the
first year's debt service.
The building, lo be constructed
on the 13th Street side of the existing structure, will add classrooms
offices and a new library. A cov:
ered walkway will connect the two
buildings.
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School resolves
dispute over play
By Frank Langfitt
Southeaslern Kentucky bureau

The author of a play and a college president accused of trying to ban it reached a
compromise yesterday, ending a week of debate over First Amendment rights at Southeast
Community College in Cumberland.
In a letter, college president W. Bruce
Ayers said the play, Krazy Quilt, can be
perfonned as long as the college is allowed to
issue a disclaimer stating that it does not
necessarily share its views.
Playwright Bob Henry Baber welcomed the
compromise and expected to open the show in
October after students return from summer
vacation.
"I'm real happy and pleased about the

opportunitv to get to do
this play w11h the ,;;upµort of the
institution," Baber said.
"I would like to put this behind
us so we can get on with the
business of running a college."
Ayer" said.
The rnntrovcn,y surfan'<l April
3 whm Arl'n. 1s.-,ul'd a 111erno to
13Jber saying that the play could
not be pt't fom1ed on c;:impus. The
memo offered no explanation.
AyeN later said ht' di:,,.1,greed
with aspt:cts of the play and that it
intcrfrred wilh May gn1duation cercrnoniL'S.
Baber accused Ayers of cenrorship.
Ayers sa id Bab..'r mi~understood ihe memo. which really meant
to say tha r the. play needed to be
resc-hedult'CI.
"Thi~ is not and never was a
Fir"<;l Amendrnutt issue." Ayers
S}l1d.

- A service of the Office of Media RPlations-

So far, the schtJol has ftlnded
about $500 of the play's production
costs. Ayers said he would consider
any requests for more funding, if
Baber a keel.
Krazy Quilt was billed as a
se1ies of character sketch~ about
modem life in Appalachia. SccneR
drat with televist'CI evangelism,
$lrip mining. raLism and dcbat~
mw Republican and Democratic
politic·.
Baber said he thought people
wnuld probably be <lisappoinlc<l
wh"n tl1e play opened, because it
wasn't very controversial.
The play is really about the
conllicting feelings the people of
Eastern Kentucky have for their
region, he said.
"The irony of this is. we probably won't have enough seats in the
thcarer." he s:1id.
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Pikeville College chief fails mhis bid
tQ thwart Prestonsburg College bill
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3 UK football players suspended
By John Clay

,Coach Curry to suspend the thr~
players so named. The en tt re 1noean
A weekend incident at a frater- dent has been referred to the D
nity house has resulted in three of Students."
more players being suspended from
No arrests were made.
, the University of Kentucky football
"Rodney Shepard, Jon Collins
team, officials saig yesterday.
and Ken Johnson have been susFullback Rodney Shepard, nose pended from our football team f?r
guard Jon Collins and strong safety disciplinary reasons," Curry said m
Ken Johnson have received indef1- the prepared statement released by
nite suspensions from UK coach the UK Sports Information Office.
Bill Curry after the three allegedly "I'll have no further comment on
vandalized the Sigma Chi fraternity the situation."
house last weekend.
Center Wesley Jackson, a redAccording to Ralph Derickson · shirt freshman from Louisville, was
of the UK Public Information De- suspended Monday. He was tak~n
partment, a complaint v,;as filed -into custody April 1 when LoU1s='-'• ·Saturday at 2 a.m. by the Sigma Chi ville police were called to break up
fraternity 704 Woodland Avenue, a fi1ght at a party.
claiming '"some persons kicked a
Jackson had driven a county car
_ _ door to the fraternity house, broke a belonging to his mother Oefferson
, : ·trophy case, and in doing so dam- County clerk Rebecca Jackson) _to
,
· "
the party. Accord'1ng to·the
pohce
.-·'aged
a chair.
·
Derickson said, "It was as a report, alcoholic beverdges were
result of that incident that Ii;<! found on the car floor.
Herald-Leader staff writer

.

u
K
for
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Though Jackson received stitches at a Louisville hospital as a
result of the fight, he was not
charged.
None of the four players will
participate in the Blue-White Spring
game on April 21, Curry said. .
All four were at practice yesterday, but did not _participate in
contact work. Instead, they were
assigned continous, running and
conditioning drills. :,
Shepard, a 5-foot-11, 263-pound
senior from Brooklyn, N.Y., was
listed as No. 3 fullback on the UK
depth chart last week.
Collins, a 5-10, 262-pound sophomore from Madisonville, had
worked at No. 2 nose guard much
of the spring.
Johnson, a 5-11, 205-pound r~sh1'rt freshman from Ellwood City,
Pa., was listed at the No. 2 "bandit"
position,,__- ... , • ...
•

I · ·· But state Rep. Harry Moberly. D-Richmon~.

Plans
· .h
.
branc
0 ndOn
L
· :· ··1.d. h•It snags
··
Co U

Prestonsburg Community College
· already operates.a classroom center
\ FRANKFORT, Ky. - The presi- ln downtown Pikeville. Pike FIScal
, dent of Pikeville College failed to Court recently gave the center
persuade Gov. Wallace Wilkinson to Sl 60,000 for the nel1 four years.
veto a bill permitting Prestonsburg
Campbell said the college needed
College to expand into Pike County. to reach deeper into Pike County's
Wilkinson signed the legislation 785-square-mile expanse by offering
Monday despite a written plea from credlt classes In three outlyiog
Pikeville ,College President William areas - Phelps, Fedsereek-Elkhom
Owens, who said he feared the plan City and Belfry-South Wiillamson.
would hurt taxpayers and his 975He said· the Prestonsburg college
student private schooL·
could not plan to serve Pike County
' Owens contended It would be less without a guarantee that It could
expensive for the state to subsidize carry out the expansion.
, private colleges than to expand the
Deskins, a Democrat from Pikepublic higher-education system.
ville, said: "Pikeville College has not
"It costs as much for the state to offered any type of courses out In
l educate a student as for us to edu• the county. These students we're
1 cate a student," he said. "The ·tax- talking about would not go to Pike; payer makes up the difference.''
ville• College."
But the bill's supporters - lnclud- · Iiesklns and Campbell said PikeIng Prestonsburg Community Col• ville College could benefit from the
lege President Henry Campbell Jr. expansion by gaining students who
and state Rep. Herbie Deskins want to continue th·e1r education
said there were plenty of students alter graduating from the communifor both colleges among the more ty college.
than 80,000 residents of Pike CounRep, aayton Utile, D-Virgle,
ty.
sponsored the bill allowing the comAssociated Press

I

munlty college to expand through•
out .Pike County. The House approved It 93-0, and the Senate
passed It 35-0. But It never came b.fore the Council on Higher Educa•
lion, which normally requires coinmunity colleges to apply for pen11ission before expanding beyond a 30mile radius of the main campus.
Owens said the council should
have considered the measure atier
"systematic research" on the educ&•
tion needs of Pike County.
."You'd think If they were going to
do this, they would look at the who!~:
state and at what expansion ead::
community college should undcrgc;"
Owens said.
Council executive director Gar\
Cox said the situation lacing Pike:
ville had confronted other comrnunities In the state as the dcm~nd tor·
affordable higher educalion ha,;
grown.
.
' The cost of attending a University.
or Kentucky community college wiU
be $28 a credit hour next fall, com•
pared "1th $135 at Pikeville College·
now.

said Kentucky could not afford :,vhat he sa)d
would be an unneeded community college m
London.
r
Moberly recently helped to kill a . EKU had hoped to have its I Kentucky's public universities and) Women's Division of the General · board of trustees has the or.wer t
r~_olution in th~ legislature autho- Corbin center open by last January, : colleges would .advance from 80 , Board of Global Ministries of the dissolve Sue Bennett, Garrett saic
.
.
.
nzmg the negot1at10ns between UK but it took longer than expected to percent to 88 percent of the formula ' United Methodist Church - is not l
If that happened. the w.-,tnen·
and Sue Bennett.
make the lease final, Ogden said.
goal, which represents average · about to make a gift of the 43-acre division would explore ~ltemati,·
He said UK did not need .the
"Unless the Eastern extended funding at competing schools in campus in the heart of London.
missions for the campus. It no ne,
.
.
. .
authorization to keep negotiating : campus is a failure of some sort, I other states... ·
... . .
· "The women's division is not uses were identified, the campu
and that the measure "was a war to , would have to seriously question .. But UK community college .offi- going to give its property away," would be put up for ,;;1le.
By Jamie Lucke .
. .
'. almost obligate the General Assem- ' whethor there is a need for a I cials and many London civic lead- said Lula Garrett, an assistant gen"There are a lot of options th,
_Herald-Leader education wn10r.
·.
bly to put a community college I community college in the London ers say there was a huge unmet era! secretary with the Board of need to be explored hy the leade,
' · The drive to open a Umvers1ty of Kentu~ky there if the negotiations were j area, eyen if Sue Bennett closed," need for public higher. education in Global Ministries. "At this point, ship of the college,'' Garrett sai<
'community college in London could run mto I succesful."
.
·
! Moberly, chairman of the education London and nearby Corbin.
J we're committed to working with
including trying to broaden Su
'resistance from at least two sources - the ·
EKU _ whose . service area I subcommittee of the House budget , It is unlikely that UK would be Sue Bennett, as it is, to make it as Bennett's market for students.
. Methodist women's gro1;1p that OW13S Sue includes London - will launch panel, said yesterday.
.
able to open a community college in strong as possible." ·
Bennett College and Richmond legislato~ classes this summer in newly con"We can't build a commumty London before 1992. The legislature
Methodist women founded the
. UK has never had to buy
'whose district includes Eastern Kentucky Um- structed classrooms at the Tri- college in every community across has not granted the required per- school in the late 1800s..
community college site. Land fo
[-versity.
. , ·
.•
•. . County Square shoppirtg center on I the state ~hen we're still ~ng to ' mission, and there is no money in
"I think it's very
we' will the 13 colleges outside Lexingto
I· ,:. UK and Sue Bennett officials begaI) dis- us. 25 between London and Cor- · come up to 100 percent of t~e the 1990-92 state budget to buy the not transform it into a community has always been donated by th
n,issing the possibility of converti?g Su~ &:n- bln, said Marion . Ogden. . EKU's : formula." .., .
.. '
' Sue Benl!e.tt campus or to operate a college," Garrett' said.:·· ,: ., . ·-' ,,, ; ,·. local community, said acting corr
1.'nelt; a financially strapped pnvate. 1un10r director of ex1ended prograll¥,l_,:.;,,;..
Und er the two-year state budget' commumty college in London.,..
Although the women's division muriiiy college· chancellor Ben Can
''college; into a state-supported commuruty col·
.
approved by lawmakers last month,
The schnnl'o n,,~n• •ho o••~· '"" "" __ .. ,
,Sa - ,L ., •

·
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U.S. students need better math education, study says
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Better education along with improved career
counseling is necessary to add to
the pool of mathematically skilled
workers who will be needed in the
United States by 2000, the government said yesterday.
i
The National Research Council
' said the demand for scientists, engineers and technicians by the turn of
the century will exceed the 1986
level by 36 percent - nearly double
the growth in overall employment
demand.
Meanwhile, the council said, the
college-age population is expected
to decrease 22 percent from 1981 to
·!995. The number of white male
: students, the traditional pool for

scientists and engineers, will shrink
by 34 percent.
"A Challenge of Numbers," the
second council report on mathematics, describes the gap between the
projected supply and demand and
the challenge facing the nation's
education system.
The first report, "Everybody
Counts," studied trends and needs
in math education.
Other reports later this year will
evaluate post-secondary math curricula; discuss resources available
for math instruction; and make
recommendations on how to "ensure a healthy flow of mathematical
talent" into an increasingly technological work force.
Among the statistics reported

yesterday by the council, an arm of
the National Academy of Sciences,
were that:
• By 1995, eight of the 10 fastest growing pr(!fessions will be
based on science.
• Skills in mathematics and a
post-secondary education will be
needed fo~ a majority of the 21
million jobs created by the U.S.
economy by 2000.
• Math enrollments -have doubled in the last 20 years, but twothirds of the enrollees have been in
courses less advanced than calculus.
• The number of students receiving mathematics-education degrees was lower in 1986 than in
Hl66.

• The percentage of college students studying math may drop as
the proportion of blacks and Hispanics, who have traditionally studied math at a lower rate than the
general population, increases. The
two groups constituted 22 percent
of q;illege ~tudents in 1985: they are
expected to account for 30 percent
by 2010.
• Women's interest in advanced
mathematics has been low. White
women earn 17 percent of math
doctorates compared with 70 percent by their male counterparts.
• Non-citizens constitute nearly
half_ the graduate mathematics population, even as the total number of
doctorates awarded has continued
to fall.

~raternity kicks out
·gay pledge, creating
furor on campus
New York Times News Service

BURLINGTON, Vt. - Winston
D. Brathwaite II never had envisioned the rigors of Hell Week
when he pledged to join the Acacia
fraternity at the University of Vermont last fall.
On the first night of the weeklong initiation, each pledge, head
covered with a pillowcase, was led
to the attic, where the brothers
spelled out his faults.
Brathwaite's interrogators told
him he was not getting close
enough to the other members of the
fraternity, so he decided to tell them
i the truth: that he is a homosexual.
:
"I was being distant on pur. pose," recalled Brathwaite, a fresh: man from the Caribbean island of
; St. Vincent. "I didn't want to be
: accused of coming on to anybody."
'
Afterward, Acacia informed
· Brathwaite he no longer was welcome to become a brother, setting in
motion a dispute that has split this
campus and drawn in Burlington's
city government
"It's generated a lot of hatred on
campus," said Elan Chambers, one

of the student officials whc, !(overn
fraternities and sororities on campus.
Because the fraternin··s acrior.
was in direct violation~ c,f both
university and Greek syst<-m prohi-

bitions of discrimination b::,~aus1.· i:,f

sexual orientation, Acaci?. uffict:-~
quickly informed the univ,-r,11,· administration of what they had ckmt
The issue did not become wide-

ly known on campus for

:,tT::r;!

months, although the univc, ,It\'
temporarily suspended :\caci~
pending an investigation, sa:c ,
Rosalind E. Andreas, vice pres1dem
for student affairs.
The administration then turned
the matter over to the Greek J~dicial Board, a student panel with

jurisdiction over fraternit1t.:S anc:
sororities.
The board ordered Acac:o 1,,
apologize to Brathwaite, to rduml
his $75 pledge fee and to hold fr,.
house educational programs abou,
homosexuality.
Brathwaite thinks the university should have severed ties wnh the
fraternity.
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i Transylvania

faculty to serve meaa

/ Transylvania University officials and faculty will cook and
: serve a late breakfast for students Monday night
The university officials will provide dining service as a way to
wish students well on their final examinations, which begin Tuesday.
"This breakfast has become a traditlon here at Transy," President Charles Shearer said. "It's a lot of fun and, at least for a short
, lime, reduces the stress that goes along _with finals work."
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Wigginton reconsiders, ,vill no,v let
Blackburn inmate remain UK student
By JAY BLANTON
Staff Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. - In 1981 the
system penallz.ed Dwight Allen,
when a Jefferson circuit judge sentenced him to 31 years In prison for
check and credlt<ard scams.
Yesterday, nearly 10 years Into
his senleoce and a little more than
40 credit hours away from a college
degree, the system rewarded blm
for hJs d1llgence.
Corrections Cabinet Secretary
John Wigginton, who earUer this
month denied Allen's request to r emain a student at the Universi ty of
Kentucky, reversed h1s declsJon yesterday.
For Allen, a 38-year-old honors
student. Wlgglnton's decision viodl·
caled bis belief that an education
and willlngn~ to work wlthl.n the
syslem will pay off.
"I realized that the system wasn't
playing with me, so to speax" Allen
sald.
"I realized that the kind of con•
duct that I was participating ln was
not going to be tolerated •.. I was
on a one-way path to nowhere ... If
you work with the system you can
be dealt with fairly. You Just got to
have patience, maturity and splrltu•

al growth to deal with the ups and
downs or It."
Allen bad been told by officials nt
Blackbum Correctional Complex In
Lexington that this semester would
be his last on the Lexington campus.
He bad been transferred to Black•
burn from the Kentucky State Reformatory at La Grange, a mediumsecurity prison, to attend UK.
But the program lhat allowed him
to attend classes there was dtscon•
Unued lost year . To complete hts
education, All en was told he would
have to attend classes at Blackbum
through a program ortered by Mur•
ray State University.
AJlen, however, riled a grievance
In March, r equesting that he be al•
lowed lo continue at UK. He said
that the Murray program. which offers a bachelor of Independent stud•
les degree. did not offer the classes
and programs. - such as the honors
program at UK - that would enable
him to get h1s political science degree by 1991 when be ls eligible for
parole.
In denying Allen's request. Wig•
ginton cited the Murray progmm
and the lack or Inmates who qunJI·
fled for the dtscontJnued study-release program.
But Michael Bradley, a correc-

lions spokesman, sold Wigginton decided to allow Allen to conllnue at
UK because it "just made good

scn.c:e."
Wlgglnton's r esponse to Allen also
states that "the concept or a study•
r elease program is being reviewed."
The review was completed yesterday, Bradley said, and the decision
was made to allow Allen and an•
other Inmate to continue taking
clas.5es on cnrnpus.
The other Inmate attends Ken·
tucky State University from the
Frankfort career Development Center, a mtolmum-securlry raclllty.
Blackbum and the Frank fort facllity
will continue providing transporla·
Uon and supervision for the two lo•
mates.
Allen said the cabinet's decision
will give him the chance to reach
his goals, but more important. It wlll
send a clear message that "lf you
work hard ... you can get the help
that you need and people will come
to your aid."
AJlen, who hopes to attend law
school after be graduates, wants to
work with youths in the Loulsvllle
and Lexington areas.
"I want to go back to the communlty and help In some way," AIJen

sald.
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lnmate allowed to finish degree at U~
Assoc,aled Press

LOUISVILLE Corrections
Cabinet
retary John Wigg1nton
yesterday revised a decision. a_nd
said a prison inmate could fu11sh
his studies at the University of
Kentucky.
Dwight Allen, 38, was told in
March that this semester at UK
would be his last. The program that
aJlnwed him to attt•nd classes was
terminated for lack of qualified
participants.
Allen filed a grievance with
Wigginton. Wigginton responded
this week by denying Allen's re•
quest and telling him he could
attend classes that Murray State
Uni\'ers1ty holds al Blackburn Correctional Complex to ~et his dew-ee.
Wi1.u~inton !-aid the decision to
term inate the program hut lo allow
those enrolled to finish was made
y~terday after a meet in$! of cabinet
department heads. Allen 11,, the only
inmate enrolled in the p1 ogram.
"v\'hil«> we're conce-med that
there ·,u,rrn·1 enough p('llplc ti) Ill'-·
t1'y ti.I' 1,r11ITT:l' II, \\l' r~ 01:1 \ I.
luo, lhJI ~••U fl, \ t' pv ·;i t 1: ; •11
imimc; m,·.,·. aml wt· I<> ,l l I •· 'i 1l '
pn-.-.;ib1h1y I f 11 ,.
-.I.! i' ,p:,..
c,o ,u,• 11 ·· \".' ur · , "•

'--iif,l

Allen. of Loui~ville, had ar~ed
that lurrny did not offer the honors program in which he was enrollt'd at UK.
I le needs slightly more than 40
CTt>t.ht houn; to receive a bachrlor's
dq~ree in political science. I le has
sened about 10 ve;m-: of a :n.ycar
~ntenL"t' on crecht-c;ucl and checking scaml- and will be eligible for
parole in 191.Jl.
" It wa~ not our intent to da111ag<' am·one·s chancrl- to complete
prowam:-." \\'igginton -..aid.
"l hope he will takt· advantage
of this opportunity. and wht:'n he
does rcg.1in all hi'- ril!hts and pri\'i le_ges, he will J;?O rnr1h :iml St'I \'t:' and
m,t continue 1hr p:1ttt•n1 o r crime
lh,11 got him in pn~nn in the first
plare."
Said 1\ll1•11 up11n lw:iring o ( the
cknsiP11: "This is the grealt•-.;t thing
that cn:r happl•m'CI to me. It's lht•
bre:ik I \\':llll<•tl."
\\'iggi11to11 <lt'1t1t·d 1ha1 r<x·ent
pre"S \'O\ ( 'lage nr Allt·1t :-- light had
any1hi11g to do with the ren::-1011.
Hui \lien .._:,id it 11 a ,- ti,t> puhlirlte 1•
1 11n l 1 n 1
111•, th.it
·cl
- A sen,cc Jf tflc Oflic'! r l r.1~dia Arial

" Without it. thev would have
c;ent me back to pri~m and ne1 er
thought another thing about 11," he
said.
,\ llen paid hil- tuition through
grants. I le I t-centlr rccei1 t'd an ~JO
&:hol:ir-hip from· the UK Student
Go\'ernment A:,;."'x·iation.
\ \\'{gi 11 ton s:i id that :i ftt>r A lien
completed his rdur.11ion, no more
inmal•'S would bt• all111\ rd off prison ground'- to al tend dasse-.
"\Ve ft:'f'I we c.m "t'n ·ice more
people. an<l eliminate the 1isk of
IJ1 mging in matt'!- out into the population. with thr proi:..rram offerrd by
~lurray State:· he said. "We have to
think about what is lx-st for systemwide:·
In March. Blackburn Warden
Ral ph Evi1ts told the l..ouis,·ille
CnuriPr-Jnu, nal that he had neither
1hr time nor lhr staff 10 lnke J\ll<'n
from the prison I<> the univer~llV for
cla"~ rad1 day.
·
lnmat~ at Hl:1ckbum can gl't a
bacheJl)r of inckpendent studies degret' from Murray br corrrspondence or learnmg mntracts in
I\ 11•1 h 11 \' Olli li 111• 1h·11 CTllll "(' 11f
, 1u1h

11 1· Alltrt ::-;11d lie

111 ,1 ,:

ha\'1' •r, t. 111,;fc-1 hr-; l'll'lfos fr11ru n~
t
,l•1rr,11· ,111,I 1111ild P11t l.!C'I 111-;

n If.

cou,i,rn ,Ji.,UHr,AL, ii ,ur,~a/,,·, ,\l'HiL 12, W~u
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Muitay State· .Pres1dent says cor1troversial play
volu11teers
goes on with disclaimer from college.
look for donor Associated Press
rles of character sketches about · ship. Ayers said Baber mlsundermodern Ure In Appalachia. Scenes stOOd the memo, which really
to help ,voman CUMBERLAND;
The deal with
evangelism, strip meant to say that the play must be
TV

Ky. -

\ssoclated

Press

president or Southeast Community mining, racism and debates over
College says a controversial play Republican and Democratic poll•
he was accused of banning last tics.
. week can now be staged - but It . "I'm real happy and pleased
'must . be accompanied by a dis- about the opportunity to gel to do
.claimer lbnl the college does not this play with the support or the
share Its views.
Institution," Baber satd.
"This Is not and never was
The controversy arose April 3
Flrst Amendment Issue," Presl- when Ayers sent a memo to Baber
dent W. Bruce Ayers said.
saying that the play could not be
Hq said the Incident was the re- performed on campus and offered
suit ·of a misunderstanding of a no explanation.
memo he sent to the play's author.
Ayers later said he disagreed
Playwright Bob Henry Baber, a with aspects of the play and that It
first-year drama teacher at the Interfered with May graduation
college, welcomed the compro- ceremonies, which ore expected
mise and expects to open the t_o include a speech by first lady
sbow, "Krazy Quilt," ln October. · Barbara Bush.
"Krazy Quill" was bllled as a seBaber accused Ayers of censor-

MURRAY, Ky. - "Sign up for, a
1lood test," Murray State University
:tudent Dodie Stogner·urged a pass,r-by. ·
,;
"What's It for?" asked the student,
oaked from rain and weighed down
,1111 bookS and an umbrella.
"It's for Stacy Sommer,'' Stogner
aid. "You could save her life."
Many Murray students don't know
:ommer personally, but they're
landing in line to help the former
tudent fight leukemia.
Students and volunteers· have
,eeo undergoing blood tests to find
bone-marrow match for Sommer,
1bose 20th birthday ts Sunday.
lore than I 00 potential donors
,ere tested Feb. 28, and approxlmtely 200 others were ,expected
esterday. ·
The project also has raised aproximately $15,000 to cover costs.
Sommer was a Murray student in
1e rail or 1988. That October, doc,rs diagnosed her with acute myo1genous leukemia.
She went from freshman life to
tdiatlon and chemotherapy treatients In hospitals In Madison, Wis.,
1d Seattle. Sommer returned to
er Rockford, Ill., home In early
larch after a transplant of her own
,arrow that had been removed
bile she was In remission.
Nancy Sommer said her daughter
making monthly visits to the Uniirslty of Wisconsin Hospital lo
adlson, where doctors, say she's
,Ing extraordinarily well.
Nancy Sommer, a former resident,
Henderson, Ky., went to Murray
, Tuesday to meet the students
lo want lo help her daugltler.
hen she arrived al the Curris Cenr, she found two tables piled with
,mpl\lels about marrow donations
1d Jlned with chairs for volunteers.
Behind the tables, a banner that
ad "Happy Blrihday Stacy" bad
en signed by hundreds of students
d a box held presents Ibey
ought.
A small TV screen was set up to
1y a video about marrow donans. Dr. Edward Scott, medical dlctor of Lifeblood, the Mid-South
,glonal Blood Center, was there to
swer questions.
Scott said the odds or finding a
1rrow match for Sommer at Muri are about I In 20,000. ·, •
Volunteers who took the test will
ve their oa·mes and tissue types
,ced on the National Marrow Dor Program Registry.
,ven If none are a match for
nmer, one might match one of
00 others who need a marrow
nsplant, said Donna Herndon, ditor or alumni affairs.
·

a·

rescheduled.
So far, the school has funded
about $500 of the ploy"s produc•
tlon costs.
Baber said be thought people
would probably be disappointed
when the play opened because II
isn't very controversial.
"It's got balance to It," he said.
"II wasn't a hit-and-run Job on
strip mining."
The play is really about the conmeting feelings tbe people of
Eastern Kentucky have for their
region, he said, adding that the
controversy would probably work
to the play's advantage. "The irony of this ls we probably won't
have enough seals in the theater.", ,

·-----~
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.UK dedicates agricuJtural
testing building
By Vicloria Martin
Herald-Leader stall wri!er
.,_

'

-f

· The · University of Kentucky
yesterday dedicated a $3.5 million
building for the C-Ollege of Ab'ficulture's regulatory services division,
which administers the state's testing fur fertilizer, seed and dairy
products.
. The building, on the south end
, of the Lexington campus near Com. monwealth Stadium, was dedicated
' in memory of Bruce Poundstone, a
director of regulatory services.
, · "This building was not just
ii\oviiig lb ll new world for us; it
was like moving inlo a new galaxy," said Doyle Peaslee, dirt.-ctor of
regulatory services.
Pou~dstone, who retired from
the. university in 1971 after 25 years
as the adminislrator of the regulatory pro;..,.,1m in Kentucky, died in.
1985. Ile is cTedite<l with developmg
agric,1ltural regulatory work into a
profession.
"This is a structure that was
much needed and, I think, well
conceived, and it's dc>dicatcd to the

man whose hard work and professionalism really laid its groundwork," said Robert Hemenway,
chancellor of the Lexinb'lon campus.
Peaslee said the building and its
_equipment would allow tl1e college
to conduct experiments that were
not possible in the aging Agricul,
tural Experiment Station building
known as Scovell Hall.
The division also regulates the
sale of fertilizer, seed, pet and
livestock feeds, and raw milk in the
state. It began using the new facility in December.
"The new lab equipment enables us to use chemicals safely and
perfonn tests in ways that we
couldn't in the other lab," Peaslee
said. "The layout of the new b:.iilding is much better for moving
samples from one lab to anothe~."
For example, he said, the division is required by law to perfonn
certain test~ on fertilizer and feed
samples that could not be done in
Scovell Hall.
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MSU students aiding leukemia victim
MURRAY - Although many Murray State University studenlS'
don't know Stacy Sommer personally, they're standing in line to help_
the fonner freshman in her battle against leukemia. .
•~

'

.

··i

Students and volunteers have been undergoing blood tests to find'
a bone marrow match for Sommer, whose 20th birthday is Sunday}
More than 100 donors were tested Feb. 28 and about 200 others were
expected testing yesterday. About $15,000 has been raised to rover
the costs.
Sommer was a student at MSU for three months in the fall of
1988. Doctors diagnosed her with acute myologenous leukemia and.
her life changed forever in October 1988.
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Ground breaking tomorrow at EK!UI
RICHMOND - Ground will be broken tomorrow for Eastern
Kentucky University's new $5.4 million Donald R. Dizney Allied
Health and Nursing Bulldlog, according to a news release from the
university.
,
Tbe 52,000-square-foot building is riamed for Dlzoey, e native
Kentueklao
and the chairman of United
FJa.
. . Medical Corp., Orlando•

. She underwent radiation and chemotherapy in hospitals ini
Madison, Wis., and Seattle, Wash. She returned to her home in
Rockford, Ill., in early March after one bone marrow transplant of her,
own marrow that had been removed while she was in remission. ,l
Her mother, Nancy Sommer, said Stacy was doing well. She
makes monthly visits to the University of, Wisconsin Hospital in;
Madi:,on, where the doctors say ~he's doing', "extraordinarily ,well.'.'J
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MSU ARCHIVES

HIGHER EDUCATION

Funding increase, &-year
board terms are passed
By RICHARD WILSON
Writer

Staff

FRANKFORT, Ky. - Creation of a new student financial
aid program and the heftiest increase in university funding in
recent years were the 1990
General Assembly's legacy for
higher education.
The legislature aJso again amended state law to extend the terms of university trustees and regents from
four to six years. But a proposed method to curb political cronyism In the appointments was rejected.
Lawmakers pumped more than $7 million a year
into the budget to create the first part-time student
grant program. Under College Access Program grants
- which Gov. Wallace Wilkinson proposed - needy
full- and part-time freshmen and sophomores will be
eligible for maximum grants of $640 this year, and
probably $680 in 1991-92, at public or private-colleges.
Since the CAP grants will be restricted to freshmen
and sophomores, the State Student Incentive Grant
program wm be limited to juniors and seniors, said
Paul Borden, executive director of the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority.
Overall funding for higher education was increased
24.9 percent in the upcoming biennium, or from this
yea.r's $594.2 million to $741.9 million In 1991-92. Operating funds for the eight state universities were Increased from $574.3 mmion this year to $632.5 million
In 1990-91 and $715.5 million in 1991-92.
· Over the two-year period, the Increases raise state
general operating support from 80.3 percent of the
level sought under t~e state Council on Higher Education's funding formula to 88.2 percent.
The universities also will benefit from $200 million
for campus improvements and new construction.
Many of the building projects, mostly financed by revenue bonds, were added by legislative leaders to win
needed votes for the tax and school-reform legislation.
Interest, or debt service, on these projects will be
$21.5 million in 1991-92.
For the second time in l O years, the legislature
passed a bill to lengthen university trustee and regent
terms to six years. Similar legislation in 1980 was
ruled unconstitutional by Franklin Circuit Court, but
the issue was never decided by Kentucky's Supreme
Court
Sen. Ed O'Daniel, sponsor of this year's effort, bas
relied on a different section of the constitution. O'Daniel, D-Springfleld, expects the new legislation to provoke another court test, but for the issue to be finally
resolved by the high court
Wilkinson vetoed the measure, Senate Bill 86, but
legislators overrode the veto Friday.
The House passed a bUl to require the governor to
name schools' governing board members from recommendations by a new selection panel. But the Idea,
which would have weakened the governor's appointive
powers, was rejected by the Senate.
The budget contains money to allow each campus to
grant at least 5 percent annual salary increases to
faculty and staff members. Officials still contend the
increases are Insufficient to keep their schools from
losing tos; professors to schools paying better salaries.
Additional money also was provided for pay raises
for county extension workers at Kentucky State University and the University of Kentucky.

Money was provided to expand only a few programs
or to start new ones. How~er, Morehead State University will train personnel for a new state prison In
Morgan County; UK and the University of Louisville
will expand rural health programs; and Western Kentucky University will start an Institute for Economic
Development.
Among the major new construction projects are an
$11.7 million library expansion at Eastern Kentucky
University, an Sl l.4 million health and physical education facility at KSU, a $9.l million library expansion
at Northern Kentucky University, and $11.7 million
tor a civil engineering building and $14 million tor
medical research space expansion at UK.
More than $40 million was authorized for construction of new buildings at eight UK community colleges,
and UK was authorized to spend up to $12.5 million to
purchase a Woodford County farm to replace its Cold·
stream Farm in northern Fayette County.
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EKU officials hope
nursing center aids
area's health care
Central Kentucky bureau

RJCHMOND - Officials at Eastern Kentucky University broke ground yesterday for a
new $5.4 million nursing center that may help
to improve health ca.re in the eastern part of the
state.
"Of cow-se the nursing shortage is everywhere," said Adrienne J. Millett, the Richmond
ophthalmologist who headed fund raising for
the new Allied Health and ursing Building.
"But hopefully one of the outgrowths of
this program will be to provide more nursing
and allied health personnel to Eastern Kentucky through outreach programs, off-campus
programs and scholarships," she said.
The new 52,000-square-foot building named for Eastern Kentuckv native and health•
care leader Donald R. Diinev - should be
completed next spnng.
·
It will include a multipurpose
auditorium, 20 laboratories. five
classrooms and at least 4o faculty
offices.
EKU has raised $600,000 of its
$1 million goal for the building.
That money will cover construction
costs, state-of-the-art equipment
and continuing program support.
"It's exciting because itwill
help us in recruiting students as
well as good faculty," said David
Gale, dean of the College of Allied
Health and Nursing.
Gale said the imJrOVed recruiting prospeds, along with new state
funding for expanded outreach programs, should bring better health
care to Eastern Kentucky.
EKU is the state's largest producer of nurses and allied health
professionals, university officials
said. More than 1,700 undergraduates are enrolled in the college.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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K$:Uc, prqfes$·or~~o.nat~s~.
books to Africarilcollege
through a bureaucracy," he said.
The biggest problem Lake faced was finding a
Herald-Leader staff writer
place to store more than 400 boxes of books. Lake
FRANKFORT - Gashaw Lake yesterday gave kept more than 200 books stacked on shelves in his
away a library of more than 8,000 books that he had office, but as soon as the collection started swelling,
collected since 1987.
he had to find someplace else to store them.
Lake, a Kentucky State University assistant
Several Frankfort area churches stored the
professor of public administration, donated the
books
as long as they could. Then the Baptist
volumes - worth more than $125,000 - to a school
in Africa, the University of Khartoum in the Sudan. Student Center on campus offered to store them
Most of the books were textbooks donated by until shipment time.
KSU faculty and students.
Lake said the project· cost him nothing, since
"Books are rare commodities in higher education campus groups paid the $2,592 shipping cost. The
in Africa," said Lake, a native of Ethiopia. "One books were moved yesterday by truck to an
book might be reserved for 200 to 300 students. Erlanger cargo company that will ship them to
Here, for one subject, you could find so many Sudan. Lake drove the truck to cut expenses.
books."
Although Lake left Africa in 1971 to pursue a
The collection included books from almost every· degree in the United States, he still is concerned
major discipline, with titles like ldl!as of Great about the economic struggles of Ethiopian refugees
Economists and The Algorithmic Process.
and other Africans. Lake has family and friends in
Lake organized the donation project on his own, Ethiopia, Somalia and the Sudan, but he said that
but as the project grew he received help from wasn't the only reason for his volunteerism.
student and religious organizations on campus.
"I would do the same thing for any other
"This is a simpler way of doing things than going country in need," Lake said.

By Jennifer Gies

•

uK~"Cet;1er'.~Qets
down
to
business
t
·
Gran d Opening 58
By Victoria Martin
Herald-Leader staff writer

Slumber All, a · Georgetown
company that makes beds, needed
a pump that would deflate air
quickly for use in its adjustable
sleeper sofas.
The only problem: Such a
pump didn't exjst
The company .asked the University of Kentucky's Center for
Robotics and Manufacturing Systems for help. The center, which
will celebrate its grand opening
Friday, offers free aid to businesses in Kentucky that want to improve efficiency and productivity.
Without the center's help, the
pump probably would not have
been developed for Slumber All,
said Gary Young, the company's
operations manager.
"They helped us, in essence,
develop a new, fast release pump,"
he said. ''We haven't as yet put it
into production. However, we are
working on it.
"It was a good solution. We
are going to be using that work
. that was done by them on this
particular pump by the end of
1990."
It was agood example of what
UK wants the center to become a resource for state ' businesses
large -and small, said George
Wood, manager of the center's
industrlaf::~oP:. servi~,£;; ' .. ''Qµr eventual goal is to, be
able"· to,provide service-within, a
maximum 1-½-hour drive to any
place,. within· the state of Kentucky," he said.
The industrial extension serv-.
ice is one of three divisions in the
center. Its education and research
division uses students and professors to solve manufacturing problems through a work-study effort.
The system integration division

helps engineers on and off campus
become familiar with new technology.
"I . don't know of <1;1Y other
operation that ha~ a nuxture of
seasoned profess1on~ls, peop!e
who are expenenced m academic
r~ch and educators," sa!d Wilham Gruver, the center's director.
'.'It i:eal!Y se,1;3 us apart from other
mstitutions.
.
. Thi: ~nter, near the engmeermg . bwldmg quadrangle on the
hedn~on1986cambpuths, wtaatsGeestab-1
1s
m underythen-Gov
es e Martha
nera
Assembly
Layne Collins. The state· allotted
$10 million for completion of the
center.
Although the dedication is
scheduled this week, the building
has been in use since December. It
has been operating for more than
two years at other campus sites.
Many undergraduate and
graduate students use the center's
work-study program to conduct
research and work with professional engineers.
Students enrolled in Engineering 599 can help solve problems of
manufacturers, said Peter Sadler, a
mechanical engineering professor
in the education and research division.
.
Eric Rouch, a mechanical engineering student, said that when he
took Engineering 599, an industri;
al applications class; he worked
with Cynthiana-based 3M, which
makes Post-It note pads..
Rouch said the company wanted to find a cost-effective way to
bundle packages of the pads.
The company officials employed the <;lass to propose solutions, Rouch said, and his group·
presented their ideas .to 3M at the
end of the semester. Their idea
involved using a robotic arm to
bundle the note pads.
----,.They hadn't really considered
the robotics aspect," said Rouch. a
Lexi!_

senior from Versailles. "They were
very receptive and very impressed
by our ideas."
Bill Marlowe, manager of the
systems integration division, said
the center allowed engineers to keep
up with technology and inventions.
"This is a tremendously interesting environment," said Marlowe,
who worked more than 30 years at
General Electric Co. and lnternational Business Machines Corp. before joining the center.
"_It's certainly not pure industry,
· a_cadem1c,
· e1t· her. It
and I·t•s noi Just
ends up bemg a mce blend of both."
Research and continuing education are vital components of the
center, Sadler said. "I feel strongly
that demonstration of practical applications is an important part of
research as we!I as education," he
said.
Gruver said the center was
modeled after the National Institute
of Standards and Technology in
Washington, D.C., and the Fraunhofer Institute of Manufacturing, Engineering and Automation in West
Gennany.
Since the center's conception, it
has received more than $1.5 million
in _gifts, gl?Ilts and contracts from
outside organizations and -more
than $12 million for research programs, Gruver said By 1994; his
goal is to reach $3.5 million.
But one of the most important
functions of the center is to educate
, people about manufacturing sys. terns in Kentucky, Marlowe said.
Karen Phillips, the marketing
and communications director for
the center, said it was distributing a
series of 90-second video spots promoting Kentucky manufacturing.
"I think that what we're trying
to do here is make this state aware
how importan~ how necessary and
how vital manufacturing is to the
economy of the state of Kentucky,"
MarlnwP. ~in

As9odatec1

--?--

WESr'WA.YlhTE, Ind. - The

tblrd contested election In the hlsto-

ry of the Pllrdue, University Board
of Trustees bas erupted Into a pollttcal brawl· with· high-priced campalgnlng, nmdsllnging and worries
that the· sehool _might suffer for ll
"I've never seen anything like It
In my experience, and I go back a
long way," i;ald Bob Faris, president
of the Pllrdue Association of Indianapolls and a 1938 graduate. "I think
It's embarrassing for both of them
the way It's turned oul"
The- candidates for the alumni
seat, fflled by a vote of the alumnl,
have spent thousands of dollars on
the campaign, and the cballenger
bas mounted an attack on the universlty administration.
Votes will be counted Friday.
Byron t- Anderson, a West Lafayette businessman who's seeking bis
. third three-year term on the lOmember board, was nominated and
endorsed by the Purdue Alumni Assoclatlon Board of Directors. He Is
the board's vice president.
The other contender Is Joseph s.
Dawson of Indlanapolls, a trustee
from 1980 to 1989 wbo was appointed by former Gov. Otis R. Bowen
and reappointed twice by former
Gov. Robert D. Orr.
Gov. Evan Bayb, who is In the
second year of bis term, chose not
to reappoint him.
Dawson bas been a frequent critic
of the Purdue administration. He
bas voted against budgets and called

for more fisca! BCCOW\_ta~l!l!Y. ~,uni·.
veIBlty'spendlng; He·aJso wanls'bet~
ter communication between tlie ad•
ministration and the faculty.
"I Just want to get everything on
the table," said Dawson, 67, a realestate developer. "I hope I'm not a
do-gooder. I Just want to see things
run openly. I think If you're going to
get . . • millions from state government, you should ask questions and
do more than rubber stamp ·I!-'!
Dawson had to collect the slgnatures of 500 dues-paying alumni to
get on the ballol
Anderson, who bas not been crltical of the admlnistration, said the
trustee elections should not be contested. Two candidates first ran for
t I 1973 d th
one sea n
• an
ere was another contested race In 1987, when
Indianapolis businessman George
Faerber lost to Anderson.
"Personally I don't think it's In
the best Interest of the university to
have people voting for trustees,"
said Anderson, 63. "You can get
into a contest, and it becomes the
people who have money who go out
and secure the position."
Other trustees agree. Five current
or former members of the board
sent a letter to alumni March 22
urging support for Anderson and
criticizing the alumni association's
process of allowing people to get on
the ballot through petitions.
"Byron Is the only endorsed candldate of the Alumni Association
Board of Dlrectom Mr. Dawson's
clalm to be the alUmnl nominee ts

misleading at best The elected ~
rectors of the alumnl assoclat1011
voted resoundingly not to endorse
Mr. Dawson after Interviewing both
candidates," said the letter slgneil
by trustees Bob F. Jesse, Donald S.
Powers and John A. Stewart. Former trustees Peter Kingma and
Henry C. Ryder also signed the let•
ter.
··
The Purdue Alumnus, the official
alumni magazine, also Is supporting
Anderson In the first trustee endorsement In its 77 years, said edl•
tor Gay L. Totten. The endorsement
was a response to the "Inordinately
negative message about the unlversily'' In Dawson's campaign llteni•
ture, she said.
The editorial accused Dawson of
"waging bis campaign In a tone and
method which is personally harmful
to Mr. Anderson a nd which, sInce b'e
chooses to also plead bis case In the
news media, is damaging to the Un!•
versity. His campaign tactics and
messages rely on Innuendo and half•
truths, wblcb, to the uninformed,
leave the impression that Purdue
University Is being mismanaged, Is
scandal-ridden and Is In trouble.
:::~g could be further from the
carol Ecker, a trustee from South
Bend, regrets the bad feelings. ,
"I'm concerned that Purdue may
have some negative effects because
of this, although both gentlemen
trying to run because they have
something positive to offer. But It's
gotten way out of whack," she sat(!.
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NKU professor to propose
collective-bargaining idea
Staff, 'Mire reports

HIGHLAND HEIGHTS - History professor John DeMarcus of
Northern Kentucky University says he will try to bring collective
bargaining to the state's colleges and universities.
DeMarcus said he would suggest that the American Association
of University Professors survey the faculties of all the state
universities to see whether they want to bargain collectively through
the association.
DeMarcus, president of the NKU chapter of the association, will
present the proposal to college faculty members today during a
meeting of the state association at the University of Kentucky.
If the state association approves the DeMarcus proposal, faculty
members at each public college and university could vote on
collective bargaining by the end of the year.
If faculty members approve collective bargaining, the association
would attempt to negotiate with the governing board at each school.
But the board could refuse to negotiate, said DeMarcus.
More than 52 percent of the NKU faculty voted in 1986 to ask fur·
collective bargaining,. but the board of regents-rejected the request
No Kentucky colleges liave- unions, saic:! .Garyi Cox, executive·
directof,:-Of-,thefCouncil (i"ft,Highet .EdiicatiOil.'c_"-~ · ,.~' '~ ._,.
, · :rfi~tUiiite&~uto;;Wt>i-kerii'1l'ecently
program onf
_1,6nsi$ faciilty'at Western Krntuckjr: Uiiiveisify. But tnat'move is-''
~elli.@i
tostlie''drlve
by-,the
state a:ssociatio
, DeMamis'•saict· ..
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the contract of President Dennis F. Kinlaw for an additionaHotir,year
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New ACC center critically_ need~~~The road that led to a new
learning resources center for
Ashland Community College
· has been a long one full of
bumps, twists and_ turn~.
That construction will begm
on the critically needed
building within the next few
weeks is a tribute to the
perseverance and determination of both college and
community leaders.
Plans for the new building
date -back 25 years, but it
was not until a decade ago
that college officials began a
concentrated push for the
project. Anticipating a
steady increase in· enrollment the ACC Advisory
Board and college officials
began to lobby University of
Kentucky officials and state
leaders for approval of the
building.
.
Slowly, the project began
to move its way· toward the
top of the list of priorities of
state construction projects
until Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
included full funding for it in
his proposed 1988-90 biennium budget. But even the
governor's support for the
project and the obvious need
for it did not ensure construction.

Becai:ise the politicians
that make up the Kentucky
General Assembly also
wanted to fund construction
projects in their home districts that the governor had
not included in his budget,
they stipulated that the ACC
building could be built only if
the college raised through
private donations the money
necessary to pay the interest
on the first two years of the
bonded indebtedness.
This community responded
admirably to the challenge.
Corporations, businesses and
individuals reached into
their collective pockets to
raise more than $270,000 for
the building. The General
Assembly's unusual stipulation had an added benefit of
forcing the college to create
a private funding foundation
that will benefit ACC in
many areas for years to
. come, and it gave local firms
and people an opportunity to
help a college that has
meant so much to this
community for many years.
But even in reaching the
local funding goal, the buiding was not assured. When
the project was first bid, the
lowest bid was more than
$380,000 higher than the

. ·-m1 \:,tffe';;;l)(ds;· ··w-.ere\
, --;-,rec""'
., ~#r.~. . . t~
".""Q:(""';:·.-..tir ~'."'

;.l',,~~~~"<t~· ....:.••·•"'~lf•},-.fro

):f.eJ~ictei:l:1;•c;I es1gn ::. ~fia_trges;,J
JJwere~ma'def•• in~- ho' eif;-'."'Qfj
Io'w.!ii"i6g the!;;c~str-.)>1 ~th~:t
project},and •-iL.was ·rebid·.~
Again, all the bids werehigher than budgeted.

f

· A.CC officials, faculty and
students breathed a collective sigh of relief Monday
when the University of Kentucky approved a bid of
$3,396,319 by Vocon Inc. of
Huntington, W.Va., for construction of the building.
Vocon's bid was about
$58,000 higher than the
projected cost of the project.
Construction should begin in
about two weeks.
Construction of the building, which will include a library, classrooms and offices, comes not a minute too
soon. ACC's enrollment is
rising at a record rate, and
the college has simply outgrown its current building. It
has been impossible for the
college to schedule some
classes and community
events in recent years because of a lack of space. In
addition to adding new
classrooms, the new building, slated to open in the fall
of 1991, will free up space currently used for the library - for classrooms and
offices.
This people of this community can take added pride
in the new buidling. Their
lobbying for it and their gifts
have-made it possible.
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Aluminum cans vanishing _MSUARCHtVEs
from UK bins
Homeless suspected of limiting recycling project
By Elizabeth Wade
Herald-leader staff writer

Homeless people are derailing
an experimental project ~o r~ycle
aluminum cans on the University of
Kenrucky's Lexington campus .by
swiping the cans from the collection
bins. administrators said yesterday.
Only 91 pounds of aluminum
cans had been collected as of the
recycling project's sixth week. UK's
Waste Management Task Force
heard in a report. UK estimates that
the campus throw away more than
166,000 pounds of cans each month.
"It seems to me there are more
street people here now going
through the ~bage contain~~-"
said Vice Chancellor for Adm1ms- tration Jack Blanton, chairman of
the task force.
The project, which ends next
month, was started with Brownin~Ferris Industries Waste Systems m
March to detennine whether faculty staff and students would deposit
recyclable items in the bins.
The two closed-lop bins, on the
Avenue of Champions and on Hilltop Avenue. are divided into four
sections marked for newspapers.
glass, mixed paper and aluminum
cans.

Jim Wessels, Blanton's special
assistant, said more than l 0,000
pounds each of newspaper and
glass and more than 2.000 pounds
of mixed paper had been collected

from the project.
But Wessels told the tac;k force.
"We've found large plastic bags full
of cans put in there and the next
day they are gone."
Blanton said he was concerned
about the safety of homeless people
rummaging through bins and
dumpsters on campus. He also said
the issue pooed several ethical and
legal questions.
He said administrators must
fi~t Jecide whether to claim the
material in the dumpsters and recycling bins as university propeny or
allow people to continue scavenging
on campus.
The university receives all prof.
its from the recvcled materials but
must pay landfiil fees to dispose of
garbaS(e from the dumpsters.
"It raises the whole i!-Sue abC1ut

propriet.1ry interest and how to deal
with that:• Blanton said.
Blanton said once the task force
decides whether to claim the materials. the group then can consider
legal enforcement.
13lanton said that restrictive
signs placed on the dumpsters had
been ineffecti\'e a11d that further
action, such as anti-scavengi11g ordinances. might be needed.
I le said the task force would
SC'ck an opinion from the university's lel{al counsel before it made
rccommcndatiom, lo interim President Charles Wethington later this
year.
Wcs.,c;els said the openings on
the recycling bins would be made
smaller on the aluminum companments to restrict removal of the
cans.
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College, seminary to ignore
new 'smokers' rights' law
Staff

w,,,. rpPO/ts

A private college and seminary here have no plans
to start letti11g their employees smoke, despite a bill passed this year
known a~ the ·'smokers' bill of rights."
Asbury Collc~c and Asbury Theologio.1 ~minary both have nosmoking rules ior employees - . on or off the }ob. ~?ers ?f the two
schools in Jes..<,amine County think the U.S. Constitution gwes them
the right to establish their policies without interference from the
slate.
"This enters into an area where the legislature is meddling,"
saidDavid l'\lcKenna, president of the seminary.
The bill pas..~ by the I~ General As.c;embly forbids employers
to diS1.iiminatc against people who smoke.
WILM ORE -

-- A service of the OfficP 0t 1Prl.i1 Af'!lations-
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Ad campaign is seeking
t9:upgrade nurses' image,
·attract more to profession
I

As..<oeialed Press
PADUCAH, Ky. - The nursing
prolession is hoping lo Increase public ~wareness ol ils duties with a
calll)laign put together by the National Advertising Council.
r~e volunteer ad council is producing print and broadcast advertisemenls that Include this slogan:
"II ;cartng were enough, anyone
coul~ be a nurse,"

The , American Nursing Msoclatiotl hopes the motto will be as successful as others originated by the
council, Including "A mind Is a terrible thing to waste" !or the United
Negro College Fund and "Give a
hoot, don't pollute" for the U.S. Forest Service.
"We're trying to foster the image
Iha!- nursing is a challenging career," said ·Barbara Dermody, executive director of the Kentucky
Nurses' As.5oclatlon.
"Some people think you walk
around In a white uniform and you
empty. bedpans and you give shols,
but :there's a very broad spectrum
because you don't just locus on one
aspect anymore."
Nancy Nyggard, chairwoman of
Murray Slate University's nursing
department, said there's a need for
· more nurses because of "an everincreasing demand for an array of
services."
Finding qualllied nursing appllcanls has not been a problem for
Murray State and Paducah Community College.
Barbara Veazey, director of nursing at the community college, said
the tlepartment bas Increased its enrollment limit to avoid turning away
future nurses.
' "Two years ago we Increased our
enroilment from 65 incoming fresh-.
men to 80. We currently have 59
graduating and a class of 72 freshmen. We expect an even larger enrollment for the !all of 1990."
. Mlirray Stale, now registering for
the summer and fall semesters, has
been deluged with applicants !or its
_nursing programs.
. · "The last few days we have been
kept very busy lr:;ing to keep up
with the number ol applications and

have had to add several sections of
nursing classes," Nyggard said. "It's
been a very pleasing but surprising
thing."
Some of the future nurses targeted by the national advertising campaign are those not traditionally
viewed in nursing roles.
"We're getting fewer and !ewer
18-year-olds ~oming out of school,"
Dermody said, "We have a lot of
people making a career change and
looking at nursing. We also want to
locus on minorities and males."
Dermody said there are 2,033,032
registered nurses In the country,
with more than 80 percent employed in nursing. Only 70 percent
ol the nation's nurses were employed in 1977. The majority ol
those not employed In nursing are
either retired with active licenses or
working In other jobs, she said.
There are 22,647 .registered
nurses living and working In Kentucky, and another I, 700 living In
the state who have inactive licenses.
Dermody said nursing schools
statewide have recently seen a
slight enrollment Increase. Alter
dropping from 1,416 nursing-school
graduates· statewide in 1984-85 to
1,146 in 1986-87. the number of
graduates climbed back to 1,193 in
1988-89.
. .
Even ii nursing ·schools are
flooded wilh applicanls because of
the ad campaign, Dermody doesn't
foresee ever having too many
nurses.
"People live longer and they Just
have more health needs,'' she said.
"Hospital pallenls are now sicker.
You need more nurses per patient
now because a lot of people don't
come into the hospital unless they
are very Ill."
·
She also pointed out that more seriously ill patlenls are discharged
into home-health-care or nursing
homes, areas that need more
nurses.

"I honestly don't see thnl we'll
ever have a glut of nurses. It would
be nice to be where we·re comfortable," she said .
The adverllslng council said the
work ii is donating would have cost
the as.soclnlion $2• million.
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Liddy at Morehea.d: Watergate
~~:~~~/½1 ;ns ~~~e:~
Was my bl.ggest ta·11 ure
f~t ..~:1

1~

v.o~ld like to have, said Morehead
C(1mpli111< 111 ... The w11rd ·:.un 1\e'
resident _Wilh_am Counts, who
By Todd Pdck.
means s11nplv to co111mut' to live or
brought with him a copy of Liddy':;
Norihea51ern Kentucky bur(;;au
to ei..ist. \\'r.;11 l-.111d o f goal is Lhat Ill
autobiography, Iii/I.
MOREHEAD - Former FOi
hfo?
Others d1sagret!d.
agent G. Gordon Liddy ~id liis
"To prevail mean:, ti, gain the
. _..I thj!'k he's crazy," Morehead
biggest failure was Watergate bevictory · · · tu wm"
Junior 1 ma Toma.1111cher said of
cause "I went from the Whire House
Liddy told a CTov.-d ot 700
· Liddy. She said thar she could not
to the big house."
students and supporters that the
remember Watergate but that she
But the man who planned the
key is to use reason. Someone who
~ad heard ~uch of Li<ldy's reputa1972 break-in at the Democratic
does that is bound to do well, he
tum of bemg tough and strongh
said, "bc.•cau:,e there's vLnually no
willt:d.
headquarters and got caug_ t ,~as
COl11"''tition."
L'dd
h
not at Morehead State Umversit y
,-~
_I Y, w_ o was an attorney for
last night to talk about failure.
Liddy, who served f1, t years in
President N1xrn's J972 re-election
Liddy talked about prevailing.
prison for his role in th" Watergate
c-umpaign, v. .is ::.entenred to 2l
scan<l.il bef,)re Prtsi<lt'nt Cartt>r reYt·a.rs in prison for his part in
"Each of us have heard converquested his rl'le,'.se, irnpres.<;e<l Mme
Watergate.
sations in which others around us
of the people "'ho a1tcndt·d tht' trte
Since his release. Liddy has
have sai<l that he or she is a real
letturc.
operated a security firm in Florida
survivor," he :-aid. Th,.t's not a
and written 1hree books. The Monk£y 1fandlers, an adventure novel
will be published in October.
'
-'l'ht lJaily Imlcpe11de11t, A::,hlanu, Ky., '1 uesday, Apnl 17, l!JVO
Ile also has played the villain in
several movies and TV programs.
. '·J play villains exclusively," he
said. "Mrs. Liddy said I just have to
Rd up there and be myself."
Sawyer; Lowsville Zoo Director
Bill Foster; Frankfort's Western
legislation
passed
in
the
H/90
sesBy ROGER ALFORD
Hills High School teacher Venita
sion and has been .!>i~ned by Gov. Bright; Charles Tribble of the
Independent News Writer
Wallace Wilkinson.
FRANKFORT - The E~
Harrison County Convervation DisThe new law stts up a governor- trict.
vironmental Quality Commission
aµpointed board to oversee and
will honor three northeastern KenPenny Chewning of Trace
coordinate environmental literacy Recycling in Hopkinsville; Waltuckians on Thursday for their
and to act as a clearinghouse for Mart Stores Inc.; Wilkinson; Lexiwork in protecting the environenvironmental literature.
ment.
ngton Mayor Scotty Baesler; Ray
The council will gather informa- Dailey of Westvaco Corp.; CameBoyd County 4-H Agent Ron
tion from the JO-plus federal and ron Lawrence of National Public
Sanderson; Rep. Waller Blevins, Dstate agencies that dcc:11 \\ ith Ken- Radio in Louisville; Judy Peterson
Morehead; and Morehead State
tucky's environment.
University Professor Jerry Howell
of the American Cave Conservation
Blevins said the council will al- Association; Wheatley Elementary
are among 32 persons, businesses
low teachers easier access to cur- School Principal Calvert Hydes;
and agencies statewide cited for
rent informatio•1 about the encommitment to the environment.
advocate Tom
vironment, and therefore improve environmental
Sanderson said all 4-H agents are
F1tzGerald.
environmental rduc·ation.
involved in environmental educaElizabethtown community leader
"I think without education we are
tion, and that any number of his
Joan Noel; the Television Associprobably doomed to make the same
colleagues are worthy of the reof the Bluegrass; and the
mistakes," he said. "Hopefully we ation
cognition.
Bluegrass Area Development Discan bring up a generation of young trict.
But, he said, " it was very nice to
people who are more environmenbe singled oul."
The ceremony will be from 11
tallv aware and can make a dif- a.m. to I p.m. Thursday at the
Sanderson is involved with enference lo the environment some- Capitol.
vironmental education through the
day."
4-H program at the cl~mentary a~d
The commission will announce
Howell, a biology professor, is the development of a yearly report
high-school levels. He 1s active with
involved v·ith a residents' group on the "State of Kentucky's Enthe Bo) d County High School enthat momtors lht! Maxey Flats nu- vironment."
vironmental science club, which
clear-\.\ <1ste dump in Fleming
has won app,roval from the school
In the report, the commission
board to develop an outdoor science
County. He also is president o( the will track the condition of the
Kentucky AJvisory Council for state's environment, assess trends
classroom around a Cannonshurg
Environmental l•:<lucatton , a De- and identify problems and policy
pond.
.
Sanderson also is involved Ill
pc1rt.rnenl ol t:ducation advisory neerls.
Earth Day activities al Carter
~ruup.
'·Earth Day 20 is an opportunity
The Maxey Flats group received for all Kentuckians to renew our
Caves Stale Resort Park.
He received a water-quality
one of the first Environmental commitment to protect the engrant from Ashland Oil Inc. that
Protection AgHicy grc1nts to inform vironment and adopt lifestyles and
allowed the 4-H program to buy
local residents about Superfund business practices that recognize
water-testing kits to teach fourthcleanup status.
and respect the environment,"
Among others receiving awards Commission Chairman Horace
through sixth-graders about waler
from the commission are Rep. Brown said.
quality.
Blevins was honored for sponsor- Romano Maz1.0li, D-3rd; Sen. GerThe award recipients' "actions
ald Neal, D-Louisville; Knott represent the heart and spirit of
ing legislation to estab:bh ~n ~nCounty Juc!11. Executive Homer Earth Day."
vironmental Lilt'racy Council fhe
1

3, area enviror1n1ental activists
to be l1onored Th11rsday
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:lEx-UK trustee Larry Forgy honored·for·hls support of student.rights
fJy JAY BLANTON
~tatf Writer

LEXINGTON, Ky. - Eve.n though Larry
i'orgy was not reappointed a University of
~:entucky trustee earlier this year, the Lex•
.cgton lawyer's dedication to student rights
,:urmg hls term lei! an Indelible Impression
on some students.

l2SI night his contributions were recognized wllen he received the Zumwlnkle
:10norary Award from UK's Student Government Association during UK Awards
~;lght. It is student government's highest
,, •0 ard. and one reserved for students or a
r:s:tve!"'S'ity employee.
The award ts named for Robert Zumwin•
~ l~. a !ormcr UK vice chancellor for stu•
,:;:Ont. af/aJ:s. Forgy be<:ame eligible tor It

two weeks ago, when student government President Sean Lohman
asked his group to suspend Its
rules. The nomination then went
to a committee of students and
university administrators for their
consideration.
Last December, In the wake of
the resignation of UK President
David P. Roselle, Forgy led a ..
charge against allowing UK's In- "
terim president be a candidate Forgy
for the permanent presidency. He
argued that II would taint the search for
Rose!le's successor.
Charles T. Wethington, former chancellor
of UK's community college system and a
!ina!lst tor the presidency when Roselle was

chosen In 1987, was eventually against Wethington. Ockerman denied that,
named Interim president during saying the search-committee slot normally
one of the most divisive meetings reserved for the student-government presiof UK trustees In recent memory. dent was given to UK medical student Teel
Wethington has not said whether Bruner because the medical school needed
he wlll be a candidate tor therper- representation.
Lohman, in a recent Interview, said Forgy
manent post, but many on campus
expect him to be a front-runner, often advised him during that trying lime.
"He really helped out a lot," said Loh•
Forgy also repeatedly accused
the governor of working behind man. "He's always been there tor the students on the board."
the scenes to get rid of Roselle "I think he really put his position on the
a charge Wilkinson denied.
board or trustees on the line when he stood
Lohman, who along with Forgy
voted against Wethington, was not included up at the board of trustees meeting and
really was outspoken tor students and !acuion the presidential-search commillee by ty members al UK," Lohman said.
Board Chairman Foster Ockerman, promptForgy said he was honored by the award.
ing students to charge that Lohman was be"I value the students' good opinion, and
Ing excluded because ot his earlier vote am pleased that they approve of my con-

duct as a trustee,'' Forgy said during an interview. "Alter all, the students are the rea-'
son the institution exists."
Forgy plans to donate the $300 that accompanies the award to a student-government program that provides child-care aid.
A student, Vlshwesh Bhall, a political sci•
ence senior, also received the Zumwinkle
Award. Bhatt worked for internatlonal-studenl rights as a member of student government's Ethnic Concerns Committee, o!
which he now ls chairman.
Lohman was named outstanding Junior.
Michael Bowling or llladisonvllle and Paulette Sides of London were named outstand•
ing seniors.
About 400 other students also received
awards.
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UK student government honors Forgy
By Elizabeth Wade
Herald-Leader staff writer

The University of Kentucky student government last night honored
fonner UK trustee Larry Forgy for
his stance in defense of student
rights.
Forgy received the special
award at UK's annual Honors and
Recognition banquet at the Hyatt
Regency Hotel last night.
Forgy, a Lexington lawyer
whose 3 ½-year tenn as a Board of
Trustees member ended in December, received an honorary Zumwinkle Student Rights Award, the first
of its kind to somecne who was not
a student or university employee.
This year's Zumwinkle Award
went to a student, Vishwesh Bhatt,
a senior from Oxford, Miss., majoring in political science.

The award, named for retired
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs
Robert G. Zumwinkle, recognizes
outstanding effort to protect and
advance the rights of students,
faculty and staff members. It was
first awarded in 1985.
Forgy "has just shown in so
many years on the Board of Trustees and while at the Universitv of
Kentucky that he has a strong
interest in student rights," student
body President Sean Lohman said.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson did not
reappoint Forgy when his term·
expired Dec. 31.
"I'm pleased that the students
have approved of my conduct as a
trustee," Forgy said. "After all, the
students are the reason the university exists."
Forgy said he planned to give

the $300 scholarship that accompanies the award to the student government's child-care fund, which
assists a student who needs help
with child care.
Paulette Sides, a nursing major
from London, and Michael W.
Bowling, an electrical engineering
major from l\1adisonville, were
named Otis A. Singletary outstand, ing seniors.
They will receive $1,000 scholarships each for the honor.
The UK Student Center Activities Board presented the outstanding freshman, sophomore and junior awards.
Lohman, a history major from
Prospect. received the outstanding
junior award. Lohman recently was

elected to a second term as student
body president, a position t.liat includes a voting membership to the
UK Board of Trustees.
Christa Elizabeth Collins, an
education and speech pathology
major from Villa Hills. was named
the outstanding sophomore. She
was named outstanding freshman
last year. She is a senator in student
government and vice president of
Donovan Hall. and is involved in
various committees and organizations.
Named outstanding freshman is
David W. Pace, an agricultural
economics major from Woodbum.
Pace is a senator in student government and state vice president of the
Kentucky Future Farmers of America.
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Carter urges Cumberland College
to expand commitment to service
By JAY BLANTON
Staff Writer
WILLIAMSBURG, Ky. - Former President Jimmy Carter was on band yesterday to belp Cumberland College
celebrate the dedication of Its new athletic and convocation center. But even as be helped commemorate the
event, be challenged the 3,000 people present to expand
their commitment to service beyond the confines of tbe
Southeastern Kentucky campus.
"It's only when we have the courage to look at ourselves
and say what can we do that exceeds what we are presently doing ... to reach out to others, that we can have that
joy and the peace that transcends wbat we bave previously
amounted," Carter said. "Service to others may seem to be
a sacrifice, but i nvariably it turns out to be life's greatest
pleasure."
Carter was the keynote speaker at the dedication of the
0 . Wayne Rollins Center, named for the Atlanta businessman who contributed $1.5 million of tbe S6.5 million needed to build the facility, according to Sue Wake, administrali\16 assistant to Cumberland College President James H.
Taylor. Rolllns became associated witb the college through
hls trien~tp with Taylor,.. college otfictais said.
The center's arena has 1,670 seats, with room for 1,200
more on tbe floor. It also bas a walking track, a hospitality
room and offices.
The center also has classrooms, a 25-meter swimming
pool and locker rooms. A wooden stage is set off in the
rear of the center by a stained glass panel that bears the

scripture message, "I will lift up my eyes unto the hills."
The new center was filled with students, people from
the community and political leaders who wanted to take
part in wbat was described as a historic day.
Carter, wbo teaches at Atlanta's Emory University wbere Rollins bas also helped fund construction projects
- focused bis speech on a subject close to him: service to
others.
And he criticized some institutions of higher education
for what he said is an increasing isolation from tbe people
they sbould be serving.
"Quite often I see even the universities of our great
country become increasingly isolated from the communi•
ties around them, somewhat reluctant, or maybe a little
too isolated in thei r academic lives from the people that
they're supposed to serve," he said.
Carter said that every president bas had to ask bimself,
"What can I do to enhance the greatness of my nation?"
carter told members of the audience that they should ask
themselves a similar quesuon continually - not just on
special days.
"What can I do to enhance my own greatness as a person?" Carter asked. "We can go from one day to another,
from one week, one month, one year to another ... and
not be willing to face tbe kinds of standards that should
permeate our life's existence in a great university like tbis
or as we reach out to people from beyond these academic
boundaries," he said. "How stgnift•
cant ls my life as It affects others?"
Carter h&S reached out to others
In hls home of Plains, Ga., and
across tbe globe since be left the
presidency largely through Habitat
for Humanity, a non-profit organiza•
tlon that belps build homes for the
needy in the United States and underdeveloped countries. He also Is a
deacon and Sunday School teacher
in the Maranatha Baptist Church ln
Plains.
Carter said he realizes that sort of
service bas been performed at Cum•
berland College, wblcb has an outreach program for building homes
in tbe community. But he chat•
lenged the audience to do more,
saying they should not be satisfied
with ''what Cumberland ls and has
been doing, but in thls envir onment
of learning, an environment of In-

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

quisltlveness, of searching, of selfanalysts, to expand the benefits of
this college even further."

-'Th.e D.a_ily Independent, Ashland, Ky., Wednesday, April 18, 1990
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By JIM MALONE
Independent News Writer

MOREHEAD - There was an
unlikely rellllion Tuesday night at
Morehead State University.
A convicted felon who now
earns hundreds of thousands of
dollars a year speaking, acting
and running a· security agency.
came face to face with a man
down on his luck he befriended
for a few minutes two years ago.
The speaker was G. Gordon
Liddy, about 60, the mastermind
. of the 1972 Watergate burglary. In
the audience was Morehead State
freshman Erick Dobson, 22, from
, Preston in Bath County.
Two years ago, Dobson was
I working at a service station in
1
Phoenix, Ariz., when a flashy car ·
, bearing the license tag "H20
Gate" pulled in for an oil change.
Dobson said he recognized Liddy
and struck up a conversation.
"At the time I was depressed
and my life was not going well,"
Dobson said. "He told me to stop
complaining and try to change it.
l Not long after that, I came back
· home ,luid enrolled in college." .
\ Licitly didn't remember Dobson.
But lo Dobson, Liddy "in a way is
'..a ~!°-· He proved to me that you
can stand lall after you get kicked
dpwil."
.
More than 700 people turned out
to see the tan· and trim Liddy,
who has embarked on a movie
""ciireer after tm:nmg up ·as a·oif
player in episodes of several
television series..
Bill Counts of Morehead, a retired ,government worker; got

.~•._

'

•

- '

---

I Liddy to autograph

his copy of

i "Will," Liddy's autobiography.
:

"I thought he was marvelous,"
said Counts. "I've always admired him."
Liddy served five years of a 21·
. year prison sentence for his role
· in the Watergate scandal. The
: break-in at the Democratic National Committee headquarters
and subsequent coverup eventually toppled President Richard
Nixon and most of his top aides.
Since regaining his freedom in
1977, Liddy has erased huge personal debts and now makes hundreds of thousands of dollars a
i year on the speaking trail, acting,
; writing books and running a se, curity service in Miami.
The MSU Student Government
Association paid Liddy $5,000 plus
· expenses for his speech.
; Liddy's. topic: To survive or
prevail.
Liddy, who rose to become an
· FBI supervisor at age 29 and
later an assistant district attorney, said that people who conquer adversity and land on their
feet prevail because they forsake
emotion and instinct in order to
make rational decisions.
I ··wnen you survive, you just
continue to exist. What kind of goal
: is that in life?"
He told the audience, many of
: whom are too young to remember
; Watergate, not to be afraid of faiJ.
i urE!;i because they are learning ex1 penences.
! "How do you handle fear?" he
, asked. "Face it. Do it. The fear will
. die. "
i Great people, in Liddy's vision,
also have learned how to "stop
I wasting their time trying to figure
' out God."
/ Great people understand that
, God is an infinite being and realize
1
they will never be able to understand God.
"They know they will never be
able to outthink him," Liddy said.
Liddy acknowledged a strain in
his relationship with Charles Colson, a former aide to President
Nixon. Colson has since undergone
a religious conversion and writes

I

i frequently for magazin~ and au: thors books.
"We do not get along," Liddy
said. "I wish he would stop intermeddling in my life."
Liddy, who once seared his hand
over a burning cigarette lighter to
show peers he could withstand pain
and suggested that political col•
umnist Jack Anderson be assassinated, now legally can't own a
gun.
"But Mrs. Liddy has an extensive
collection," he said with a grin.
"And some of them are on my side
of the bed."
Liddy said gun control meant
hitting what you aimed at.
"Look at the first thing Gorbachev did when he cracked down
in Lithuania. He asked people to
turn in their guns and hunting
rifles," he said to a round of applause.
Liddy said "Deep Throat," the
never-identified inside source who
provided information for The
Washington Post during the newspaper's coverage of the Watergate
break-in, was a "composite"
dreamed up by reporter Bob
Woodward.
He called Ronald Reagan the
greatest president of the 20th century and Jimmy Carter the worst.
"Carter was a nice, decent man
who didn't know what he was doing," Liddy said.
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UK faculty salaries creep
toward competitors' levels
By Jamie Lucke
Herald-Leader educauon wrner
University of Kentucky faculty
salaries increased at the national
rate this year, inching UK's pay
levels closer to those of competing
universities for the first l.Ime in
seven years, but still leaving UK
"alanningly behind," a UK official
said yesterday.
The outlook for improvement is
better than it has been in several
years, however. The next UK budg•
et tentatively contains a 10 percent
average increase in salaries. made
possible by the legislature's increased appropriation, UK administrators said. The budget is still

being~epared.

_

In the current academic year,
average faculty pay at UK and
nationwide increased 6.1 percent,
bringing the UK average for all
academic ranks to $.12,008 from
$39,604 in 1988-89, according to an
annual report by the American
Association of University Professors.
At Kentucky's other public universities, Lhe increase in average
faculty pay ranged from 4.4 percent
at Western Kentucky University to
9.4 percent at Murray State University, according to figures compiled
by the Council on Higher Education
from U.S. Education Department
data
All but two of the state universities - WKU and Kentucky late
University - moved slightly closer
to their bench mark competitors. •
Morehead Stale University's av•
erage faculty salary was 17.5 percentage points behind its bench
mark median, making Morehead
the farthest behind of the eight
public universities. F..a~tem Kentucky University was the closest to
its competitors: EKU's a,-erage salary was 7 perct>nt behmd i1s bench
mark median.
This was the fir.-t time sinre
1982-83 that UK's main campus
faculty did not lose ground on
salarieg to facult}' at the 11 uni\'er•
sitic-s identified as UK's bench
marks for comparison.
Instead. UK gamc'CI ground, but
only slighlly. UK mo,-ed 0.79 percent closer to the bench mark rntxli
an of S,16.957. according to 1he l 'K
office of planning and budget. UK
still was 10.5 percent - or S-1.~9
- behin<l the bench mark mf'C!ian
Thl ,hJ.{hl ~.un on l t.'-: n,111;11·
item; rcn,•ns a 1'111'11' ',II\{ 1•1111-11 ,1,q,l 'I\ ha:- plart'd 1111 ""l'' "'''l,I! ... ,:a
1 u· . -;;n,i !,,; , \ ,·,
I !, . ... ..., i

.
.
.
.
c1atc VKe president for plann mg
and budget
UK rut into its budgetary nishion to pro\'Jdc larger raises last
year, pumping money into $..1lilric-s
that would have gone into programs and equipment.
l\lcCauley saicl LIK was disappointed it did not gain more on its
bench mark rnmpt•tilors, ,vho
rah;ecl salaries more than LIK hnd
expected. "We're always chasing a
moving target," she !-aid.
UK was almos t even with it.:;
bench mark universities in 1982 83
but has lost ground every year
since - until this year's slight gam.
"We're alanningly behind,"
McCaulev said. "That's no seen'!.
It's no secret to our faculty and it's
why salary considerations are the
top priority now in planning nn.: t
year's budget and were the top
priority in our biennial bud~et request."

com•spond111~ 4.9 percent jump in
the rnnsurner price index. according
to the AAUP_

(Faculty who remained at UK
from last year to the current year
actu11ly received an average increase of 7.7 percent. But when new
faculty are included, the average
pay increased only 6.1 perce11L)
~?gers said academic·s being
rrcru,ted by Lil< would be discouragc'C.I by the national rankings for
LIK prnfossors ,111d assistant professors. 1\ hose pay w;is in the bottom
40 pcrcr11t nationally, and UK associate profes...sors, whose pay was in
the bottom 20 percent. "That's the
figure that people look at when
they're thinking about making a job
move,'' Rogers said.
"We may have made some
small gain~. but we have to get
tho$C rankinKS up at least one
wade ht-fore wt· ca11 say things look
hopdul. Those rankings have Ix-en
in the baseml'nt for a lm1g time,"
Rogers said.
UK's averag<.· ~tlary was higher
than only two of the 11 bench mark
uni\'ers1t1es
West Virginia Uni·
\'ersity and the: Umversity of Missouri at Columbia, Rogers said.
The study also found that the
gap lx·t,,·cen male and female faculty at UK persisted. Among professors with ni11e-mo11th contract ,
males earned an a\'rrage 7,8:{2
more than fernal~

UK's main campus received a
'l:l percent funding increase from
the legi!-lature fur 1he coming two
years. Faculty are hoping that increase will translate into significant
raises, !-aid JoAnn ~ogers, presidl'nt
of the UK chapter of the American
Association of University Professors.
This year's 6.1 percent pay
incr<';ise ,, as l:irR"rlv eaten up by a

~Yniv~rsity.sal_
ar,es .•.. ,K, .regional, bench mark and
·. ......:~·u,\,,- nati~nalc9.1J1p~ri~ons -;.·

.'i:~l?.~.

UK average
faculty salary-.... .... $42,008
Bench mark median·__ $46,957
National doctoral
level universities __ . . $47,080
UK.~•vera,ge faculty salatles~
(~.l_!IOtl'th

t;onbac:tHwltllt::at~

Men ... _. .. _... _.. _._ $43,101
Women _. .........•.. $35,269
bench mark tnstltullons:
Un1vers11y ol lllino,s at ChampaignU1bana; Indiana University at
Bloom,nglon; University of Missouri
at Columbia; University of North
Carolina at Chapel H,11; North
Carolina Stale; Ohio State
Universny. Purdue University;
University or Tennessee at Knoxville;
University of V1r11inia; Virginia
Polytechnic Institute; West Virginia
University
'UK's 11

Sourc.-s l W
,

• /'

-A service of tt1e Office of

· 1959.90 average_faculty salaries at Kentucky public universities and
-.s ele~le? private schools' -: .

National ______ ·· -········· $41,650
1 UK .. -__ _·-. _. ......... ··- $42,000"
2. Univ. of Louisville_ ........ $39 800"
3_ Centre College ..... ...... $36,000
4. Eastern Kentucky Univ___ _$35,000
5. Transylvania Univ.... _.... $34.400
6_ Western Kentucky Univ.... $34,200
7. Berea College......... _.. $33,900
a_ Murray State Univ_..... .. $32,900
9. Northern Kentucky Univ,_ .. $32,900..
10. Kentucky State Univ...... $31 ,700
11. Morehead State Univ.. _.. _$30.800
12. Georgetown College_ .. . . . $30,500
13_ UK Community
College System.... _..... $26,600
14_Alice Lloyd College...... _ $16,900
·salaries rounded to nearest $1 00
• ' Does not lndude medical school salaries
... Does no1 include law school salaries

Ol11("e o l Pl,mnino an<:t AudpRI.
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K'entucky State delays budget action
to· get new president's suggestions
By Jamie Lucke

Wolfe and the board would approve cuss his salary and contract. The
more than the 6.8 percent average regents selected him as KSU's next
salary increase that Smith had been president last month after a IOprepared to recommend yesterday.
month search.
Moore said. that ~SU could
Nunn said that they had
afford larger r~,ses for 1ls facul!Y, • reached "a general meeting of the
l~anks to the increased ap~ropna- minds," but were not prepared to
!ton approved by the legislature release any contract details.·
and governor.
Moore said that the rapid turnAlso yesterday, K~U's boa:d
over rate among KSU faculty had appr?ved a 5 percent increase_ in
been cited as a concern by Nunn housing and board rates to $55, a
and other regents. "One way to cut semester for a do_uble ocmpancy
down on turnover is to be more room, $804 for a single occupancy
competitive in tem1s of salaries room, and $677 a semester for food.
with other states to whom we're
In compliance with Coun~il on
losing faculty," Moore said.
Higher Education policy, full-time
Wolfe, provost and vice presi- tuition will increase 11.3 percent for
dent of academic affairs at Bowie Kentucky undergraduates to $590 a
State University in Maryland, met semester and 12.1 percent for unprivately with the regents for al- dergraduates from other states to
most two hours yesterday to dis- $1,770 a semester.

Herald-Leader education wriler

FRANKFORT Kentucky
State University's future president,
John Wolfe Jr., said after his first
KSU board meeting yesterday that
he was soaking up as many details
as possible in anticipation of starting work the last week of June,
KSU's regents, who still are
negotiating contract terms with
Wolfe, decided yesterday to give
him a chance to put his new
knowledge to work almost immediately. The board delayed action for
several weeks on the 1990-91 operating budget recommended by interim president Mary Smith.
The delay will give Wolfe time
to study the spending plan and
make suggestions of his own. After
all, "he will have to operate under
it," said regent Edward Breathitt, a
former governor. It also will give
board members more time to study
the new liudget that takes effect on
July 1, board chairman Louie B.
Nunn said.
. KSU faculty senate President
Alan Moore 5l!id he hoped that

I
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Wnkinson

says UK robotics center

will play 'crucial role' in economy.
• By Elizabeth Wade

Former Gov. Martha Layne
Collins, whci spoke at the dedicaThe $10 million University of tion, said the center would make
Kentucky Center for Robotics and Kentucky a leader in the field of
Manufacturing Systems will help robotics and manufacturing engiKentucky meet the challenge of a · neering. Collins included funding
technology-driven economy, Gov. for the construction of the center
Wallace Wilkinson said at the in her 1987 budget proposal.
building's dedication yesterday.
The center was designed to
The center "will play a crucial
accomplish
three goals: lo transrole· in our efforts to tum that
fer
technology
to Kentucky induschallenge into opportunity," Wiltries,
'to
conduct
manufacturing
kinson told a crowd of about 100.
research and to broaden manufacThe blue-and-gold trimmed turing education in the state.
bttilding, which symbolizes UK
and the link between people and
William A. Gruver, director of
machines, has been open since the center, said it was unusual to
December.
have all three areas in one buildHerald-Leader -staff writer

ing. Gruver is establishing a pro-'
gram, through the center's industrial . extension program, so
Kentucky industries can find solutions to manufacturing problems.
Wyckham Seelig, AT&T director of manufacturing and distibution planning in New Jersey,
said his "entry ticket" to the
manufacturing world was the
ability to understand the latest
technology.
"Dedicating centers like today
are absolutely necessary if we're
going to keep up with international industry,'' Seelig said.
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l,H(-dean ·selected for Northeastern post
'.:
Michae! Baer, dean of the University of Kentucky College of
Arts and Sciences, has been chosen by Northeastern University in
,Boston as senior vice president for academic .affairs and provost.
· Baer, who has Ix-en dean of lhe UK college since J981 was
selected from a field of 65 candidates after a seven-month natio~wide
search, Northeastern said. He will be the chief academic officer at the
private university beginning Aug. 1.
Baer also was a UK professor of political science.
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Wethington
outli-nes
10% raises

Although Wethington has not said he
would be a candidate, he is considered the
front-runner in the search for a successor to
David Roselle as UK president. The UK Senate,
which yesterday applauded him, passed resolutions in December that, if followed, effectively
would have prevented \Vethington from being
considered as interim president
Yesterday, Wethington said he could not
commit to specific figures for 1991-92, the final
year of the biennium.
But, for the 1990-91 budget year beginning
July 1, he said he would recommend
UK faculty leaders hail plan
a 10 percent increase in the salary
fund for faculty and staff members
as 'step in the right direction'
to cover merit raises, salary adjustments and promotions.
By Jamie Lucke
The Board of Trustees will be
herald-Leader education writer
asked to approve the budget in
University of Kentucky faculty leaders
June.
applauded yesterday after interim President
Wethington said he had talked
Charles Wethington outlined plans for a 10
with top UK administrators about a
percent average pay raise this year followed by
plan that would allow the universianother "significant step" the next.
ty to make significant salary gains
Speaking to the University Senate, Wethon UK's competitors during the
ington said UK salaries would be much more
next rwo years.
competitive two years from now.
UK lost ground to competing
"Given the budget we have, we've got an
universities on salaries for seven
opportunity to have two excellent years, '.ather
years in a row until this year, when
than one. We've not had thar opportunity as
UK showed a gain of less than 1
long as I can remember," Wethington said.
percent.
UK Senate President Don Leigh, an engiUK's average faculty salary of
neeiing professor, said the raises would
$42,008 was 10.5 percentage points,
strengthen morale and UK's ability to compete
or $4,949, below the bench-mark
for faculty.
median of $46.957 at 11 competing
Leigh said that the 10 percent raises came
schools in 1989-90.
as no surprise and that Kentucky's other public
"We don't know what our comuniversities were expected to approve similar
petition is going to do," Wethington
increases. Nonetheless, UK professors "are
said. "But we can assume we can
obviously very pleased,'' Leigh said.
do better than our competition in
I "I think they showed their satisfaction" by
this biennium."
applauding Wethington, he said.
I
Wethington credited Gov. WalLeigh said Kentucky's elected leaders sent
lace Wilkinson and the legislature
higher education some long-awaited encolllclge•
for supporting increased state fundment by enacting a large tax increase and
ing for higher education. But he
1
sweeping reforms for the publk schools.
said UK would be forced to reallo''It will help us in recruiting (faculty
cate money internally to come up
members) to be able to say: We've got 10
with a 10 percent average raise.
percent (raises) this year. We're likely to get
JoAnn Rogers, president of the
close to that next year. And the mood in the
state is that there's a lot of support for
education in general,' " Leigh said.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

UK chapter of the American Ass<>?·
ation of University Professors, said
the proposed raise was ge_nero~~"But given our abysmal rahng, _,t _s
going to take a lot of double-digit
increases to get us out of the
basement"
She said a recent study had
found that UK professors' benefits
also lagged behind their counterparts nationally.
·'This year is a good step in the
right direction, but we need ~ plan
for bringing us up to the median of
the bench marks and making sure
that we're going to be competitive."
She also questioned how much
emphasis UK had put on competitive salaries. 'Td like to see some
data which back up his (Wethington's) assessment that this is really
our top priority."
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~-Morehead notifies NCAA
of ·possible· ·rules· violation
: By Christy McIntyre
Herald-Leader staff writer

State has contacted
I' the Morehead
NCAA about a possible rules
violation by eight basketball players who participated in a nonsanctioned charity basketball tournament earlier this month.
Doug Bentz, David Iierozier,
Deron Grant, Brian Miller, Patrick
Tubbs, Greg Wheeler, Mitch
Sowards and Rod Mitchell played
in the tournament which was sponsored by a Morehead State fraternity, Eagle basketball coach Tommy
Gaither confirmed yesterday.
Morehead athletic director Steve
Hamilton could not be reached for
comment yesterday. Gaither and
assistant athletic director Dave
Brunk said that Hamilton had reported the incident to the NCAA.
"When we found out, we selfreported it," Gaither said. "We're
waiting to see if there was a
violation."
NCAA Bylaw 14.8.2 states that
a student-athlete can not participate
in any organized basketball competition except while representing the
institution in intercollegiate competition during the permissible playmg season,
Gaither said he was out of town
on a recruiting trip when the tournament was played.
"It was over a weekend recruiting period, and we certainly didn't
even know they were thinking
about doing it," he said,
Hamilton told The Morehead
, News that every Eagle athlete is
read the list of NCAA eligibility
regulations each fall, and they must
sign a form saying they have read

and understand the rules. He also
said that five of the players played
in one game and three played in
two games in the charity tournament.
A spokesperson for the NCAA
refused to comment yesterday.
Brunk said possible penalties
include suspension for a number of
games equal to those played in
illegally, or missing some practices
after Oct. 15.
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Western picks new education dean
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Western Kentucky University has
announced that Carl R. Martray will replace J. T. Sandefur as
dean of the university's College of Education and Behavioral Sci•
ences.
Sa~defur announ_ced his retirement early this year. Martray's
appomtment takes effect July l.
Martray, 46, now assistant dean for administration and graduate
studies at the college, has been a faculty member at Western since
1971. He has a bachelor of aris degree in education from Fair•
mont St~te Colleg_e in West Virginia and master's and doctoral
degrees m education and psychology from the University of Ala•
bama.
.
Martrar and his_ wife, Donna, have two daughters: Nicole, 17,
and Laun, 19, who IS a sophomore studying early childhOOd educa•
tion at Western.
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Dean of UK's arts and sciences college resigns
By JAY BLANTON
Stall Writer .

LEXINGTON, Ky. - The dean of
the University of Kentucky's College
of Arts and Sciences has resigned to
take the No. 2 position at Northeast;
em Unlyerslty In Boston.
Michael Baer, 47, has been
named provost and senior vice
president for academic affairs at
Northeastern. Baer said In an Interview 'yesterday that he will stay at
· UK through June and begin his new
dutjes In August.
, 'Baer was among 65 can~ldates for

sizes
Its
cooperativethe Northeastern job.
education program, which
As provost he will be
lets students work In their
the Institution's chief aca•
field or study while pursu•
demlc officer.
Ing a degree.
"It's time In my career
Baer declined to name
to look for a different
his salary at Northeastchallenge," Baer said.
ern, a private university.
"I'm attracted to NorthHe said, however, that the
eastern because of the
situation at UK, where
quality I saw:: He also
faculty salaries remain
cited expanded research
below those at compara•
programs at the university Baer
ble universities. was not a
and Its location ·as factors
factor in bis decision to leave.
In his decision.
Baer came to UK to teach polltl·
Northeastern has about 55;000 stu·
"J
denis, )laer said. The school empha• cal science In 1968.
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Scotty Baesler
announces run
for governor
By AL CROSS
Political Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. Saying in his
plain-spoken way that no one is better
prepared for the job, Lexington Mayor
Scotty Baesler formally announced yesterday that he ls a candidate for governor In
next year's Democratic primary.
Before a crowd of 200 In Lexington and
at airports around the state, Baesler endorsed the education reforms and tax increases pac;sed by the 1990 General Assembly. He said be would be frugal with
the new money and r esist Interest-group
pressure to change the school plan until It
bas had time to work.
He told reporters that higher taxes
would be bis "last recourse for additional
revenue" and told the cr owd, " Every line
Item in the budget must be justified as
necessary tor the well-being of all of
Kentucky."
Baesler said more than eight
years as mayor have given him the
experience needed to deal with Issues. "We've dealt with almost all of
lhem In Lexington on a small scale,''
he said.
On the environment. for example,
Baesler said a major thrust of his
campaign and his administration
would be environmental protection.
He endorsed mandatory garbage
collection and local control of landfills; the failure of these mea5ures
were the biggest disappointments lo
this year's legislature. he sald.
Baesler also said the state needs
to help local and regional agencies
bear the Increased cost of landfills.
He said he did not know how much
that would cost or how the state
would pay It, though he called him•
self an expert on landfills. But he
said he would develop those f igures.
He also pledged to answer all
questions during the race and challenged his primary opponents to
"freewheeling" debates in each of
the state's seven congressional districts.
The all-but-announced Democratic candidates are Lt. Gov. Brereton
Jones or Midway and former gubernator ial aide Dr. Floyd G. Poore of
Florence. Other possible contenders
Include Louisville Mayor Jerry Abramson and Martha Wilkinson, wi fe
of Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
The last three governors and lieutenant governors have come from
Fayette and Woodford counties, and
Baesler said be needs to reassure
voters elsewhere that the " Golden
Triangle" of Louisville, Lexington
and Northern Kentucky woul dn't get
more than Its share Crom n Bat--;ler
adrn lni~ ntinn.

At the Covi ngton news con ference, Baesler was greeted by a student who bad competed for four
years In th e Sweet 16 Academic
· Showcase, which had been organized by Baesler.
"I've really been Impressed by
the work Mayor Baesler's done with
academic showcase and encouraging education," said Josh Boyd, 17,
of Fort Thomas, who said be bad
decided on his own to come to the
news conference.
Baesler said his work In statewide
education and economic-<levelopment efforts, and his farming background, gjve him "the ability to
unite all the different geographical
areas. all the different sociological
areas" in a cooperative spirit.
He stumbled over the word "sociological," which was not In bis
prepared text. and the crowd
laughed heartily, reflecting Baesler
supporters' appreciation of his unassuming, matler-or-ract style.
Baesler acknowled~cd lo r eporters that he may nol have as much
char isma as Jone<:, but added, " We
didn't learn too much ahout charisma in the tobacco patch."
He said his succes.c;es as mayor
and his openness In answering questions "can be charismatic. . . . It's
like when you 're making a good
slew. It lakes a wbile to work, and
you've got to be patient."
He said Jones "doesn't have any
background in government because
he doesn't have anything to do'' as
lieutenant governor.
Repealing a pledge mnde but not
kept by WIikinson, Baesler said his
lieutenant governor would play " a
leading role" lo economlc development.
Baester said his first request to
the l 992 General A.,;sembly would
be that It offer voters a constitutional amendment allowing the governor two sucres.c;ive terms. Unlike
Wilkin.c:;on, Baesler said the amendment should not apply to the governor In ofrice when enacted.
Amend ments on the ballot this
fall would allow legi~lators to Immediately reject bureaucraLc;' regulat ior.s and call themselves Into special scs.c;ion. Daesler said In Owensboro that he Is Inclined to favor the
f irst and oppose lhe latter.
"I just think you've got lo have a
head. and lhe governor's the head of
the state," he said, adding that legislators might be too quick to react to
emotional Issues.
But Baesler pledged to work with
legislntive l eaders. and he noted
that he has experience working with
a l egislative body - the LexingtonFayelte Urban County Council.
" I don't think every program hAs
to be mine," he said. "When I come
In as governor, I'm not going to be
worried about whose lcif'a It was.''

Baesler promised to follow the
six-year road plan adopted by the
legislature and the Wilkinson administration. He said that If be added
roads to the plan, he would provide
the money for them without delayIng work on projects already In the
plan.
He said In Northern Kentucky
that he did not favor using state
money to make a proposed arena at
Northern Kentucky University large
enough to attract a National Basketball Association franchise.
He added, "I'll answer any questi on you have, anytime, anyplace.
You mighl not like It, but we'll give
you an answer."
In response to a question in Louisville, Baesler said the city and Jefferson County should pay, at least
gradually, the $1 I million debt owed
the stole for construction of the hospital that became Humana HospitalUniversily. The city and county
have said they can't afford to pay
the debt because the outdated bond
ordinance for the local share of hospital costs has an Interest-rate ceiling that prevents Issuance of the
bonds.
Baesler said he was formally announcing his candidacy more than a
year before the primary to help him
secure support for the race. He said
he would not make specific promises In return for campaign contributions, and favors a public-financing plan to limit spending In f uture
races for governor.
He said he plans to spend $3 million on bis primary campaign and more than that In the general
election If he ls nominated and the
Republican nominee Is U.S. Rep.
Larry Hopkins or Lexington. " I thlnk
it's 50-50 or betlf'r that Hopklns will
be In the race," he said.
Baesler said $2 million of the primary budget will be spent on television advertising. which he said
"would have a little substance behind the name r ecognition."
Baesler, 48, is a lawyer and a native or Fayette County. He Is a
graduate of the University of Kentucky, wh ere be was captain of the
baskelball team In 1962-63. He was
administrator or Fayette County Legal Aid, vice mayor and district
judge before being elected mayor, a
non-partisan office. In 1981.
lie and his wife, the former Alice
Dudley Woods, have two children,
Scott and Ashley.
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Jncteases-·m· Uof-L-,tuition, fees approved·
By ROBlt< EI'STEIN
Staff Writer · · •
The University or Louisville board
of trustees approved Increases In tullion, studeot-acUvitles fees and
housing costs Monday.
_For th e I 990-91 academic year,
anouaI tuition for Kentucky residen ts w11I rise 8.9 percent for undergraduates to $1,620, 9,3 percent for
graduate students to $1,780, 13.2
percent I or I aw studen ts to •2
• '500 '
7.9 percent !or medical students to
$4,940 and 8 percent for dental studen/5 to $4,230.
For non-residents tuition will rise
8.8 percent !or undergraduates to
$4,620, 9.3 percent tor graduate students to $5,100, 6.2 percent for law
students to $7,400, 0.8 percent tor
medical students to $17,090 and 0.1
percent !or dental students to

$15,810.
Tuition fees are set by lhe Council
on Higher Education. The board of
trustees Is required by statute to
adopt them.
·
Students with a documented need
for financial assistance will not surfer greatly
the In•
u oasIL a presult
Id enof
t D
Id
creases,
res
swa In sa Id • F'mane1a1 aId w,·11 ona
keep
Ith I ltl
pace
A tiw·t f u on. I
·1 · r
, ct v~ 4Y ees, wh ch w• 1 nse rotm
39
0
5
1
•
•
per semes
udent-government
costser,ascover
well s as
student activities and services.
Part of the fee Increase will pay
for higher salaries for the student
activities' 34 staff members.
After extensive consultation with
student leaders, Swain said, he de•
cided on a recommendation that
dormitory lees Increase 16 percent.
He originally wanted to raise hous'Ing costs by 20 percent. Students

said that was "too much to digest In
one gulp,'' he said.
u of L is building a 220-bed dor•
milory and must pay ror It with revenue generated by university housIng.
Swain said housing could be subsl•
dlzed by. the unlvers·1ty, but to do so
would take away from other needs
such as faculty salaries and services
that are part of a quality education.
He also said t_hat only about 2,000
students out of 23,000 live ·,n dorml•
torles. Dorm fees will start at $660
per semester.
·
Several trustees expressed concem that the combined increases
will burden the students a great
deal.
Swain said the budget Is tight and
tough trade-offs have to be made,
The trustees will discuss the budg•
et at their May meeting.
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Committee opposes reno,ration of stadium
By SHELDON SHAFER
Staff Writer
A consultani"s recommendation to
spend up to $40 million to renovate
Cardinal Stadium should be shelved
and construction of an open-air football stadium seating at least 50,000
should 'be explored, a committee of
the Downtown Development Corp.
has concluded.
In a report to be presented to the
development corporation next
month, the .committee will say that
renovation ol Cardinal Stadium
wouldn't be worth the cost, said
Committee Chairmun Malcolm
Chancey, president of Liberty National Bank.
The committee"s report also will
recommend that consultants explore
the feasibility or expanding Com-

monwealth Convention Center and
building a multi-purpose sports arena near II.
However, Chancey said that ii an
open-air loolball stadium is built, a
multi-purpose arena downtown Is
probably unlikely for many years.
The development corporallon,
with Mayor Jerry Abramson's blessing, appointed the committee several months ago alter consultants Coopers & Lybrand advised renovating
Cardinal Stadium.
The stadium Is used tor University or Louisville football and Louisville Redbirds baseball. The consultants also said there wasn't the money or the need for a new stadium,
especially a domed one that could
cost up to 5200 million.
Local offlclals, however, said the
new stadium idea was too Important
to be discarded alter only a cursory

review. And they expressed concerns that the consultants' cost esli·
mates were high and perhaps unnecessarily geared to professional
sports.
The committee includes U or L
Athletic Director Bill Olsen, Kentucky State Fair Board President
Dwight Butt, Louisville Convention
Bureau President Eddie Webster
and several other top business executives..
Last monlh, the committee
brought in several experts, Including
Huber, Hunt and Nichols or lndlannpolls, which designed the Hoosier
Dome. The firm said a bare-bones
stadium would cost $29 million, with
perhaps an additional $17 million
required tor chair seats, sky boxes,
a stadium club, lighting for television and athletic support lacllltles.
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UK students, staff member
'receive awards for service
Her~ld-l~ader UK bureau

Two Uni,·ersity of Krntuck)•
students and a staff mcml•!r received thr sdux1\'s Sullivan ~!t-dallinns dunng 1he third annual llqnors Dar con voeat ion on the
IA•:,::ini:tc1n c.1111pu.:;.
The ~ullil"an award,,. given to
one m.:m and one woman of the
graduating class and one p('rson

by 1hc Samaritan Center of Central
and Eastern Kentuck,-.
• l';ltton !far Hart of Lexington,
graduating man awnrd. Hart, maj,,ring in allied health. has been
chairman of the l 'K Student lll'alth
A1h·i~orv Counril for two years and
has wofkcd to orxanize aunpus
blood drives and organ-donor
dnH·~. ht•alth fairs and ~min:irs.
Five cduc:itnrs were also hon•

whcJ is not a student, arr awarded
to people who have hclp..>d others ored yesterday, receiving the Great
through volunteer or profe:.;.<;innal Tl'achcr Awards sponsored by the
UK ,\ lurnni Association. They arr:
endi.•avnrs.• Wilford A. Bladen, as.so<.iate
This year's winnrrs are:
• l!avid ~lichael Richey, riti1.cn profe-~sor of geography.
award. dirc-ctor of de,·clopmrnl in
• Kevin F,•lton, associate profesUK's Cnlle~c of A,.~iculiure. Hr. was sor of sociology at l lopkinsville
citrd for his work with students in Community College.
his job and his efforts as a deacon
for Lawrcnceburg's First Baptist
• James Force, associate profes$or of philosophy.
Church.
• KathrYn Anne Beach of Lex• Charil's Howes, prnfes.sor of
ington. gra~~ua!ing woman award. biolPgical ~cirncc. Ashland ComrnuBe.1l·h. who is majoring in social nity College.
work. has wnrked as a rnluntecr for
e Denis \Jorrow. professor of
1lw N;itli:111id l:nit,·d ,1t:1bc,Jist ·
:\ 1\"~~inf\ m l.1''< in.t.,'1(1n and w:1~ re- phys:1::--, Elizal)t~tli!c ,wn (nm111unitr
cently 1~:m1cd ~1111cm1an d( tht· \'(':ir (olll·gc.
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J\nimai-rights activists to demonstrate
today against UK research on dogs
By Kevin Nance
Herald-Leader staff writer

Animal-rights activists have
planned a demonstration for today
to protest animal research at the
University of Kentucky that involves dogs inhaling cigarette
smoke.
The activists contend that the
research, being conducted by Dr.
Lu-Yuan Lee to study the effects of
irritants on the respiratory system,
will have no benefit for humans
because of differences between animals and humans.
"We think people should be
aware that their tax dollars are
being used for a research project
that forces dogs to smoke cigarettes," said Andrea Reed, coordinator of the Louisville office of the
Fund for Animals, a national animal rights group. "We feel it's a
total misallocation of funds, in addition to all the suffering that's taking
place among the animals,"

In Lee's work, 80 dogs are being
used. In the first phase, which was
completed in De<.1'mber, 20 conscious dogs were given about half a
puff of cigarette smoke through a
surgical incision in their windpipes.
Sensors measured the response of
airway passages.
No more than three puffs were
given on a single day, Lee said, and
no more than two experiments were
done on the same animal. None of
the animals developed cancer or
bronchitis, he said.
The procedure also involved
surgically exposing a nerve on either side of the dog's neck, and
enclosing it in loops of skin, to
detennine whether the nerve is
involved in responses to airv;ay
irritations. Because such an opera-

tion cannot be done on humans, I.re
said, "There is no alternative lo
animal models."

But Lee said that animals were
necessary for the research, which he
said might prove to be an important
"building block" toward understanding respiratory disease in humans. He said the dogs used in the
research were being treated as hu, manely as possible.
Lee's research is part of a UK
project that last year received a $5
million federal grant from the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute of the National Institutes of
Health.
•·we would like to see this
research terminated," said Reed,
whose group will be demonstrating
at Rose and South Limestone
streets between 11 a.m. and l p.m.
"We think it's an absolute waste of
animal life and of tax dollars."
She called for Lee's work to be
stopped pending an investigation
by the General Accounting Office.
Short of that, she said, activists are
asking for an independent evaluation by veterinarians not involved
in animal research and by doctors
specializing in the treatment of
human respiratory disorders.
"I don't think we would object
to any type of responsible look at
what's going on," said Dr. Ward
Crowe, university veterinarian. "I
feel that we're doing it in the very
best way, above and beyond compliance with every rule and regulation."
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON. KY ..
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Wku wlll review
school seal petition
ROWLING GREEN (i\P)
Western Kentucky University's
lloard of Regents has agreed to
review petitions circulated by Mark
Tucker, a senior from Bowling
Green, who is protesting a proposed
switch in ~he school's logo.

In the , second phase of the
rese'.'rch, the rest of the dogs will
receive the ~moke while under general anesthesia. They will be humanely killed immediately afterward.
' ·
. At the same time, human trials,
usmg the same levels of cigarette
smoke but not the surgical procedures, arc under way. Lee said that
human trials would have been impossible wi_lhout the knowledge
gamed previously from the animal
research.
"I'm an animal welfarist, but I
don't equate animal life with hwnan
life," Crowe said.
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Composer, professor
and psychologist win
Grawemeyer Awards
By Glenn Rutherford
Herald-leader Louisville bureau

LOUISVILLE - A composer, a
psychologist and a political scientist were awarded Grawemeyer
Awards yesterday at the University
of Louisville.
•
Joan Tower, 5I, former composer in residence with the St. Louis
Orchestra and now a teacher at
Bard College in New York, won the
Grawemeyer Award for Music
Composition for her 22-minute orchestral work, "Silver Ladders."
Boston psychologist Howard
Gardner, 4G, won the Grawemeyer
/\ward for Education for his book,
frames of Mind: The Theory of
Multiple !11tclligcnces.
And Robert Jervis, 49, a political
science professor at Columbia University, won the Grawemeyer
Award for Ideas Improving World
Order for his book, 11,e Meaning of
Nuclear Revol11tio11: Statecraft and
the Prospect of Arma;:eddon.
The a wards were announced
yesterday at the University of Louisville by U of L President Donald
Swain and Charles Grawemeyer, a

retired industrialist and a 1934 U of
L graduate.
E:-1ch award caiTies a cnsh prize
of $150,000, presenll~l in five annual installmenls of $30,000.
In accepting her award, Tower
noted that the music competition
was judged by three separate panels - the first two consisting of
professional jurors and the last
made up of "listeners." judges with
no profl·ssiunal or mo11ct~ir\· ties to

the music pn lesion.
1

"As compo:-:ers. rno~t

~

(lf

us .irr

interested in what listeners think of
our work," she said at, the press
conference announcing the awards.
"So I'm especially honored to have
survived that last competition, to
realize that the listeners like what
they heard."
Gardner's education award was
based on his theory that everyone
has at least seven intelligences, and
most of them aren't measured or
recognized by standard IQ tests.
One test to measure human
in(clligencc is totally inadequate, he
said yesterday, "because the human
mind is too glorious and too complicated for that type of monolithic
solution."
Jervis, a political science professor at Columbia University, said
yesterday that modem nuclear
weapons have had a profound psychological impact on international
1
relations,
"Here we have been telling
smaller nations, on the one hand,
they they have no need for nuclear
weapons, that they offer them no
viable options," he explained. "And
on the other hand, we point to our
own nuclear weapons and say, 'See,
we have 90 different options' as a
result of that arsenal."
Nuclear weapons have not allowed nations to control events in
the midst of international crisis, as
some would suggest, he said. "Rather than looking at escalation (of
nuclear tensions) as steps up or
down a ladder, we should instead
look at escalation as a slippery
slope. You might take one step, but
taking additional steps won't be
something you can effectively contrpl.':
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A samplinc of recent articles of interest to Morehead State University
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By Todd Pack

Northeastern Kentucky bureau

Morehead St.ate University plans to protest
a $170,000 fine levied against it this month for
violating federal toxic-subst.ance control law$.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
cited the school April 12 for 31 violatioqs
relating to PCCT-type power transformers. •
The violations were for procedural or
record keeping errors, gajd Bob Stryker, toxic
unit chief at the EPA office in Allanta. He sai'cl
no environmental damage was done.
Twenty-three of the cit.ations were for
leaving the date off quarterly inspection reports, said Porter Dailey, Morehead State vioe
president for administrative and fi!;cal services.
Six citations were for having combustibte
materials such as a wooden ladder stored
within 16 feet of the transfonners, Dailey said,
and one was for not having a sign on the door
of the transfonner room in a dormitory.
I
Stryker said the university was cited also
because the Morehead Fire .Department had nb\
been notified of the PCBs.
"The accuracy of the charp:es is substantial.
ly correct," Dailey said. "However. we will
question the penalty invoked."
He said one reason administrators thnught
the fine was too high was becau~ the schodl
issued a work order to General
Electric Co. in May to replace the
transfonners.
The state Division of Waste
Mdnagement inspected the univrrsity on behalf of the EPA in September. GE began replacing the
PCB-type transformers in October
and finished the $746,000 project
April 6.
PC&, or polychlorinated biphenyls, were onl-e widely used as
insulation in electrical wiring. The
EPJ\ has since detemiined that
PC11s can cause cancer.

The violations could have rrrated a health risk had there been a
fire in one of the campus buildings,
Stryker said.
Stryker said the fine might be
reduced by about 40 pcn:ent if
Morehead State is cooperative and
can show it ha taken care of the
problem.

By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY .
Staff
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BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Two years
after cries of censorship first arose, Western Kentucky University appears to have
resolved the controversy stemming from
former President Kern Alexander's proposal to put control of the award-winning student newspaper and yearbook In faculty and possibly administrative - hands.
At a news conference yesterday, Western
President Thomas Meredith announced a
plan that spells out who will oversee and
advise the publications and who will make
the editorial decisions.
Meredllll's plan leaves editorial control to
the student editors and establishes a committee to select those editors, review the
publications' finances and hear complaints
not resolved by the publications' staffs. The
financial review will Include annual audits
of the publications' budgets and final approval or the budget requests that are sent
to the administration.
Meredith also changed the name of the
office under which the newspaper and year•
book operate from "university publications"
to "student publications." The title ot the
university employee overseeing the publlca•
tions also changed, to director of student
publications.
An Internal search for a director will begin Immediately, and Meredith said he expects to rm the position by early surpmer.
"Given the strength of the joumallsm program, with Its national recognition, when
you have that kind of Internal strength you
don't need to do a national search," he 'sa1d,
Last summer the College Heights Herald
was Inducted Into the Hall of Fame of the
Association of Collegiate Pre<:s/National
Scholastic Pr~ Association, and 11 has a
"five-star" rating from the Association of
Collegiate Press. More recently, the
newspaper was recognized by the
Society of Professional Journalists
as the best non-daily student newspaper in a region consisting or Kentucky, Illinois and Indiana.
When asked why be didn't simply
appoint Robert Adams, interim di·
rector of university publications and
faculty adviser to the Herald, to the
renamed post, Meredith said be believed that would violate federal htring laws. However, "I wlll be very
disappointed If Bob Adams is not In
this search,'' Meredllb said.
Adams said he Intends to apply.
Adams and Jo-Ann Huff Albers
brad or the journalism departmen~
said they are pleased with Mere-dith 's plan.

- A ~rrvice ()( the Of tice of ~h<h Rrhtions __

Msu ARcH,vE

"I don't see any problems wtth his
suggestions,"
"The most
pleasing thingAdams
to mesaid.
Is this
places
responsibility for publication on the
student editor. That's always been a
gray area, and this sets it out very
clearly."
Albers said Meredith's plan
"could be a factor In warding off
future questions of 'Who's in
charge? Who's responsible for this?'
Just changing the name Itself, from
'university' to 'student,' w!ll be a big
factor in that."
In March 1988, Alexander said he
wanted to Install faculty editors at
the Herald and Talisman (the yearhook), to review contenl before publication and to give student work on
the publications some sort of aca•
demic status. Alexander a!So said he
wanted broader student Involvement in the publlcatlons and more
university oversight of finances.
The plan tor faculty editors
prompted journalists across the
country to accuse Alexander of plotting to restrain the newspaper because It had published stories critical of him. Western faculty mem•
bers and students criticized the plan
to give work on the publlcatlons aca•
demlc status, saying that turning the
newspaper Into a classroom project
would destroy Its reputation.
Some Western Journalism alumni
even drew comparisons between Alexander's plans and a timely U. S.
Supreme Court ruling Involving a
high school publication. In Hazelwood vs. Kublmeler, the high court
allowed censorship of high school
publications that are learning laboratories, give academic credit and
have a faculty editor.
Alexander denied that be was try•
Ing to restrain or censor the paper,
and yesterday Meredith Indicated
that he didn't believe Alexander had
Intended to do either of those thing;.
"A lot of words were thrown
around, like 'censorship,' " Meredith
said. "But I didn't find that." However, Meredith said that because he
wasn't at Western then, be wouldn't
want to comment more on the controversy.
"I covered what appeared to be
the hottest ~es. to put them to rest
so we could get on with our business," he said.
Albers and Adams said much. of
what Meredith proposed either 1s al•
ready done or had been done once.
The committee on student publications, for example, already exists,
but because of retirements and resignations, Its membership bas dwindled to two faculty memb~rs. Albers
said past administrations ,have
failed to replace departing committee members.
Meredith's committee will have
four faculty members, representing
rour of Western·s six colleges: four
students; the dean or student life;
the head of the journalism program;
the lllrl'ctor llf unlvf'r<:!ty rel:ltion,;;

WKu. Disr.,_tc:..,
l.,cr1 ti n

1-t

and that "final authority as· tb
whether material considered lil1el•
ous should be printed sbou1ci·;re:;t·
with the student editors."
, .
Meredith said he included the lat•
fer, as well as a request that ihe
Herald try to publish more often
during the week, to make students'
experiences with the paper "more
like the real world.''
'
Adams questioned whelher". the
paper can maintain Its quality If

e ,.l,

anda ·professional" journnJ1<;t with

newspaper business expertise, to be
recommended by the Kentucky
Press Association. The director or
student publications and the editors
of the Herald and Talisman wjl\ be,
non-voting members.
- .. ,
Meredith's description of .the··coni•."
, mlttee also specifically says 1~;wUI:
· "not serve as an editorial board,.

published more orten than the current two limes a week. He also said .
the paper will have to study wheth•,'
er it could afford to do that.
•
"Unfo1tunately, a lot or college'
dailies aren't very good, and I'm not.
sure we're wllli ng to sacrifice qua!•·;
lty tor quantity," he said.
. : .,
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NUIID. says KSU will be_changed
but new president fflll decide how
By BILL WERONKA
Staff Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Kentucky State ,
University will definitely undergo :
: changes, but none that have been set in
stone, the chairman of its board of regents .said yesterday,
·:
.,
·: ·That Includes a· set of sweeping recommendations made by A. D. Albright,
who· has headed three Kentucky universities, in a report ordered by the board.
A draft ,of the report was made public
this week.;·· ·
, The board chairman, former Gov.
Louie B. Nunn, said that although he
agrees with a majority or the recommendations, only one man will be mak•
Ing decisions about the direction of the ,
university: John Wolfe Jr., who will take
over as president in late June.
"What we wanted was to have Dr. Al·
bright evaluate the situation and tell us
about any possible problem areas," ,
·Nunn said. "We wanted the value of his
:recommendations based on bis exp_~!'_i- :
:ence as president of three state univer- 1
sitles. They will be available to the '.
board, and we'll go from there. But the :
, new president will decide which, if any,
. of the recommendations he wants to
use. I have no idea ii all or any part of ,
. it will be carried out."
1
;._, Nunn said Wolfe who is now provost •
of'Bowle State University in Maryland,
read the report and felt that much of
what Albright"called~a reconnaissance
report was Insightful and concise. But
Wolle.felt lie needed additional time to
the situation at KSU and the Im' plicatlons of the, report before deciding ,
on any course of action.
'· Nunn said b_e does particularly favor
, two of the recommendations: upgrading
: entrance standards and taking a hard
look at out-of-state enrollment.
Albright said KSU spends too much
time on remedial work with students·
who · are · not prepared for college
classes. "Universities should not be ex•
pected to duplicate elementary or second¥Y . achievement objectives,:~. Al•
bright said in the report, suggesting that
raising entrance requirements would
help,
KSU, like all state universities except
the University of Kentucky, has an
open-admission policy and bas low standards for admission. But ACT scores
have fallen off for in-slate students In
recent years and out-of-state students
have consisenlly scored below the oa. tlonal average for the past four year.;. ',
Gary Cox, executive director of the 1
state -Council on Higher Education, said i
that all state universities provide reme: dial classes and that KSU's may have a
· higher profile than the others because I
' KSU has made early Identification of '
: students who need help a priority.
· Raising standards could cause a problem at a universlly long idcntifi<'d as
providing open-<lonr opportunity for
black students, Cox said. He said other

i

I

assess

~~hr,::-,:r;: pn11·Me ...-i~n":lr o.11 f\nrt'J~1Hjes fo~

other groups or students with special
needs. lie cited Morehead State's
support of Appalachian students as
at example.
''.Eaculty members (at KSU) have
bee!\ born and raised on providing
opportunity, and they do a good
job,': Cox said. "Now they could be
asked to do something diflerent. It
poses a real challenge.'' ·
Richard Taylor, a KSU professor
and regent, said there is dellnitely a
need for better-qualilied students.
"But I don't want to see opportunity
denied il there Is any reasonable expectation of success," be added.
"But I don't think they will close the
door entirely.''
Albright noted In bis report that
some cultural biases exist in tests,·
and entrance standards also should
be based on high school standing,
counselors' recommendations, and
behavior patterns.
Albright also noted in his report
that·the state should not be asked to
"underwrite out-of-state students."
He· note that 50 percent of students
living on campus are from other
states. KSU statistics show that only
23 percent of all the students are
from other states and 36.3 percent
or full-time undergraduates are not
Kentucky residents.
He also points out the need to recruit more blacks, noting that some
state schools have a higher number
of minorities. This year 45 percent
ol the student body Is black and 2.4
percent other minorilies. The figure
is higher among lull-lime undergraduates (68.4 percent), while part·
time undergraduates are predominantly white (89 percent).
Albright acknowledged that the
competition for top minority students is stlrt, but he said an effort
needs to be made.
.Cox said that is particularly true
for a historically black school like
KSU, but all state universities race
similar problems.
"All state universities have established goals for black faculty and
students, and none or them are
meeting them," Cox said. "Blacks
were limited to the black schools for
many years and now they have unlimited options. It's even more difficult for a traditionally black lnstlluti9n. to compete these days.''
-He added that the available pool
of college-bound black students Is
n~t Increasing, which only amplilles
the problem.
Part of KSU's problem, Cox said,
is they have a small teacher-educa•
tion program. "And teachers have a
big influence on where many studenls go to school. KSU has not had
.ii"reai relationship with the piftiilc
schools."
That ~oes hnnd-in-hRnd with another

Albright

recomm•..'ndalion:

boost KSU ·s image with nn 11ggress\,;e marketing p11}n,

"At KSU, Images have been
shaped or damaged by such events
as faculty scuffles, charges ol discrimination, drug busts involving
students, vandalism and sexual en•
counters," he said lo the report.
"The management or the KSU Foundation and the ethical questions
which arose, hurl the Institution and
.•. the credibility of the university
itsell.''
,
Taylor said he generally felt the
report had aimed KSU in the right
direction. But he added that he and
the faculty are confident about KSU
for another reason.
"The report Is fairly abstract, for
a rea5on, I think," Taylor said. "I
believe it gives the new president a
chance to fill In the blanks, and we
have confidence that Wolle has tile
abllily to determine a positive
course for the university. I also
don't believe he will be told what to
do."

IUSNTUCKY STATE
UNIVEIRSIYY
ACT scores

National average 18.0
KSU averages
Fall 1987:19.34
16.27
Fall 1988:17.53
16.01
Fall 1989:16.64
16.34

resident
non-resident
resident
non-resident
resident
non-resident

FACULTY

Total: 140
63.4 percent white
24.4 percent black
12.2 percent other
1989 FALL ENROLLMENT

Total: 2,190; 77%. resident,
23% non-resident; 52.6%
white, 45% black, 2.4% other
Full-time undergraduate to•
tal: 1,302; 63.7% resident,
36.3% non-resident; 68.4%
black, 29. 7% white, 1.8%
other
·
Part-time undergraduate total: 786; 99.5% resident,
0.5% non-resident; 89.2%
white, 9.9% black, 0.9% other)
Full-time graduate total: 37;
46% resident, 54% non-resident; •· 16.2% white, 35.1 %
black, 48.6% other)
Part-time graduate total: 65;
90.7% resident, 9.2% nonresident; 64. 6% white, '29. 2%
black, 6.1 % other
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UK getting
grant for
coal study
Herald-Leader staff report

The University of Kentucky and
four other universities will be receiving a $1.48 million grant to
research converting coal into liquid
fuel, a UK official said yesterday. •
The one-year grant from the
U.S. Department of Energy will
begin May 1, said Jack Supplee, a
UK research administrator. In addition, UK and the other schools will
spend $1.38 million during the same
period, he said.
UK and the other schools West Virginia University, the University of Pittsburgh, the University of Utah and Auburn University
- form the Consortium for Fossil
Fuel Liquefaction Science. UK is the
consortium's lead institution.
The grant is part of a new
three-year agreement between the
consortium and the Energy Department to spend $9 million on coal
liquefaction, which involves converting coal into crude oil and other .
liquid fuels. The grant announced
yesterday is the only part of the
agreement that has yet been funded, Supplee said.
The new agreement is in addition to federal money already granted to UK and the other schools for
coal liquefaction re.<earch.

'
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Morehead may have broken rules
Associated Press
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead
State University ls awaiting word on
whether the participation or eight or
lls basketball players In a non-sanctioned tournament this month violated NCAA rules.
Head coach Tommy Gaither said
Morehead reported the lncldent to
the NCAA.
Doug Bentz, David Derozler,
Deron Grant, Brtan MIiier, Patrick
Tubbs, Greg Wheeler, Mitch

COLLEGE··
BASl(ETBALL
Sowards and Rod Mitchell ployed In
a charity tournament sponsored by
a Morehead State fraternity,
Gaither said Monday.
Morehead athletics director Steve
Hamllton told The Morehead News
that Clve players played In one game
and three played In two games.
NCAA Bylaw 14.8.2 says that a

student-athlete cannot participate In
any organized basketball competition except while representing the
Institution In Intercollegiate competition during the permissible season.
Assistant athletics director Dave
Brunk said possible penalltes In-,
elude suspension· tor a number of:
games equal to those played In Ille- ·
gaily, or missing some practices
after Oct. 15.
A spokesperson for the NCAA de,
cllned to coml)'lent.

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Ky., Wednesday, April 25, 199().

experimental
ag1icultu1--al co111plex impresses official
By ROB WELLS

Associated Press Writer
INEZ - A first--0f-its-kind farm
in eastern Kentucky received a
one--0£-a-kind compliment from
Natural Resources Secretary Carl
Bradley.
Bradley, who has worked in 11
states where coal is strip-mined,
said the 500-acre farm situated on a
reclaimed strip mine in Martin
Countv is a model for coal reclamation projects across the nation.
"I've seen nothing that even approaches this," Bradley said
Tuesday alter touring the MartikiMorehead State University Mountaintop Agricultural Complex for
the first time.
Tne experimental farm, the first

•

of its kind in Kentucb-, is located
on Martiki's reclaimed strip mine
about nine miles south of Inez.
"'! flew over this thing 30 years
ago ... and I cried. And today, l"m
elated." Bradlev said. "it bodes
well for the economy, the environment and the human health
for the next century so long as we
mine coal as an energy source."
Bradley, state Agriculture
Commissioner Ward "Butch"
Burnette, former Gov. Ned Breathitt, officials with Martiki Coal Corp.
and Pocahontas Development Corp.
conducted a media briefing Tuesdav to boast of the farm"s success.
The farm has pasture planted in
clover. alfalfa and other grasses.
About 80 head of cattle graze on the
flat mountaintop site and 81,216

chicken produce 6,000 dozen eggs
daily, which are sold in Alabama
and Tennessee.
Also, about 5,000 hogs are raised
each year, and some small garden
plots yield tomatoes, cabbage and
broccoli.
Martiki and Pocahontas invested
$2 million in 1963 to fund the farm.
The complex is managed t,y Morehead State University's College of
Applied Sciences and Technology
and employs some student labor.
Bradley said western Kentucky
coal operators do their best to reclaim the land, but don't achieve the
results as seen on the mountaintop
farm. Manure from the farm animals is applied to the pasture,
which ''makes all the difference in
the world," he said.

The tour was organized by
Breathitt, now associated with
Norfolk-Southern Corp. Norfolk is a
subsidiary of Pocahontas, which
0\\11S the land. The officials described the facility during a news
conference at the Big Sandy Regional Airport but didn't arrange
for media tours of the farm, located in a remote section of Martin
County.
BW11ette said he and Bradley will
encourage other coal companies to
incorporate agricultural enterprises into their mine reclamation plans.
"It's something that we can
promote not only here but
throughout eastern Kentucky,"
BW11ette said .
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University
to appeal
•

•

c1tat1ons

by EPA
By KENNETH A. HAR T
Independent News Writer

MOREHEAD - Morehead State
University officials said Wednesday
they plan to contest $169,500 in fines
leveled against the school for alleged violations of federal toxicsubstance control laws.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) cited the university April 12 for 31 violat\ons
relating to PCB-type electrical
transformers, which have since
been removed from campus.
Bob Stryker, toxic-unit chief at
the EPA's regional office in At·
lanta. said this morning the citations were for procedural and record-keeping errors . No environmental damage was done.
"No discharges or leaks were
found," he said.
"The accuracy of the charges is
substantially correct," said Porter
Dailey, Morehead State vice president for administrative and fiscal
services. "However, we question
the penalty invoked, especially in
light of the fact that we have just
completed the removal of all PCBcontaminated transformers on this
campus."
Twenty-four of the violations
cited by the EPA allege incomplete
record keeping, including 23 instances where dates and signatures
were left off quarterly transformer
inspection reports.
Six citations were for storing
combustible materials within 16
feet of the transformers, Stryker
said. Those materials included a
propane cylinder, cardboard boxes,
air filters, cleaning supplit!s and a
wooden ladder.
The school also was cited for not
having a warning sign on the door
of the transformer room in Uie

West M1gno11 Hall dormitory.
Dalley said he had been advised
by the school's attorneys not to
comment on how the violations
might have occurred.
One reason university officials
thought the fine was too high,
Dailey said, was that the school
had already contracted for the
removal of the transfonners when
the inspection took place.
General Electric (GE) was issued a work order last May to
replace the transfo1mers. The state
Division of Waste Management inspected the university on behalf of
the EPA on Sept. 13.
GE began replacing the PCBtype transformers in October,
Dailey said. The work was completed April 6.
The $7-16,000 project included the
replacement of 30 transformers in
campl.l.'i buildings and seven pole111.itmted trcmsformcrs, Dailey said.
School officials began planning
for the removal and replacement of
the transformers in 1986 as part of
the first phase of the university's
utiUty tunnel renovation project.
''We want lo assure the public
that MSU is conunitted to providing a safe environment for our
students. employees and neigh-

606-783-2030

bors," Oatley said. •·Every effort
was made to keep those transformers in good condition and al no
time did the university experience
any problems related to the the
transformers."
PCBs, or polychlorinated biphenyls, were once widely used by
manufacturers as insulation in
electrical wiring. They have ~ince
been shown to cause cancer.
Stryker said that Morehead State
will be given the opportunity to
plead its case before ~PA offic~als.
I-le said the agency rrught consider
reducing the fine if the school cooperates and can show it acted
quickly to correct the ~robl~ms.
Dailey said the uruvers1ty took
immediate action to correct the
deficiencies noted in the EPA's report following the Sept. 13 inspection.
Morehead State spokeswoman
Judith Yancy sairl officials aren't
sure if the school's insurance will
cover whatever fine is ultimately
assessed by the EPA.
"We will raise that question with
our insurance carriers," she said.
Yancy said the $169,500 fine currently facmg the university is .3
percent of its total budget for the
next fiscal year.
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orehead Sate

o pro est EPA fine

MOREHEAD, Ky. - Moreheau SWte
test a $ 170,000 tine levied by the U. S.

University s..1ys It will proEnvironmental Protecllon
Agency because it believes the penalty is excessive.
The university was cited Apq l 12 for 31 alleged violations of
federal toxic-substance control laws. The infractions related to
PCB-type power transformers. Bob Stryker, toxic unit chief of lhe
EPA office In Allanta, said the violations were for procedural or
record-keeping erron.. No environmental damage was reported.
Stryker said the university was cited also because the Morehead
Fire Department had not been notlr1ed or the PCBs. PCBs. or
polychl()rlnated biphenyls. were once widely used as Insulation In
electrical wiring. The EPA has since determined Lhat PCBs can
cause ca ncer.
He s.i1d the fine might be reduced about 40 percent if Morehead
State Is cooperative and can show It has taken care of lbe problem.
General Electric Co. began replacing the PCB-type transformers
in 01.LOl>er and flotshed the ~746 uoo project April 6.

- A service of lhc Office of Media Relaiions-
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Li of L boqsts
t11ition rate~,
housing cos~s,
LOUISVILLE (AP) .....: . Tuition
rates are being increased for th_e
1990-91 academic year at !he Umversity of Louisville, which also
boosted student activities lees and
hou~ing costs.
Tuition rates are set _by !!Je
Cowicil on Higher Education .and
the trustees are required by law to
adopt them.
The fee for widergraduates from
Kentucky will go up 8 percent to
$l 620 while graduate students will
g~t a 9.3 percent increase to $1,780.
Law students will get a 13.2 percent
increase to $2,500, 7.9 percent for
medical students to $4,940 and 8
percent ·for dental students to
$4Non-residents'
,230 ·
. 8·8
tuition w1·11 rise
ercent for undergraduates to
4,620, 9.3 percent for graduate
students to $5,100, 6.2 percent for
law students to $7,400, 0.8 percent
for medical students to $17,090 and
0.l percent for dental students ·to
$15,810.
.
.
D Id
University President ona .
Swain said, after Mon~ay's decision, that students_ wit~ a d_ocumented need for fmancial assistance will not suffer greatly becau~e
of the new rates. _F_inancial. aid ~111
keep pace with tmt10n, Swa!n sa1~.
After extensive consultation with
student leaders, Swain said he
decided to recommend that dormitory fees increase 16 percent.
Swain said he originally wanted a
20 percent boost but students t_old
him that was "too much to digest
in one gulp." . .
. .
_:
The wiivers1ty 1s bmldmg a 22'!:
bed dormitory and must pay f~r it
with revenue generated by umversity housing.
.
,
Swain said housing could be _subsidized by the wiiversity, but to do
so would take away from other
needs such as faculty salaries a_nd
· services that are part of a quahty
' education.
, He also said that only about 2,000
' students out of 23,000 live in dor, mitories. Dorm lees will start at
$660 per semester.
Activity fees, which will rise
· from $39 to $45 per semester, cover
student-government costs a~ well
as student activities and services.
Part of the fee increase will pay
for higher salaries for the student
activities' 31 staff members.

f
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:Barba1·a B11sl1 speech
:~to highlight graduation
:)at commurrity college
,

,-

)Assocloted Press
..) CUMBERLAND, Ky. - Work::ers at Southeast Community Col.;Jege are sprucing up the campus
_for the May 4 commencement
:address by first lady Barbara
'.Bush.
· ''We have built sidewalks,
'.u!led In parking areas and are
:t;ett)ng ready to plnnt flowers
-.and trees," said Hardy Griffith,
.:uie event's logistics coordinator.
·'. A record 127 graduates will re;ceive their diplomas during the
school's 25th annual commence·inent exercise. The Southeast
College Choir, the Harlan County
Boys Choir, which performed at
· President Bush's inauguration,
and the Harlan Musettes will perform.
"We know this will be the largest crowd we have ever had to
attena a graduation," said Cathy
Guyn, who has beaded the college's graduation committee ·for
the past six years.
·The ceremonies this year will
be moved to the lower parking
Iof at Falkenstine Hali. About
1,000 ·seals will be available tor
the general public on a ttrstcome, first-served basis, Guyn

said. Commencement will begin
at 6 p.m. EDT.
Guyn said Bush was the "first
choice" to speak. She wrote to
Bush in December alter seeing
on television the first lady's interest in adult learning, literacy programs and conllnutng education.
"A large portion of our student
body is mode up of adults who
have decided to come back to
college and pursue hlgber education," Guyn said. "I feel that
Southeast has made a positive
Impact in the very ttelds she ts so
interested ln."
The final word that Bush
would attend, barring any unforeseen circumstances, did not
come until last week.
Griffith said ottlcials hope to
avoid massive traffic tie-ups by
encouraging people to use a shuttle-bus service from Koal Town
Center, on U.S. 119 two miles
from the campus, or park In the
city and walk lo the campus.
Access to the campus that
afternoon will be · restricted to
people with proper credentials,
Grl!!ith said.
In case of bad· weather, the
event will be moved lo the Cumberland High School gymnasium.
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Equine-disease expert gelts UK post
LEXI_NGTON, Ky. - One of the world's leading specialists In
equine mfecllous diseases has been named to an endowed chair at
the University of Kentucky Gluck Equine Research Center.
Dr. Charles J. lssel on Wednesday became the first holder of the
Warren Wright Sr.-Lucille Wright Markey chair ln infectious diseases. The chair was established by a $2,5 million donation from
the Lucille P. Markey Charitable Trust.
Interim UK President Charles T. Wethington called Is.set's appomtment "a very important milestone ln the development of a
world-class equine research program."
ls.sel, _47, has been a professor of virology at Louisiana State
University, whe~e he led_ a team of researchers studying equine
infectious anemia. _The disease ls similar to the AIDS virus, and
the results of ls.sel s research have benefited human medicine.

LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., FRIDAY, APRIL 27, 1990

WKU to use sliding scale for pay raises B-OWLING GREEN - Faculty and staff salaries at Western
Kentucky Uni_versity win increase under a graduated salary scale
aimed at helping those with smaller salaries offset rising insurance
costs.
The school has set aside 7.45 percent more money than in ·1989
for faculty and staff salaries,
President Thomas Meredith told regents at their meeting
yesterday th1:t insura0<,e costs are the same no matter how high or
low the salanes, He said they affect employees with lower incomes
the most.
_The _university has set a $20,000 salary as a bench mark in
designating the percent of pay increase an employee will receive.
Those w~o ean( $2~,000 ?r more annually and who have
performed _sahsfactonly will receive a 5 percent increase for the 199091 acadenuc year, with a possibility of an additional 2 percent based
on J)erfo1mance. Those. who earn '?<'tween $19,000 and $20,000 will
receive a 5.33 percent increase, with the possibility of the extra 2
percent.
The percentage continues to increase as the salary decrease.

'

·.
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Plan resol_ves control of WKU publications
Associated Press

BOWLING GREEN - Western
Kentucky University apparently
has resolved the conflict over the
student newspaper and yearbook
with a plan that specifies who will
be in charge and who will make
editorial decisions.
The dispute began two years
ago when former President Kern
Alexander planned to put control in
the hands of faculty members, and
possibly administrators.
Under· a proposal announced
Wednesday by President Thomas
Meredith, editorial control will remain with the student editors, who
will be selected by a committee_

Last summer the .Herald was
inducted into the Hall of Fame of
the Association of Collegiate Press
National Scholastic Press Association. It also has a ''five-star'' rating
from the Association of Collegiate
Press.

The committee also will review publications.
the publications' finances and hear
Meredith said that an internal
complaints not resolved by the search .for a director would begin
publications' staffs, The financial immediately and that he expected
review will include annual audits of to fill the position by early summer.
the publications' budgets and final
Asked why he did not appoint
approval of the budget requests
that are sent to the administration. Robert Adams, interim director of
university publications and faculty
Meredith also changed the name adviser to the College Heights Herof the office under which the news- ald, to the post, Meredith said he
paper and yearbook operate to "stu- thought that would violate federal
dent publications." It had been hiring laws. However, "I will be
very disappointed if Bob Adams is
called "university publications."
not in this search," Meredith said,
. The title of the university employee overseeing the publications
Adams said he intended to apalso changed, to director of student ply,
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The newspaper was recognized

recently by the Society of Profes-

N
...J

sional Journalists as the best nondaily student newspaper in a region
consisting of Kentucky, Illinois and
Indiana.
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Adams and Jo-Ann Huff Albers,
head of the journalism department,
said they were pleased with Meredith's plan.
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c·ontract~;x:tended; _Grote to··~retire in.,'92~
,- it.;~, .. . . ,' .•

•_.~f- .

t/ :;

'_: · B;;'KENNETH A. HART -: ·)
l ···---1ndependent News Writer ·:

MOREHEAD - Morehead State
University ·President C. Nelson
Grote received a one-year contract
extension Friday, then announced
he' plans ·to retire when the pact
, expires in 1992.
The university's board of regents
'voted unanimously to extend
Grote's current contract a year
beyond its June 30, 1991, expiration
date .. The board had announced its
· intentions to do that at a meeting
Feb. 23.
·,
: . ·,. ·'..
[:l The-boimf also approved raising I
i· Grote's salary to $95,000 for the
( 1990-91 ·-fiscal _year, which begins
,, J:uly '1'. ,- T~e · president's: curr~nt ,
\ , salary ,is: .$81,000; umvers1ty _
1--spokeswoman Judith Yancy said.
f'.' ··. Yancy said the terms of Grote's
contract stipulate that his salary be
L set on a year-to-year basis. _ - ·
; "" Grote had requested the orie-year
f. extension during negotiations _with ,:
):'board Chairman. Bill Seato~., He
, said• the deal Will allow: him to
: honor.· a· commitment he : made •
i' when he came to Moreheadjrr.l~ll:7..,
\110'.remain the school's president for
' at least five years.
-.
,. When his contract expires, Grote "said he believes he will be ready to ,
' retite because all of his goals and .
objectives for Morehead State will
· have been realized: ·· . -' . "If looks to me like June 30, 1992, ,
~ is the right date,"• he said. "By
1 then I can hand the torch to a new
_pers~n:and feel the university is
; 'ready to move forward." : :
. Grote, who .will, be 64 when his
··1 contract expires,· bristled at the
;.~n?tion th~t ,he .will be per':_ei~~d as

!·

-a lame-duck president during the·.
,. next two years.
._ "I'm going to keep working and
. we're going to keep this momentwn
going," he said.
.
Projects Grote said he planned to
push for in the next two years in·,_ eluded securing funds to renovate .
Breckinridge Hall, a classroom ·
building; alleviating overcrowded
conditions in Morehead's dor' mitories; and giving a mor.e international scope to the school's ~urriculwn.
_ _
Grote also said he wanted to re- ·
main Morehead's president through '
Jwie 1992 so he can be involved in ·
the next session of the Kentucky ·
General Assembly.
· ·
Regent Charles Wheeler of Ash- ·
land praised Grote's performance '•
during his first three years at
Morehead State's helm ..
"I think he's done an excellent .
job and I think he's a splendid
educator," he said. "I'm very
pleased to vote for this extension."
Student Regent H.B. Gilliam of
Olive Hill said he voted to extend
the president's contract because
"he's kept the students first and
he's always kept an open door for
me.''

,.
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Morehead State president_
says he wiH retire in 1992
Staff, wire reports

MOREHEAD - Morehead State University President C. Nelson
Grote, 62, said yesterday that he would retire in 1992.
Morehead's regents yesterday extended Grote's contract by one
year. He will retire June 30, 1992, six months after his 64th birthday.
The regents approved a salary of $95,000 for Grote.
Grote, who became Morehead president July 1, 1987, said the
timetable allowed him to fulfill the commitment he made to stay at
least five years and to achieve a number of goals before stepping
down.
"Don't plan my retirement party yet," Grote said. "I have no
intention of being a lame-duck president. We have a lot of work
ahead."

'THECOUAIER.JOURNAL, SUNDAY, APRIL 29, 1990

Morehead presiderTit to retar1S ill1 1992
, MOREHEAD, Ky.. - Morehead State University President C.
:Nelson Grote, whose contract was extended Friday, said be plans
·to retire when ii expires June 1992.
i The university's board of regents voted unanimously to extend
the contract, which was to expire In 1991, and also set Grote's 1991
salary at $95,000.
, Grote became Morehead State's 11th president July 1, 1987. He
;said he bad several goals, includlng·!enovatlon projects, comple•tloq of the study or the university's CQre curriculum and progress
;1n-lntematlonalizlng,the curriculum,-: :

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

\

• The regents did not indicate when .
a search would begin for Grote's
successor.
,
Grote asswned Morehead's pre- ,
sidency after six years as chance- •
llor at The Commwiity Colleges of ,
Spokane, Wash. He previously
served as a professor and an ad- ministrator at Morehead State
from 1960-71.
Announcement of the Grote's
contract extension came at the end
of an hour-long closed session. Al' though the session was called to
· discuss personnel matters, Seaton
· said it was unrelated to the con- ·
; tract talks.
' · Regent Walter Carr made the·
motion to close the meeting; Gil. liam seconded. The vote was 7-2 in
' favor, with Regents Alban Wheeler
and Seaton voting "no."

-The D~ily Independent, Ashland, Ky., Friday; April 27, 1990
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Despite the busy schedule, Gilliam said he would like to serve in
an · executive position such as
Grete's at __,some, point ii)_ the future.
•::'
.
'
Gilliam said he felt the role
switch was a good thing for Grote
to experience because it gave the
i::
president
the opportunity to listen
f "·' :~;·
~
closely to the concerns of students.
"U a student has a problem,
they're going to be able to take it
directly to him," he said.
Among tfie people whom Gilliam
~' By KENNETH A. HART
met with Wednesday were Budget
: · Independent News Writer
Director Ray Pinner, Porter
Dailey, vice president for adminis·
MOREHEAD
,Morehead
1
trative and fiscal services; and
State '· University · President C.
Keith Kappes, Grote's executive
Nelson Grote began· his day
assistant for university advance-Wednesday by attending a biology
ment.
,class - something he hadn't done
Grote spent time with SGA Proin
about
45
years.,
,
..
1
gram Director Mandi Martino,
Meanwhile, across campus, a
Public Relations Director Heather
'student who would have normally
Widener, Secretary Erin Farrell,
lbeen in the class was in Grote's
Treasurer Bernard McKay and
' office, participating in briefing
Vice President Chris Hart.
sessions ,with high-ranking uniHart, who will succeed Gilliam as
\versity officials. . · ,.
. ,, ,
president next month, said he
1",t Was Morehead State. making a ,
· pass through the Twilight,Zone? ' thought the role reversal contest
was something worth repeating.
' ·'.Notquite: ·' :',, · '
"It was set up as a fun thing, but
·;,Ir\. lGrote .and ' the· ( student,!•'HB'
.. ,,,,
Gilliam of Olive Hill, swapped 1 it also opens the lines of communication," he said. "I think it would
(places for the day ~ _the result of
Gilliam winning a contest sponbe very beneficial to do this again
in the future."
sored by a student organization.
' ' The contest was designed as a
"fund-raiser for the. Student AlLEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY:;
•. umni Ambassadors, a service
MONDAY, APRIL 30, 1990
arm' of the university's Alumni
Association. Gilliam, a 22-year-old
senior, was selected· in a February drawing,
;.,
Gilliam, , president . of Morehead's. Student Government Association (SGA), gained some insight into the duties of the president by meeting with adminis. trators and faculty members.
By Lee Mitgang
:'.'c· Grote . ineanwhile,; got to exAssociated Press
. perienc'e life from' ,a student
NEW YORK - Alcohol, drug abuse, crime
leader:s perspective. He attended
and bigotry are breaking down the social and
biology and Chinese literature
intellectual fabric at many college campuses,
classes; held meetings with the
according to a report released yesterday.
university's other Student Gov"The idyllic vision so routinely portrayed
ernment officers and chaired the
in college promotional materials often masks
association's monthly meeting.
disturbing realities of student life," concluded
Grote and Gilliam agreed that
"Campus Life: In Search of Community."
the role reversal was mainly for
The 148-page study was a joint project of
fun. However, both said they had
the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement
learned a lot by walking a mile in
of
Teaching
in Princeton, NJ,, and the Amerieach other's shoes. ,
·
can Council on Education, higher education
"I've just had a great, day,"
lobbying group based in Washington, D.C.
Grote said. "I've picked up J!!!...~
The findings were based on visits to 18
i'iof of details, and I've gained a
···
campuses; mterviews
better insight into how the SGA
with
teachers,
students and admingoes about doing its business."
istrators
acToss
the nation; and
In' the biology class, Grote
national surveys of 382 college and
'came face to face with every
university presidents and 355 chief
student's nightmare - the pop
student
affairs officers conducted in
quiz. He decided not to take it
1989.
l'It's been so many years smce
Among the survey' findings:
I've studied biology, it would have
•
Fifty-two percent of the colbeen inappropriate for me to relege presidents said the quality of
spond," he said. "" .
campus life was a greater concern
However, Grote said he did take
than a few years ago.
_notes. during the class, which he
planned to pass along to Gilliam.
• Two-thirds of the presidents
considered alcohol abuse a moder- ,
Grote said he last attended a
ate or major problem.
college biology class around 1945
- when he was a freshman.
o Forty-three percent said cam' Gilliam said his day in the
pus crime had increased over the
president's office was a bit more
last five years.
· hectic than he had expected. He .
• One out of four presidents
said it was difficult keeping pace
said racial tensions were problems
with the president's schedule of
on their campuses.
meetings and telephone calls.
"I thought I was a busy person," he said. "I just don't see
hnw Dr. Grot1~ does it.''

.si.uaent ,:'.
·:::t~ride
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Colleges plaguedl
by bigotry, drugs, i
crimej study finds

' . • Sixty-two percent' 'of'~presi'..
dents at research-oriented universities said sexual harassment was a,
moderate or major problem, and 48
percent said the same of racial
harassment
• Sixty percent of student-affairs officers said their campus had
a written policy on bigotry, and an
additional 11 percent said they were
working on one.
"Since the '60s, the notion of
universities having parental authority has greatly diminished," said
Ernest L. Boyer, Carnegie president
"But we haven't found new
ways to think about the social and
civic dimensions of campus life," he ·
said. "Universities don't know how
to exercise authority even when
they see incivility."
Presidents surveyed said they
did not yearn for the days when
colleges had strict behavior rules..
But many are confused about how ·
to cope with social ills - how, for
example, to combat bigotry without
becoming censors.
Too many have "sought to sidestep rather than confront the issue,"
the report concluded.
"We carry a stigma," said one
Hispanic student interviewed.
"When I first came here as a
freshman, a white undergraduate
said to me, 'You're here, but my
friend who is better qualified is
not.'"
At another campus, a black
candidate for student government
said a white student asked him, "ls
the other candidate on your ticket a ·
nigger, too?"
Sexism pervades many campuses as well, according to the report. ·,
One student at an elite North- ,
eastern university said, "My professor told me not to bother to apply to
business school because they never
take women."
Blacks, Hispanics and other ethnic groups increasingly have banded together into exclusive clubs or.
unions. One campus even had a
white student union. But such
groups, while understandable,
might heighten campus tensions.
Classrooms should be a starting
point for rebuilding a sense of ,
community, said the report. Students, for example, should be given
opportunities to work together, not •
just compete. And the curriculum ,
should have a sense of shared
intellectual purpose, not be merely a
smorgasbord of courses, it said.
The report urged colleges not to .
fight bigotry with restrictive speech ;
codes, such as the one passed ·
several years ago by the racially
troubled University of Michigan in
Ann Arbor. Instead, they should
affirm freedom of expression while
condemning campus bigotry in no
uncertain terms.
. The central recommendation of
the report urged colleges to adopt a
ucampus

compact,"

reaffirming

themselves as "caring communi•
ties." Students must be encouraged
to look beyond personal goals to
their responsibilities to the school
community and to society at large,
it stressed. School officials, in turn,
need to show genuine concern
about student needs.
Schools that I have not done so
should establish, for example, longer office hours, counseling services
and day-care centers to accommo-

dnte rrn11mul!11g :--t11dent;.,, the re-

0

.

I{S-U·_-p.resident nee.ds more~time•--..
-TheDaily Itidep~hd~nt, :Ashland,'Ky.;·friday, April 27;:1990'
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to decide. school's. course, officials say. ,

· : FRANKFORT' (AP) - Incoming
which; if any, of the recommendPresident John Wolfe Jr. needs
ations he wants to use. I have no
more time to assess the situation at · idea if all or any part of it will be
Kentucky State University and the
carried out."
·
"
implications of a report containing
Nunn said he particular!y favors
sweeping recommendations before two of the recommendallons: updeciding on any action, officials
grading entrance standards and
say.
. taking a hard look at out-of-state ,
enrollment
Wolfe, provost of Bowie State
Albright · said KSU spends too
University in Maryland who will much time on remedial work wi'th
become KSU president in late June,
thinks much of the report was in- students who are not prepared for
sightlul and concise, board of college classes.
regents Chairman· Louie B. Nunn , "Universities should not be exsaid Wednesday.. . .
peeled to duplicate elementary or
•
'· ·
'
secondary achievement objec• A.D. Albright, who has headed lives," Albright said in the report, .
three Kentucky universities, issued suggesting that raising entrance
the report at the regents' request. requirements would help.
A draft was made public this week.
. • "What we wanted was to have
KSU, like all state universities
Dr. Albright·,evaluate the situation except the University of Kentucky,
and tell us about any posSible · has an open-admission policy and '
problem areas," said Nunn, a low standards for admission. But
former governor. "We wanted the ACT scores have fallen off for invalue of his recommendations state students in recent years and ·
based on his experience as presi- out-of-state students have consistdent of three state universities.
ently scored below the national
"They will be available. to the average for the past four years.
board, and we'll go from there. But
Gary Cox, executive director of
the new president will decide · the state Council on Higher Educa-:

lion, said that all state universities '
provide remedial classes. He said .
KSU's may have a higher profile '
than the others because KSU has ;
made early identificali?n . of students who need help a priority.
Raising standa_rds ~ould ca~se a :
problem at a university long iden- ·
lilied as providing open-door OP: .
portunity f?r black students, ~ox ·
said. He said other schools provide
·
similar opportunities for other·
groups of' students with special
needs. He cited Morehead State's
support of Appalachian students as ·
an example.
"Faculty members (at KSU)
have been born and raised on pro-.
viding opportunity, and they do a
good job," Cox said. "Now the}'.
could be asked to do something
different. It poses. a real cha!-'
lenge."
·
i]
Richard Taylor, a KSU professor.
and regent, said there is a need for"
better-qualified students. "But I
don't want to see opportunity
denied if there is any reasonable
expectation of success," he added.·
"But I don't think they will close
the door entirely."
·

THE COURIER-JOURNAL, SUNDAY, APRIL 29, 1990

KSU's challenge
·1rcNTUCKY
tor

State Universi• the black students. But they acty has come far over the . count
40 percent or bachelor's ·
last decade, but the degrees awarded to blacks,
• · state's historically black.
As data recently released on the
college. still has a Jong way to go to Jefferson County Public SchooJs
assnme Its rightful place In the showed, despite considerable procont,tellation of public higher edu• gress - and for a variety of rea. catia•n In Kentucky.
sons, including poverty and stress ..
: ; So says an analysis of KSU pre- - many black students still do not
· pan:id for the board of regents by enter college as well prepared aca, ',
:·forrn6er university president A. D. demlcally as their white counter- .
; 'Albril~L The agenda Dr. Albright · parts.
.
,
· sketch·es for the Franklin County
The obvious conclusion from .
: 'llniver.slty ls ambitious and those facts· ls that black students
· touches on a number of sensitive require a wide array of education- ,
:·issues \"elated to the contemporary , al options, Just as white students
t)'ole of! black colleges.
do. The challenge ls to ensure the!
; ; The \major contribution of this avallablllty of sound educational.
;.report 1nay be to get those Issues p~ograms In a variety of settings,
," onto the,· table. Handled correctly,
All of those factors exert strong
'it can hly important groundwork Influences on a school like KSU,
; for KSU's new president, John which seeks to serve two missions:
: Wolfe Jr,., to set a bold course the traditional role as an Institution
,· when he assumes omce In June.
that nurtures young black students
r: Grappll'lg with the most difficult · and empowers them to obtain a
, of these !!:sues wlll create tension college degree, and Its official
; within KSlJ and among Its support- mandate to become Kentucky's
?.ers. That 1!1 a risk the regents, the premier small, liberal arts college.
(_new presloont and everyone conOn one level, the confilct ber cerned about the future of KSU tween those two roles ls one of
, must assum,?,
public relations and the need for
, _ Ironically, the attention focused KSU to re-cast Its Image to broaden,
; pn KSU comes at a time of Intense Its appeal. The root of the problem '
: national debate about the role of ls more complex - parilcularly
predomlnan~ black colleges In· the proposition that KSU must In. contemporary America. Many of crease Its standards for admissions'
the most respticted of those schools and retention In order lo Increase
-,have experienced a surge In appll- the quality of Its programs.
, cations In reaent years, stemming
That's the one Dr. Wolfe and the
_. In large part fl•om questions about . KSU regents must address most
the ablllty of predominantly white wisely and carefully, charting a.
,, universities to meet the needs of course that will serve the Interests
1; black students. Nationally, black of the school's students and secure
colleges enroll only 20 percent of . Its future.
.•

'
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Bere~··ggllege ·>halfway to
reco rd gOa1,
1

•

.

.

y Jamie Lucke

·

·

·7

r

erald-Leader education writer -

BEREA - Berea College is well
on its way to raising $65 million in
a five-year capital campaign that
Berea officials said yesterday was
the largest fund-raising drive ever
by a Kentucky college. ·
· The campaign, which began in
1987, has raised $38.7 million, almost 60 percent of the goal,
"fd say we're very confident at
this point," Berea College President
John B. Stephenson said. at a news
conference. "We're more than halfway there."
But he added, "The further you :
get, the harder it gets."
On hand for yesterday's announcement were a number of Be- .
rea trustees, including Pulitzer
Prize-winning writer Alex Haley
and board chainnan Kate Ireland,
national chainnan of Frontier Nursing Service.
.
.
.; Berea "officials· said the campaign 'apparently was the most
ambitious ever by a Kentucky college. The record now is held by the

University of Louisvi!Ie, which. e~d-".
ed a five-year-capital campaign ·
· more thll? _a year early after raising ·
$61.3 mtlhon, far above the $40·1
million goal u of L
k
John Drees ~id
· spo esman~
.,
;
·
. .
.
:
_Berea's ca~~ign has four cate- ;_
, gones: $_1~ m1lhon •for personnel, ·
:'. $~2.!3 .m1ll1on · tor_ programs, $22,,
,. mtlhon for bmld1!'&:s and equip- ,;
:· !Dent, and $15.7 mtlhon for operat- "
:_. m11 expen~.-------.
·
;'
-Stephenson said the ~paign ·
. would provide: .
.. ,
,
.---• $8. million to invest to gener-, ·
; ate funds for improved faculty sala,· ries, which have slipped in compari, son with Berea's competitors.
" Stephenson said the money would
1strengthen Berea's ability to attract
' professors, especially black faculty
· members, who make up almost 10
percent of Berea's 120-member
Jeaching force.
·
• $9 million to build a 60 000 _
square-foot basketball arena 'and
c_onvocation center to replace the
tmy, 60-year-old Seabury Gymnasium. In addition to allowing Berea to
host tournament games, the new
arena would be a place "where we
can enjoy a full symphony and

have commencement inside" ·Stephenson said. It would hav; 2 500 ·
to 3,000 seats.
'
$5
·11·
•
m1 ion to preserve and
renovate. ~per and Frost classroom bu1ldmgs.
0 $6 million to expand and renovate Hutchins Library.
In earlier campaigns, Berea surpassed more modest goals, raising
$45 million in a drive that ended in
1984 and $38 million in 1975.
. Fund-raising is especially crueta! to the 1,500-student private
liberal arts coll~!(e because it does
not_ char!(e tu1hon. Students are
assigned Jobs at the school, however,_ to help defray costs. _Stephenson
said the cost of educating a Berea
student was $8,500 this year and
would be $8,900 next year.
13erea was founded in 1855 as a
school for black and white students
an~ has emphasized providing edu·cat10n to ~eedy students, especially
Appalachians.
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Berea names alumni to college board
BEREA - Three Berea College alumni ha\'e been elected to its
board of trustees, college President John B. Stephenson announced
yesterday.
The new board members are Charles S. l\lcNeer of Milwaukee,
the Rev.]. Oscar McCloud of New York and Rhoda Bryan Billings ,of
Lewisville, N.C.
McNeer, a 1950 Berea graduate, is chairman of Wisconsi•n Energy
Corp., the parent company of Wisconsin Electric Power and
Wisconsin Natural Gas. He is also chainnan of the two utility
subsidiaries and five Wisconsin Energy non-utility subsidiary
corporations.
lv!cCloud became executive director of The Fund for Theological
Education in 1986, after serving 14 years as chief executive officer of
the Program Agency of the Presbyterian Church. lie also has been
associate general secretary of the Commission on Ecumenical
Mission and Relations and associate director of the church's Council
on Church and Race.
·
McCloud, a 1958 Berea graduate, became the first alumnus to
receive a Berea College Service Award in 1981.
Billings. a former North Carolina chief justice, also h.1s been a
member of the Criminal Code Commission and chairwoman of the
state Parole Commis.,ion.
A I 959 graduate, she recently returned to private practice and to
leaching legal studies at Wake Forest University. She helped launch
the university's trial advocacy program.

LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER. LEXINGTON. KY., SATURDAY. APRIL 28, 1990

·sm- would make' graduation rates public

WASHINGTON - Colleges, universities, training schools and all
other post-secondary schools would be required to disclose their
graduation rates under legislation introduced by U.S. Rep. Chris
Perkins, D-Hindman.
Such legislation would help students make more informed
decisions about their educations and would make it more difficult for
schools to misrepresent their graduation or completion rates Perkins

said.

' .

Schools with low completion rates tend to have more students
who default on their loans, according to a report last year by the U.S.
Department of Education.
The legislation would require schools to disclose the infonnation
before students enroll or enter into any financial obligations.
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chief
.re·.. than·· so·

;,-;t_"rm very· happy in what rm··
doing.. Unless ·there's some indication ofinterest, I would not want to

Mo
names ._in 'pool ;:J~!\~~ p~i_de~cy;;,:~c~aria~,
·.. pre,.s·,_•lqen_cy,_ ;,were·roncemed·
-;, Watson .. and thatBoone"said'ther.,
outside candifo.r
.
.
, ,.. ,-.
.. ; ·,dat~ would .be discouraged by the
By Jamie Lucke'':· .. '· \. ·. , ·" 'pcss1ble· appearance · that UK's

search was slanted in Wethington's
·G · '· ·'
,
fayor., But· both men said the UK'
B· ra,:, a,Kentucky na• ,, "searcli committee, headed,b board
·, Harry
·
tive an~ aw~rd-wi:111mg chemist at 'chairman Foster Ock
~ had
the Cahforma Institute of Technol- ~ ,.
erman r.,
ogy, and ·Donald Zacharias, resi-, .~en steps t'? as.s11;e an open_ ~nd
111
dent of Mississippi State· Uni~ersi-·
tludmg advertisµig
0
ty, are among more than 50 . .
na y,.
-,, · ·.
nominees so far for president of the ·, • Booqe said , he · had no comUniversity of Kentucky.
plaints · about Wethington but
Dr. Thomas Watson of Louis-· thought UK had the chance to seek
ville said yesterday that he nomi- an outstanding scholar and leader
nated Gray, a National Medal of I by ronducting the kind of open
Science winner who grew up in : presid~tial search that Murray
Bowling Green '·and earned an :un- ..S.tate and Kentucky State universidergraduate degree .from· Western ' ties recently completed.:· · · ; · '
Kentucky University. ,, · · ·; ,. "I just want the big• picture to
, ,,: Zacharias -,- an Indiana native,• •be looked at," Boone said. .
graduateofKentucky's Georgetown,.,i, '•;, ·•'! thi k
·bod
College and president of WKU from' ~ · :· · n som~ Y who has
1979 to 1985 was nominated by f Kenoicky _roots m1ght be good for
George Street Boone, a retired Elk- f us-. particularly so'!1eone who has
ton lawyer, and his wife Joy Bale [ ~one ~emely well m th~ academBoone; a poet · ,- ·. ,. '
,
.
field m other places." , .
UK's top job ~me vacant ~.- · Gray, 54, could not be reached
when David Roselle resigned in · ." yesterday. . .
"
'·
Decem~ t? become president, of t ·; Watson, who was his classmate
the Umv~1ty ~f Delaware. · ·' · 1at Western, said Gray expressed an
The un1vers1ty has not released : interest in the UK job at Christmas.
the names of. any nominees. The · Gray_ ~nd his wife Shirley, a math-~ch. ronurutt~ scheduled t~. ematioan who grew up in Beaver
meet ~Y- 3!, has not set a deadline • .Dam, "had given some thought to
for no~~tions or,.applications. . coming back to Kentucky,'' Watson
,, Ji: 4iVJded IJI(. board ,of q-us~ said. ·
·
appomted · UK ·community 'College ·, '- · , ·
·
'
Chancellor Charles:Wethington in-' , · "I was excited when Dr. Gray
terim president Dec. 28. ·
,· said he might consider being nomiAlthough Wethington has not ,· nated. I was delighted when he let
:iaid- he would seek the permanent ·._ me do th~t," Watson said.
Job, · many observers, including· ·' · He said that Gray had asked
Zacl1~as, ~ave said it appears i '. whether the UK search was open
Wethington 1s the favorite· -- · •: , and that he had sent Gray news
· :~11der the,· present ~-cir~m-; '. 'clippin~ about th~ UK situation.
stances, there's no ·reason to' be a, ,.Gray . 1s not puttmg together a
<?1.1.l'l~.ate for th~ presidency of the' ·' cam,?31gn to ~ome president of
µ~~ei:sity ofKentu,cky,"_-Zacharias! '"UK, Watson said.
s;ud yesterday.. . , · ..
'
· Gray, who earned a doctorate at
, : "Certainly, .you don't get in- Northwestern Uni:-ersit,:, has won
volyed )n a1:y . kin_d ._~f search in n?mef'?us )10nors, mcludmg Califorwh1~ every md1catton 1s the promi- ma. Scientist of the ~ear: ~~ was
nent candidate is already in place" chmn_nan of Cal Techs d1V1s10n of
he ·said. ·. • · · · ·; .
.
,'
chemistry and chemical engineering
,·;:'Boone. said. he did not 'tell fr_om 1978 to 1984. He became
_Zacharias -he was nominating him. director _of Cal Tech's Bec~an
. Zacharias, 54, said he· was surprised Institute _m 1986. T~e co\laboral!on
'but honored to have been nominal- of chemists and biologists domg
ed for '-"an outstanding position" at researc~ i~ about to move into a
;UI(:. But he said he had an out- new bmldmg.
.·standing' position at · Mississippi
Joy Bale Boone also suggested
, State, a. school 'of 13,000 students Gray as a likely successor to Roand ·an-• annual ,budget· of $210 selle.
mi,!li_o'l-,:, :·,.c, _· ',. ,
:
Robert ~inn, a spokesman for
i1·"" By,,ro,mp::rison, UK has 55,000 Ca\ 'fech, sat~ the university had no
(~tuden\s· on its: main, campus and ~ffioal reacnon. But, Finn said,
community colleges and an annual We ':"ould really, really hate to
budget of more than $500 million. lose hun."
Herald-Leader education writer.'
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·r\Jew~~~KU ·budget
gives faculty, staff
:10610· salary raise ,
1

I

•

.

~

"

.

I

'speclal to the Herald-Leader

RICHMOND ..:.... Eastern Kentucky· Unive~ity's j
Board of Regents yesterday approved a $100 m!lhon ,
budget for 1990-91 that provides for a 10 percent'
·average salary raise for faculty and staff:
:
Eastern President Hanly Funderburk, m presenting the $100 381,235 budget to the board, said
improving facclty and staff salaries was_ the school's,
top funding priority.
.
"For the past five years we have made a speaal
effort to direct funds to salaries," he said, "and we
are pleased with the re- _
suits."
· , :. . '·
·
Funderburk said EKU
salaries were closer to
those paid by its bench-·
mark
institutions
schools of similar size and
· mission used for comparisons - than · any other
university in Kentucky.
'· The budget also in:eluded funding for several
new academic initiatives
including:
• An
experimental
study designed to improve
. the quality of advising for EKU students.
· • A pilot project to expand and !mprove academ-;
ic services, including the Crabbe Library.
_ I
• Expanded instructional and 1
• service-outreach programs to sup- ·
. port educational and economic de- '
· velopment throughout EKU's 22,county service region, and beyond,
as needed. .
'- · o Expansion of the academic
' scholarship program designed to
: attract more academically talented
i students to EKU.

i ..

Tuition rises
EKU's regents also approved
increases in tuition ordered by the
state Council on Higher Education
for the 1990-91 academic year.
_
- The new rates, which take effect :
this fall, will be:
1
o Resident undergraduate $590 a semester, an increase of $60. ·
• Non-resident undergraduate
- $1,770 a semester, up $180.
. • Resident graduate - $650 a
semester, an increase of $70.
• Non-resident graduate
$1,950 a semester, up $210.
Noting the 11 percent increase
in tuition set by the Council on
Higher Education, school officials
said the board made a special effort
to hold down total student costs at
Eastern by limiting the increase in
student housing to 4.1 percent and
·proposing no increase in the student activity fee.
Honorary degree
The board voted to award an
honorary degree at spring commencement May 12 to John R. Hall,
chairman and chief executive officer
for Ashland Oil, Inc. Hall will
deliver the commencement address
during the 1:30 p.m. ceremony at
Hanger Field.

- Joseph W. Phelps, chairman ancf
chief executive officer of Liberty
· National Bancorp, Louisville, and
·chairman of the EKU Foundation
Board of Directors, will receive an
honorary degree at the Aug. 2
summer commencement program.
Angela Barron McBride, professor and associate dean for research
at the Indiana University School of
Nursing, will receive an honorary
degree at EKU's 1991 spring commencement ceremony.
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EKU statement lists
improved academics,
public image as goal~
• Encouraging the ongoing re-,'
RICHMOND - Eastern Ken- view of general education require:
tucky University's Board of Re- ments at the university.
gents yesterday issued a statement
• Encouraging all students to
stressing the governing body's de- include
the study of foreign Ian-'
sire that the university continue to
guage during their academic ca-'.
enhance its academic quality.
reers; advocating a phased-in, two-.:
Board Chairman James T. Gil- year foreign language requirement,
. bert said the statement was the in majors' where it is appropriate,
result of almost a year's work in and possible.
· information gathering and consen, sus building on the part of the
e Advocating
a mandatory,
' board
mathematics requirement for the
"We want to.· accomplish two · general education curriculwn. ·
·
things," Gilbe:t ~id: "We have a
• Emphasizing the quality asmuch better msh?JtiOn here than·· peels of. the university through
many persons realize, and we want public relations, Specifically cited
to spread that message. Secondly, - was the university's scholarship
we want .to ~ak~ Eastern an even program, which has significantly_
better university.
increased the numbers of upperThe statement outlined policy quarter high school graduates at-'
goals for the university that includ- tending EKU.
'
ed:
• Fostering faculty-student rela-·
• Striving for excellence in all
. academic areas consistent with the tionships through experimental pro-'
. university's mission, including fur. grams and including advising as a'
ther development of areas of excel- criterion for promotion, tenure and;
lence with which EKU would be merit pay.
identified. The board stressed its
• Declaring that Eastern should,
desire that Eastern be a leader in be a leader in implementing the,
academic excellence.
Kentucky Education Reform Act of:
1990.
Special to the Herald-Leader

0

,I

• Calling for a policy and focus,
on the extended campus to assure.
that quality is maintained and that•
the programs are consistent with,
the mission of the unh,ersity.
1
• Calling for continuation of,
long-range planning as a vehicle to
ensure maximum institutional effectiveness and to provide for appropriate involvement by the Board. ,
Eastern President Hanly Fun;
dcrburk. said he was "extremely
pleased" to see the board interested
in these areas that "very much
relate to the quality of the universi-'

ty."

~
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1

~~;_:J~ge~t;j and·.a salary increasejr_::
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ry Increases. The UK board of trust- '
C\!S Is expected to consider a budget .

.·,.

, •

I

RICm,iOND, Ky. ;_ Eastern Kentucky University's .'
board· of regents has unanimously adopted a ,:
$100.4 million budget - the school's largest ever - .
wblcli.lncludes'.an average 10 percent salary Increase ·
for faculty and staff. , : ··; · ,
,
: The board also adopted a posltlon paper aimed at
Improving· the quality of education offered at the .
school. The', paper includes recommendations for .
changes In cun:iculum. . .
.
·
' EKU President Hanly Funderburk said the budget ·
for the 1990-91 school year reflects the school's com- :
mllment to continue Improving salaries.
··;-- Everyone· will· get at least a 5 percent pay raise, ·
Funderburk said; the other 5 percent will be distribut•
ed as merit raises. ,,
• · ··
: • Funderburk said the increases sbould move salaries•
.at Eastern closer to comparable schools In the region,
•Which Include Appalachian State University, Austin
Peay University and Ball State University. EKU's
,average salary for this school year, $35,004, ls,93 per.cent of the average for those "benchmarks." . , . :
, ·Charles T. Wethington, the interim president at the
!University or Kentucky, recently told faculty leaders.
'that he also plans to propose average 10 percent,sala- ,
t

,,., . .

,

_,,

'

'

.

'

·:

'

.;.

In June.
, '. Eastern's budget also Includes the
school's new tultlon schedule for the
next academic year: In-state undergraduates will pay $590 a semester ·
an Increase or $60; out-of-state un'.:
dergraduates $1,770, up $180; Instate graduate students $650, up $70;
and out-of-state graduate students
$1,950, up $210.
:'· '
.
The board's position paper, out,
lined by the regents• executive and
academic-affairs committee, was
prompted by a desire among board
members to become more Involved
• In running the university, said board·
chairman James T. Gilbert. Devel.oping the position started early last
year, he said.
The three-page paper oull!nes several recommendations, Including requiring students to take two years of
a foreign language and a mandatory
. mathematics requirement for the
, .general educational curriculum.
· Other recommendations Include
an emphasis on "quality aspects" or
the university, "rather than quanti-'
ty /size." The paper also calls for·.
fostering better faculty-student relations by evaluating the way the
school advises Us students, and It
ratSes the posslbll!ty that academic
advisers be rewarded, possibly by
Including advising In decisions on
tenure, promotions and merit pay.
Gilbert said such a position paper
ls "kind of unbroken ground In Kentucky • . . (We) ought to get some
flak for It."
Funderburk said the recommendations In the position paper will go
through several channels, Including
faculty and ·the administration.
,
The regents also voted to award
, an honorary degree t~ John· R. Han,'
chairman and chief executive officer for Ashland Oil Inc.· Hall will
deliver the school's commencement
• address May:12. • · -

